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I know poetry is not dead, nor genius lost; 
nor has Mammon gained power over either, 
to bind or slay: they will both assert their 
existence, their presence, their liberty and 
strength again one day. Powerful angels, 
safe in heaven! They smile when sordid souls 
triumph, and feeble ones weep over their 
destruction. Poetry destroyed? Genius 
banished? No! Mediocrity, no: do not let 
envy prompt you to the thought. No; they not 
only live, but reign, and redeem: and without 
their divine influence spread everywhere, 
you would be in hell 
—the hell of your own meanness.  

Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre 
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Introduction: The Reading of Poetry 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

 
 
 
Why is it that some people love reading poetry, and others dislike it in-
tensely? Some who do not wish to read it nevertheless enjoy listening to 
selected readings. There was a time when large audiences attended pro-
fessional readings—‘elocution’ they called it in those days. Many who 
rarely read a poem or hear one read nevertheless relish the singing of 
hymns, which are, after all, poems called songs. Psalms, too, virtually 
come into the same category, especially in their beautiful Hebrew forms. 
Many cultures have treasuries of songs, often in forms of folklore, sagas 
and other narratives. It seems strange to me that when we sing hymns, 
liturgies, psalms and folk-songs that we should have an aversion to reading 
poetry. Doubtless there are certain reasons why this is so. 
 Some have always had a love of poetry, but—again—are not sure why 
this is so. I began writing poetry in my early teens, but dreaded my 
peers—especially the male ones—discovering this personal addiction. 
Boys thought it ‘sissy’, i.e. somewhat effeminate, and some adults still 
think this to be the case, although I doubt whether many think of writing 
poetry as a feminine thing rather than a masculine one. Prose, of course, is 
regarded as a masculine as well as a feminine thing, but then it is mainly 
adults who write, and being adult is considered rather to transcend gender 
weaknesses. After all, both the Brownings wrote poetry, and William 
Shakespeare and Bobby Burns have shown that you can be decently 
masculine and still write verse. Women are well known as excellent 
writers of poetry, and so the matter must be left there. Poetry-writing, we 
may generally agree, is not a gender thing.  
 I knew, as a boy, that writing poetry was not ‘sissy’, but I bowed to peer 
thinking and hid my decent crime from the lads: it became a private thing. 
At the same time I had a high personal regard for writing 
—whether prose or poetry—in much the same way as a child has who 
finds it has a flair for music or some other form of art. We tend to believe 
that artists are born rather than made, however much they may have to 
develop their innate skill by practice and learning. Because I loved the 
reading and writing of poetry I have found myself, from time to time, 
bound to let a poem find its way to the light of day. That is not to say that I 
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think I am a poet of any merit, or that I have necessarily ever written good 
poetry. I have just enjoyed doing it. In fact, I have always felt compelled 
to write what I have written. 
 I guess I have been disappointed that folk read my short and long fiction 
with a certain appreciation, but never even open a volume of my poems. I 
have thought this was due to the fact that these friends and other readers of 
my theological writings have the idea in their minds that fiction is 
attractive and entertaining, and that theological writing is discursive and 
stimulative. People have been known to eagerly look at my latest fiction or 
theological volume and even devour it with interest.  
 In my native cunning some years ago I devised a new form of publi-
cation—a new genre you might say. It contains short stories, essays and 
poems, all put together under the one cover. Some readers relish the var-
iety: others select what they like from the smorgasbord—fiction, essays 
and poems. A discerning person might say it is an unethical way of forcing 
poetry upon the reader. I would have to agree that it was my way of 
forcing my poetry on a reader, but then no one can be forced to read what 
is written—whether it be essay, story or poem. I confess that I have an 
evangelical zeal in including the poems. A reader may unaccountably be 
converted to reading poetry! Almost by accident he might stumble upon 
the innate beauty of the poem form. You just never know what might 
happen! 
 Most folk will tell us that the reason they do not like poetry is that they 
were forced to read it at school, and that the way in which they were 
taught took all the joy out of their reading. It seems to me that this pre-
supposes that they would have enjoyed the poetry had they not been taught 
the ‘nuts and bolts’ of poem-writing, such as rhyme, rhythm, forms of 
poetry and so on. They give the impression that had they not been forced 
to understand these techniques of writing, and had they not been called 
upon to write appreciations of verse, then they would have taken to it like 
a duck to water. I doubt whether that is all the truth, or even a substantial 
part of it. 
 Generally we know that when poetry is read well, then the capacity for 
appreciative response is certainly stimulated and developed. The best 
teaching of poetry is the good reading of it to a class or audience. In the 
Army I have seen men entranced by the recitation of ‘The Sentimental 
Bloke’ and other C. J. Dennis epics, the ballads of Lawson, Banjo Paterson 
and other folk-writers. Country and Western has its devotees in large 
numbers: and so we could go on describing the love of poetry—whether 
said or sung—which seems natural to the human spirit. 
 Recently I asked around, and received the general reasons for non-
reading of it, namely that it is unintelligible, unreal, and unattractive. One 
person said, ‘I dislike poetry because it conceals its meaning.’ I think she 
thought it was esoteric. I was then startled by another reply: ‘People don’t 
read poetry because it immediately confronts them. Far from being too 
difficult to understand, it gets to them all too quickly. They can understand 
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it quite well, but don’t want to hear what it says.’ 
 Maybe this is a generalization, but I think it has a lot of merit. Poetry is 
certainly different from discursive writing, although it is close to the prose 
of fiction. In discursive writing we listen to, examine and understand the 
writer, whether or not we agree with him or her. It appears to many that 
discursive or descriptive writing—even when rhetoric is present—is 
honest. It can be discussed. It can be debated. One knows where one 
stands. On the whole it is noetic rather than poetic. It is a matter for the 
mind to analyse. Poetry seems in a way to cheat. It affects us. It may not 
be irrational but yet be unreasonable—we think—in that it brings 
impressions, touches emotions, moves us to certain feelings and im-
pressions, and all of this without calm reason and discussion. It is a curi-
ous thing that in general people like music, including opera and ballet, 
admire—or dislike—certain forms of art, are moved by sculpture and 
dynamic architecture, and surrender themselves to the artistic elements of 
films, and can be greatly moved by fiction, and yet feel that one form of 
all the arts—poetry—is somehow the one genre which is not valid.  
 I am inclined to think the lady was correct who said that poetry is so 
dynamic and confronting that many refuse to read it, and primarily be-
cause they cannot fight back, cannot discount it. For that matter, what 
form of art is there with which we can have dialogue? This is where the 
critic comes in: he can evaluate the reality at least as to mode and form, 
and even as to the substance of the poem. In a sense one cannot have 
dialogue with any form of art. It seems that all forms of art convey truth of 
some kind, reality of some sort, and even have hortatory powers—
elements which exhort the reader or hearer. This quality is present in all 
forms of art, and there are those who refuse validity to painting, as others 
do to poetry. People may be said, even, to be inartistic, unmusical, colour-
blind, tone-deaf, unresponsive to this or that artistic genre. The question is 
whether there is present in the person some psychological obstruction, 
some association which causes dislike of one artistic medium or another. 
 In presenting this book I am hoping that some may take the plunge, and 
begin to read what I have written without inhibition. I am one of those 
who believe the artist is saying something to other people, whether he—or 
she—knows or does not know what is being said. By this I do not mean art 
is primarily didactic—always trying to teach. Whether we know it or not, 
the words of Koheleth fit our human case:* 

                                           
* Ecclesiastes 7:24; 3:11. 
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That which is, is far off, and deep, very deep; who can find it out?  
He [God] has made everything beautiful in its time; also he has put eternity into 
man’s mind, yet so that he cannot find out what God has done from the beginning to 
the end. 

 
 There is in humankind, generally, a recognition—whether uneasy or 
not—that what is is ‘far off ’and so deep that it would seem no one can 
find it out. Given that every person might like to have all knowledge and 
all wisdom so that she or he could wrap the mind and life around that 
knowledge and wisdom, yet we find our limitations are many. We seem to 
teeter on the edge of something grand and glorious, or maybe something 
terrible and fearful, and at the same time feel unable to grasp what we 
sense or see. We discover, too, that we—consciously or unconsciously—
set certain parameters for ourselves, and we scarcely dare to move outside 
them. The power of art is that the artist breaks through seeming limitations 
and discovers something breathtaking—whether of high beauty or hideous 
terror, horror and depravity. We try to look at what he shows, listen to 
what she says, grasp the orchestral movement of what they are 
communicating, and we know that ‘reason and enlightenment’ is not the 
beginning and end of the human quest to discover what is ‘deep, very 
deep’—the knowledge of ‘the end from the beginning’. 
 The poet, the writer of literature, the painter, the sculptor, and the 
musician all know that something is pressing them for expression. Their 
ability to formulate what is in them may differ from poet to poet and 
painter to painter, but the compulsion to do what they must do is common 
to them. I take it that each person is responsible to hone up, and—if 
possible—perfect the medium in which he or she works, but the fact of the 
compulsion is what counts. Northrop Frye, in his book Anatomy of 
Criticism, speaks of the creation of a poem: 
 

As with other products of divine activity, the father of a poem is much more diffi-
cult to identify than the mother. That the mother is always nature, the realm of the 
objective considered as a field of communication, no serious criticism can ever 
deny. But as long as the father of a poem is assumed to be the poet himself, we have 
once again failed to distinguish literature from discursive verbal structures. The 
discursive writer writes as an act of conscious will, and that conscious will, along 
with the symbolic system he employs for it, is set over against the body of things he 
is describing. But the poet, who writes creatively rather than deliberately, is not the 
father of his poem; he is at best a midwife, or, more accurately still, the womb of 
Mother Nature herself: her privates he, so to speak. The fact that revision is 
possible, that a poet can make changes in a poem not because he likes them better 
but because they are better, shows clearly that the poet has to give birth to the poem 
as it passes through his mind. He is responsible for delivering it in as uninjured a 
state as possible, and if the poem is alive, it is equally anxious to be rid of him, and 
screams to be cut loose from all the navel-strings and feeding-tubes of his ego.*  

 
 Frye is stating that the poem is an entity of itself. It has to be conceived, 
go through the period of gestation, be born, and be released into that 
                                           

* Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1957, p. 98. 
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freedom which allows it to be itself. He presupposes ‘Mother Nature’, but 
whatever name we give to this ‘the realm of the objective considered as a 
field of communication’, he is telling us poems come from somewhere, 
relate to that somewhere, and whilst being creations of the poet are entities 
to which the poet can lay no claim of ownership. All of this tells us that art 
in all its forms is significant, is not simply an attempt to decorate what is, 
is not cosmetic, and must be taken seriously. Frye’s book is brilliant, and I 
doubt whether many can absorb the ‘anatomy of criticism’ which he 
presents to us. 
 Given that there are all shapes and sizes, qualities and states of babies 
—and none of them to be despised—Frye takes out of art any justification 
for that all too human, and often too demonic, element of ego. The artist as 
a midwife or the womb makes him—or her—significant, as an artist. It is 
the baby that now gives vent to itself, so to speak. Something has come 
into the world which was not in it before. If we press the analogy, each 
baby has its own DNA, its own ethos, disposition and character, and hence 
makes its own unique but typical statement. The artist has given birth to 
that which will be read or seen, heard or sensed as a living entity, and this 
for good or ill.  
 Frye believes that art is not original but aboriginal. No one has got there 
before anyone else, but the aboriginal is the utilization of what has first 
been discovered by it. I think Frye means—in effect—that no one creates 
anything of himself. God may create ex nihilo but artists do not. I would 
use the term ‘procreates’, i.e. brings into being along with another. 
Theologically I would say this ‘other’ would be God, but then it might be 
‘the gods’ or even ‘the demonic forces’ or the forces known as occultic. 
Frye sees all forms of art production not as totally original creations, but 
being composed of all that the artist has first received from others. The 
range of colours has always been there. So also the range of notes in music, 
and words in languages. Man has used many forms, but they derive from 
forms already seen wholly, partially, and aspectually. No two human 
beings have ever been identical, hence their modes and shapes of ex-
pression will vary marvellously. We have seen situations visually, includ-
ing the visual depictions of artists, sculptors and architects. We have heard 
many songs, many compositions, many pieces of music, and poems and 
stories are multitudinous. Who understands the alchemy of mind and 
memory which assists us to conceive and bring forth procreations which 
we would call ‘copyright’, but of which—in a secondary sense—we have 
been the copiers, even though our product is freshly unique? 
 I could say that whilst my deliberate theological writing may well be 
called discursive, yet at the same time it is the expression of something  
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which is beyond my devising. It, too, is procreative. Its inner essence 
comes as the writing proceeds: it flows with the very writing. The same 
would go for the writing of fiction. I have never had to be a person who 
earned his living by writing, i.e. who was employed to write, although my 
wife and I were kept alive at one period by the returns from fiction-
writing. I was once offered a lucrative script-writing job, but found it 
impossible to pursue because I felt my writing could not be true art. I am 
convinced that script-writers can be—and often are—artists, and great 
artists, but it was not for me. Writing, however, is not for kicks, but then 
the birth of any procreated entity must bring its sense of satisfaction and 
even awe. Certainly it ought to tend to humility, not be a reason for 
boasting or ego-extension, and yet provide a rich measure of enjoyment, 
or—in some circumstances—the deepest disappointment. 

POETRY AS THEOLOGY: THEOLOGY AS POETRY 

If I were to say to my friends who are readers of the fiction that I write or 
the theology that I claim to present, ‘Look! My best fiction and my best 
theology are in what I call my poetry,’ then I think most would be aston-
ished, and probably unbelieving. Fiction—reasonably written—carries 
itself along. Sentence after sentence, description after description, the 
legitimate use of rhetoric and other devices, help the reader to be both 
entertained and convinced. I take it that authentic fiction is always in-
creasing the personal knowledge of many things in the mind of the reader. 
Something of what is ‘deep, very deep’ is being communicated to him. He 
has gained something more of knowing ‘the end from the beginning’. The 
discursive nature of theological writing convinces the reader he is gaining 
wider theological knowledge and useful materials for living and teaching, 
and in both cases—fiction and theology—this may well be the case. But 
unless such writing is in the prophetic mode it may prove to be quite 
lifeless.  
 What do I mean by ‘the prophetic mode’? It seems Frye would see 
Mother Nature as that source which gathers up all that there is, so that 
from her derives all we communicate as our works of art. Mother Nature 
in this case is that vast source which must cover all kinds of elements. For 
me the prophetic mode is what is communicated to the artist directly from 
God, so that what is passed on is alive, authentic, and to some point. Of 
course, I am not speaking religiously. Whether we like it or not, men and 
women ‘live and move and have their being’ in God. The substance of art 
does not originate with the artist but is passed on from God to others. The 
receiving and the passing are not necessarily in the awareness of the 
Creator by whom we procreate. I have been fascinated  
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over the years in watching artists, writers and musicians being inter-
viewed, and who, being asked why they have persisted in their art, have 
said they could do no else. They were always aware that to be a writer, a 
painter, a sculptor or a musician was their destiny. Perhaps few of them 
had reference to God, but whatever their morals, religious beliefs and 
theology, they knew they had to persist in their art. Of course, there can be 
pagan, occultic and demonic art, and it can be prophetic in its nature, and 
some would deny it has any link with God. I am not so sure. Such art will 
also be dynamic. Good gifts can be used demonically or egotistically but 
they remain as gifts. Responsibility for their use must remain a moral 
matter, and we will not, here, enter into that matter. Accountability is a 
large issue in itself. 

THE EFFECTS OF POETRY 

In regard to the effects of poetry, anyone who reads and loves poetry will 
know what it is to sit and read, receiving the poet’s intimations into his 
own spirit. He passes from mood to mood with the prophetic writer. He 
receives impressions such as he cannot derive from straight writing, dis-
cursive prose, and forms of poetry which are deliberate, composed with 
clever brilliance, and which, in protesting against convention, do not 
necessarily shape a new and truly artistic way. They often seem to me to 
be written by ‘hollow men’—those of whom T. S. Eliot speaks—but who 
have stuffed themselves with plastic substance, and from this artificial 
self-substance their works proceed. Theirs is poetry, no doubt, but it is not 
the poetry of which I speak. 
 I believe that poetry can take us to the truth of life in a non-discursive 
way, although poetry may also have its own discursive elements. If what 
Pascal says is true—‘The heart has its reasons which reason knows noth-
ing of ’—then the theology of the theologians may be far from the last, or 
even the first, word. True theologians are primarily persons of the heart, 
and their theology is of the heart, yet in no way in conflict with the mind. 
No theology is true outside of the experience of God. Yet when we refuse 
theology we are seeking to refuse the truth. Because the truth is entirely 
confronting we may be trying to suppress what we innately know. Art has 
a way of unmasking us, and confronting us with what we know, but yet do 
not wish to know. There is no paradox here, but a fierce and continuous 
battle. We have set our parameters of knowledge and experience and 
intend them to remain unaltered. 
 I believe with all my being that poetry is a genre which quickly reaches 
the heart. I am sure that that is the case with other modes such as music, 
other forms of literature, painting, and the like. Poetry uses  
words no less than does prose, but here precise insistence on logic, argu-
ment, explanation and basic premises is largely set aside; at least that is 
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how it would seem to be. One cannot substantiate by reasoning the state-
ments which come to us in poetic form, but the words are doing their 
dynamic work. It is not that they override logic and reason, but they are as 
revelation and not simply as explanation. Truth penetrates through to us, 
even beyond the suppression we have on it in our hearts and minds. 

PLEASE READ POETRY,  
AND PLEASE READ THE POETRY OF THIS BOOK 

This plea may seem pathetic. Often I am called upon by authors to read 
poetry which is in my estimation of a very poor quality. Sometimes it is 
doggerel. Authors almost always believe it is in the high mode and ought 
to be published. They believe in the full inspiration of their words. Oc-
casionally, even amongst doggerel, a poem shines like a jewel, and you 
know the writer must persist, must learn to write better on future occasions. 
Some poems are like diamonds taken from the earth. They will shine and 
sparkle with some careful cutting, but someone other than the poet may 
have to do that work, at least until the poet learns to be apt at polishing. 
All poems—in high or low modes—are a testimony to the joy and reality 
of the creation and of the mystery of procreation. In one sense everyone 
ought to write poetry, even if he or she cannot: at least we all ought to be 
poetical. The critic may assess the form of the poem and find it wanting, 
but he ought to recognize that something is there, i.e. its true matter. High 
it may not be, and sustained it may not continue, but it must say something 
of value to the human mind and heart. 
 In compiling this book I was advised to extract just a few poems and 
make what is called ‘a slim volume’. People might even read it, and per-
haps they could digest something of the limited contents. Some might even 
be coaxed—or coached—into reading poetry as a pleasant pursuit. I am 
sure there is value in this advice, but my thinking proceeds on somewhat 
different lines. If, as is mainly the case with my poetry, the content of the 
poems is theological, then one cannot write too many or too few poems. If 
poetry is a dynamic, living medium of communicating truth directly, since 
‘The heart has its reason which reasons knows nothing of ’, then it might 
be better to write a substantial book of poetry since it could possibly be an 
excellent way of communicating theology. Of course, one does not have to 
read a book of poems from cover to cover. Few, anyway, have ever done 
this, but the materials for contemplation and enjoyment are available. 
What I am not saying is that poetry is the best genre for communicating 
theology, but I am claiming it is a dynamic way of doing so. 
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 That leads me to the matter of theology itself. In a way my use of the 
word ‘theology’ has not been a wholly valid one. Theology simply means 
the study or principle of God, and everyone is a theologian, no matter what 
the religion she or he may espouse. The atheist is a theologian in that 
having studied the matter he affirms there is no God. The agnostic is 
generally a shoulder-shrugger. Theology has come to mean in a more 
specialized way that discipline which studies the resource materials 
available, and seeks to come to conclusions and even propositions regard-
ing God, Man and the creation. In one sense theology is like a map in a 
road directory: it directs by means of symbols to the reality which exists 
irrespective of any map. The map is helpful in guiding us to desired 
locations. Even so, no location is in stasis, i.e. all things are dynamic, en-
vironments are not static, people are not static. God is the God who acts. 
He is ever at it—working. So then, theology is our way of enquiry, of re-
lating to what is, to things-as-they-really are. These things are ‘far off, and 
deep, very deep’ and we ‘cannot find out the end from the beginning’, but 
theology is trying to understand, trying to comprehend, trying to act. 
 My point is that we cannot only be theological by reasoning—although 
of course we must reason. Theology—if it is true to itself—is relational, 
and relationships are personal, interpersonal, dynamic, actional and 
purposive. Explanation will not make this alive to us so much as will rev-
elation. Revelation unveils what is, which, it seems to me, is what art is 
seeking to do, however inadequate it may prove to be. In this sense the-
ology is true art, or—as used to be said—‘the queen of the sciences’, for 
true science is, in the ultimate, dependent upon theology. Philosophy tries 
to stand in for theology on many occasions but seems not to be adequate, 
whatever its innate value may be. 
 The poet who speaks from the heart will not propositionalize what he —
or she—is saying, but will let flow his relational understanding of all 
things, especially as they have come to him through revelation, through 
contemplation, through the thinking of others who are theologians as well 
as those who are not. Since the writing is not in the mode of reasoned 
propositions, the poet will use his licence to convey impressions, paint 
pictures, and give voice to prophetic communications. Use of metaphors, 
similes, and other figures is not a form of cheating on human reasoning, 
but the poetic way of doing it. Paul dreaded to add to his message 
‘eloquent words of man’s wisdom’ and the rhetoric which enchants the 
mind and drugs its true rationality. At the same time Paul was eloquent of 
the truth. The truth needs no rhetoric, but this does not mean it is told in 
passionless sticking to the letter of the matter, so that ultimately the mind 
receives the cold logic of it, and the heart remains unresponsive.  
 Well, enough of all this! This is my apologia for poetry, and may mean 
nothing to some readers. It may not stir them an inch to read. So I ask  
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them to become readers of poetry if they have not been so, and I suggest 
reading the poems in this book. I do not think any poem is religious in the 
way that word is used today. It seems to me that religion is man’s 
rationalization of his universe, of himself within it, and of God—if He 
exists. Religion, in that sense, is a human thing. Faith is a different matter. 
Far from being ‘a leap in the dark’ it is a joyful grasping of reality, of that 
which is ‘far off, and deep, very deep’. It is a simple sight of God—the 
kind that comes with revelation—and that is why I think these poems may 
be a vehicle of such revelation. One can only tell what one has seen and 
known, but what one has seen and known is no kind of proof to another. 
Even so, it may be a strong witness to the fact that there exists that which 
we, ourselves, may not yet have seen. 
 Just let me add that I think there is nothing secular but evil, that this 
creation does not belong to evil powers, and therefore there can be no 
division of art into ‘secular’ and ‘sacred’, ‘profane’ and ‘religious’. The 
world belongs to its Creator and not to its invaders or destroyers. The po-
ems in this book are no less theological because they are about anything 
and everything, any more than they are secular because they are not 
specifically theological. Incidentally, I have tried to avoid clusters of 
themes, poems which are topical, those which are inane and those which 
are humorous. I trust the variety is some preventative against boredom.  

THE WAY OF READING 

Here I am speaking specifically of this book, although the principles might 
also apply elsewhere. Take one poem, and read it. If possible read it aloud. 
Take time to do this. Then try to read it to another. Share impressions with 
others, but try to avoid mere analysis. Probably we are not always aware 
of our impressions. Muslims read their Koran aloud. In fact they chant it 
rhythmically. John the Seer advised readers of his book ‘The Revelation’ 
to read the words of the prophecy aloud. Probably this means, ‘Read it 
aloud to others’. The reading of poetry is personal, but should not be 
privatized. Sharing a reading makes it a community thing. Shared readings 
are becoming popular today. In any case, plays and operas have always 
been doing that. All poetry has a cadence of some kind or another, and the 
reader should endeavour to discover this and fit into it. The reading of 
passages of Shakespeare should be a simple aid to do this. As for rhythm, 
rhyme, forms of metre, and special structures of poems such as blank 
verse, sonnets, ballads and the like, we can leave them to another and more 
appropriate time.  
 If each poem is an entity of its own which has in some sense drawn 
away from the womb and the midwife, then it should be treated as an 
entity, and read for its own sake, as we treat each human being with 
dignity and respect. At the same time as no person is an island unto his or 
her self, so no poem exists in isolation to others. In this volume you will 
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find some themes treated repetitively, even to the point of being wearying. 
Even so, the principle remains: when a poem is conceived it is concerned 
with the thought of the moment. 
 Specialist poets scarcely ever repeat themselves, either in their ideas or 
the use of words, phrases or thoughts. They may possess inbuilt thesau-
ruses, or they may use the standard printed ones, but I think it is unnatural 
not to repeat oneself, especially if by doing so one can drive home the idea 
or theme desired. Certainly there is much repetition in these poems, yet 
most of the poems have been written years apart. There may also be words 
which are not commonly used: that is why we publish dictionaries, and 
learning a new word can be quite a delightful experience. I know you will 
detect elements of self-justification in these last few paragraphs—if not in 
the whole Introduction—but I repeat my request, ‘Read poetry, and even 
read my poetry.’ 

PREVIEW TO AN INDEX OF CONTENTS 

I have not tried to formulate an Index of Subjects, as that would be in-
appropriate for a poetry book, and in any case the Index of Contents in-
dicates the variety of themes. What I want to say, however, is that many of 
the great themes are not addressed in our contemporary short-fiction and 
novel writing. Many themes which are addressed are those thought to be 
the most dynamic, gripping and stimulating, such as love, sex, war, crime, 
violence, injustice, social justice, social action, material success, and sport. 
After all, these are matters which continually confront us. One cannot 
object to the use of these themes, but often they are utillized for reader-
interest and with the object of increased sales. If that were done well there 
could still be no great objection.  
 Even so, there are many in the human race who want to think on the 
great issues without having to read what has been written a thousand times 
before—stereotypes of men and women, and of the themes we have 
mentioned above, and the situations we face daily, such as sickness, suf-
fering, excruciating guilt, painful memory, traumatic divorce, shattering of 
marriages, families and communities, and the great enemy death. Where 
are the treatments of these in the higher mode, in the grand way of writing, 
in attempts not only to portray but to tackle the happenings in the human 
situations that have occupied the minds and hearts of us all? 
 It is not that such issues are not mentioned, but the sources from which 
they rise, the magnitude of the happenings, the destruction of the human 
spirit, and the true solutions that operate on the grand scale, are not simply 
on the psychiatrist’s couch—helpful as that may well be—but  
must be simply dealt with in the depth required. To take them up and 
expound them is the work of true art—art with compassion and wisdom. It 
might be thought that poetry is the last place where these matters can be 
portrayed, understood, and dealt with. This is because art has often been 
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used for entertainment, or to palliate the human spirit with a grand 
counter-attraction. The issues are significant and great minds should seek 
to deal with them, yet not just in the psychological way, the sociological 
way, or even the philosophical way. Political, ideological and social 
activism has sought to tackle these problems directly. Poetry is scorned  
as mere meditative, noetic and contemplative attempts to find gentle 
solutions. 
 Does political, ideological and social activism really have an authentic 
theology, cosmology and anthropology so that they can get to the heart of 
the matter—the matters of God’s holiness and righteousness that confront 
the human conscience? Can they deal with the spiritual alienation of Man 
that is his deepest pain? Can they give answers for the existential 
loneliness, dread, angst and confusion of alienated Man? Do they under-
stand what God is about in history, what He is about with the human race, 
and what constitutes transforming love, regeneration of the human spirit, 
and the glorification of all things? 
 Look then at the Index of Contents and see the subjects that are men-
tioned, such as human depravity, guilt, angst, fear, loneliness, pain, con-
fusion, bitterness, greed, envy, hurt, violence, anger, homicide, torture of 
spirit, blindness to reality, the bondage of lust and human deviations, 
anarchy, love, joy, peace, delight, worship, Divine wrath, judgement, 
liberation, truth, fatherhood, motherhood, family, creation, the good earth, 
the good heavens, celestial and terrestrial creatures, community, the 
present, the past and the future—all of these things and more. These are 
the things which most deeply occupy the human heart, but they must not 
just be stated any more than they ought to be exploited in the interest of 
entertaining readers, torturing them, or struggling upwards to some kind of 
an empty fame and profitable notoriety. 
 Who can say, then, that this book does not attempt to bring through the 
reality, and even the healing of such monstrous human evil and wounding? 
As always, such solutions are not welcomed, because they involve 
repentance of the human spirit, true brokenness and contrition of the heart, 
a turning to the God who creates and transforms. A reader may not agree 
that the poetry is true balm and healing to these things, but he cannot claim 
the issues have not been raised, addressed, and their healing has not been 
presented, always with a reference, of course, to God. It is when true 
healing and renewal come to a person that what breaks open in creation, 
humanity and heaven is something most beautiful, something that is real, 
and something that is satisfying. Thus the beauties and whimsies and 
idiosyncrasies poets see in many things  
become a delight to all who have artistic response. The emptiness and 
despair may be seen, but they are not the essential nature of all things. 
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POETRY AND PAINTING 

After writing this Introduction to my book of poems I read a fascinating 
passage from Edmund Burke’s A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of 
Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful. The quote I am about to give is 
from Part II of that book on aesthetics. Had Burke followed a career of 
writing, much more would have come from his brilliant hand, but he chose 
politics, and is famed in history for his statesmanship. Edward Gibbon, no 
less famous as the author of The History of the Decline and Fall of the 
Roman Empire, said of Burke, ‘I admire his eloquence; I approve his 
politics; I adore his chivalry; and I can almost excuse his reverence for 
church establishments.’  
 The passage I wish to quote from Burke was written in regard to the 
power of both painting and poetry: 
 

Among the common sort of people, I never could perceive that painting had much 
influence on their passions. It is true that the best sorts of painting, as well as the 
best sorts of poetry, are not much understood in that sphere. But it is most certain, 
that their passions are very strongly aroused by a fanatic preacher, or by the ballads 
of Chevy Chase or the Children in the Wood, and by other little popular poems and 
tales that are current in that rank of life. I do not know of any paintings, bad or good, 
that produce the same effect. So that poetry with all its obscurity, has a more general 
as well as a more powerful dominion over the passions than the other art. And I 
think there are reasons in nature why the obscure idea, when properly conveyed, 
should be more affecting than the clear. It is our ignorance of things that causes our 
admiration, and chiefly excites our passions. Knowledge and acquaintance make the 
most striking causes but affect little. It is thus with the vulgar, and all men are as the 
vulgar in what they do not understand. The ideas of eternity, and infinity, are among 
the most affecting we have, and yet perhaps there is nothing of which we really 
understand so little, as of infinity and eternity. We do not anywhere meet a more 
sublime description than this justly celebrated one of Milton, wherein he gives the 
portrait of Satan with a dignity so suitable to the subject. 

 
   He above the rest 

In shape and gesture proudly eminent 
Stood like a tower; his form had yet not lost 
All her original brightness, nor appeared 
Less than archangel ruined, and th’ excess 
Of glory obscur’d: as when the sun new risen 
Looks through the horizontal misty air 
Shorn of his beams; or from behind the moon 
In dim eclipse disastrous twilight sheds 
On half the nations; and with fear of change 
Perplexes monarchs. 
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Here is a very noble picture; and in what does this poetical picture consist? in im-
ages of a tower, an archangel, the sun rising through mists, or in an eclipse, the ruin 
of monarchs, and the revolution of kingdoms. The mind is hurried out of itself, by a 
crowd of great and confused images; which affect because they are crowded and 
confused. For separate them, and you lose much of the greatness, and join them, and 
you infallibly lose the clearness. The images raised by poetry are always of this ob-
scure kind; though in general the effects of poetry are by no means to be attributed 
to the images it raises; which point we shall examine more at large hereafter. But 
painting, when we have allowed for the pleasure of imitation, can only affect simply 
by the images it presents; and even in painting a judicious obscurity in some things 
contributes to the effect of the picture; because the images in painting are exactly 
similar to those in nature; and in nature dark, confused, uncertain images have a 
greater power on the fancy to form the grander passions than those have which are 
more clear and determinate . . . I am sensible that this idea has met with opposition, 
and is likely still to be rejected by several. But let it be considered that hardly any-
thing can strike the mind with its greatness, which does not make some approach to-
wards infinity; which nothing can do whilst we are able to perceive its bounds; but 
to see an object distinctly, and to perceive its bounds, is one and the same thing. A 
clear idea is therefore another name for a little idea [emphasis mine]. There is a 
passage in the Book of Job amazingly sublime, and this sublimity is principally due 
to the terrible uncertainty of the thing described. In thoughts from the visions of the 
night, when deep sleep falleth upon men, fear came upon me and trembling, which 
made all my bones to shake. Then a spirit passed before my face. The hair of my 
flesh stood up. It stood still, but I could not discern the form thereof; an image was 
before mine eyes; there was silence; and I heard a voice,—Shall mortal man be 
more just than God? We are first prepared with the utmost solemnity for the vision; 
we are first terrified, before we are let even into the obscure cause of our emotion, 
but when this grand cause of terror makes its appearance, what is it? is it not, wrapt 
up in the shades of its own incomprehensible darkness, more awful, more striking, 
more terrible, than the liveliest description, than the clearest painting could possibly 
represent it?  

 
Notice the sentence I put into italics: A clear idea is therefore another 
name for a little idea. This may appear to be a generalization, but Burke is 
surely saying that to convey truth that the poet has perceived, and perhaps 
beyond his own comprehension, there is that in poetry which brings to the 
receptive reader something beyond mere clarity and human smallness. We 
may call it revelation if we will, but it is revelation that cannot be 
prescribed. Something is coming to us beyond the poet, but not apart from 
him, for he—as in the case of Job quoted above—has come into some 
apprehension of the experience he is now sharing with another or others. 
 What a loss to us, then, when we thrust off poetry either on the pretext 
that it is too direct, too confronting and too unmasking, or—alterna-
tively—that it is so obscure that only by the use of great labour shall we 
come to the reality it seeks to convey. All true art is surely conveying to us 
that which will go into the treasury of our mind and heart and enrich us 
with truth—with the essence of life—which we could not discover in a 
mere noetic way. 
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‘THE SPIRIT OF ALL THINGS’ 

Finally we can look at our title, The Spirit of All Things. This can be 
looked at in two ways: (i) the Spirit of all things, and (ii) the spirit of all 
things. The first says that the Spirit of God is universal and all things are 
initiated by him and all things exist in him, no matter how fallen and evil 
they have become, no matter how high and glorious they are. Thus 
everything lives and loves and has its being in the Spirit of God. No matter 
how fractured it is, it is not abandoned. Nothing is absent from the 
Presence. On the one hand the Presence can be an intolerable agony to that 
which is out of kilter with it. On the other hand it can be the source of 
unitive love, steady joy, and true shalom to the one in kilter with it. 
 If we take the title to be ‘the spirit of all things’, then we mean the book 
is trying to get behind all that is felt and seen and comprehended, the 
poems are about what is thus sensed, even if ‘all things’ are not wholly 
comprehended. Gradually—where one desires it and is open to it—
wisdom grows, a wisdom that ‘comes down from above’ and which is 
‘first pure, then peaceable, gentle, open to reason, full of mercy and good 
fruits, without uncertainty or insincerity’. It is to be hoped that all we have 
talked about in this Introduction, and all we have written in the poems, has 
its roots in such wisdom, and manifests some semblance of it. 
 





Dry Bones Dancing 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There, in the sere valley, 
The death of the nation. Death unseen, 
For the battle came first in uncanny silence, 
And then in noise and conflict.  
Defeated by judgement 
The nation dissolved in the dark night, 
There, in the parched valley, where the blood was drunk, 
Lost in the dreary dryness. 
 
Between the high hills, the loping mountains, 
The eroding winds came rushing through, 
Dehydrating the flesh-stripped skeletons 
Until they shone whitely in the ghost moons, 
Tossed by carnivors, and gnawed 
By the carrion ravagers— 
The nations picked for judgement. 
 
The bones then were lost, lost in the drift, 
The drift that diminishes nations 
Until its world becomes the graveyard 
Not only of hopes and dreams 
But of the heart of its essential being. 
 
‘Our hope is lost, our parts cut off, 
We are the dried bones. We are nothing. 
Dead, we know only the moaning 
Of our past dreams over sere sand, 
In the hot, dry days, or in 
The silver, silent night: we are not.’ 
 
Drear death is not for the elect; 
Death that deals wisdom where the pride is high, 
That diminishes the hubris of the blessed nation 
In the death whose view is to life. 
Yet not apart from the prophetic word. 
The word comes in silent surprise 
For the lone valley, the dry bones, 
The helpless, lost nation. 
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O bones beloved! Not one thing is lost. 
Hear then, O bones, the word of the Lord! 
Life out of death is the power of the Word.  
 
The dehydrated marrow stirs into soft being, 
The bones join fleetingly to their former parts. 
The noise of the clicking and the clacking 
Bestirs the tired desert. 
The mountains awake at the momentous miracle, 
At the touch of the eternal breath, 
But miracle more from its universal wind 
Coming across the cruel nations, 
Across the death-dealing denizens, 
Bringing life. 
 
Look, all bones, and rejoice! Bones old and new 
Make celebration! Arise, and stand erect, 
Great host of the Lord: give voice 
To the eternal dynamic of grace! 
Give voice to the life-dealing Yahweh. 
His breath has come from eternity 
To bring revival. Joy leaps to being 
In the eyes of the damned now redeemed. 
High joy breaks across the dry valley, 
And the mountains clap, 
All things shout! 
 
Old dry bones dance in new youthfulness— 
The fullness of life. Life’s comprehension 
Dawns in the turgid pressure of renascent life— 
Life in the word, life from the womb, 
Life by the peerless Tree, the vacant Tomb;  
Life brings the new power,  
The new splendid host of the Lord— 
The life-giving army. Its shouts of joy 
Flood past the mountains to all horizons, 
Being heard in the tombs, in the countless death-places. 
Angel hosts also join in the celebration. 
 
God is on the move, and His people with Him— 
His wrath was but for a moment, requited in holiness— 
Dance then, O dry bones, 
Dance, O dance, 
Dance on, dancing. 
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Serenity Unbidden 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Now in serenity I recline: 
The day is ended and the noisy hushed. 
The crowding thoughts come as a gaysome 
Flock of kindly troubadours 
Singing their ancient folk-songs 
In the modern idiom. 

 
I am serene in Him, my God, 
My personal Father, my loving Lord, 
Yet though the same, my sovereign God, 
My Deity majestic and sublime. 
Hymn-writers down the years 
Have seen it thus, and wondered, 
Silently exulted as the music swells 
There in their souls, and bursts 
On written page, in measured notes, 
The constant Te Deum of holy lovers 
In urgent adoration 
To their ineffable Father. 

 
Time was when fears came crowding, 
Driving to restless sleep and panting slumber 
The flurried, fearful soul of me 
Dreading the mighty evils and their powers, 
The frightful portents of my doom 
Amid the doom of others: others doomed, 
Caught on this silent floating planet 
Making (itself) its way to cataclysm, 
Inevitably emerging to its end 
And sudden shattering judgement, 
Billed by itself for conflagration 
And fatefully accepting this its end. 

 
Not so these deepening nights: 
The sleepful waking times 
Where euphoria simple is no sudden thing, 
No rising, riding in the drugged tide 
To slothful, dull amnesia, the easing 
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Of terrored pain, forboding memory; 
Old tidal waves that sweep, returning 
Up silent washing inlets 
To painful places of old memory, 
Bringing the tears in fitful starts 
And smarting accusations, 
Wistful longings for another 
‘Might have been!’ or ‘Would to God!’, 
And the hurt pain of dry remorse 
(Like sere leaves over dry paths) 
Until the spirit retches, bringing forth 
Nothing of ease, but unease only 
In the bitter anger—resentment’s arsenal— 
Biting upon the very flesh, 
Its own sad, twisted tongue, 
Clutching a cross as though to expiate 
Its own remorse, time and again, 
Weeping and shaking fists 
At the uncaring, unresponsive Deity, 
The cold, unanswering God 
Who keeps His counsel, silent 
Until the frantic, passionate mind 
Cries for eternal judgement, endless pain, 
Yet nothing gets for all its pleas 
Whilst suffering the more. 
 
These nights it is not so. 
No silent Deity, nor even One ineffable: 
No cold, transcendent Beauty 
But the true, gentle Father, 
The steady Son, eyeing all time and space 
Not only with benevolence, but tenderness 
Wrought of his own and thoughtful suffering, 
The kind identifying of himself 
With frail and fainting flesh; 
The deep pity which compassionates 
In needed act and timely giving, warm 
From the eternal heart. Father and Son 
Are one with loving Spirit. All nod to me 
With gentle joy, serene and tranquil, 
Touching the old dramatic spirit 
Torn in its own created vortex 
Of complicated fears, complexity 
Of self-recurring cogitation, 
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Mishmash of accusation, sterile hate, 
Self-loathing wed to self-despair 
And self-created anguish, the inferior 
Rating of oneself, the demeaning 
Of the created glory, the dread 
Of actual being, so the wild escaping  
Into the nihilistic shadows 
Of desperate non-being, non-humanity, 
Or pale, wraithlike attempts 
To pursue some sterile ghostliness. 
 
Not so is now: the memory 
Quivers as non-potential entity, 
A foolish fantasy flitting to its doom, 
Since love must will it so. Serenity 
Is a sweet tide, a fair inflowing 
Of the calming agape, the majestic yet tender 
Touch of the truly loving, the humble Deity, 
Noble, transcendent, yet at one 
With the flesh its joy created. 
The thought that brought it into being 
So joyous then—albeit problems pondered 
Come thundering my doom. Their vast attempts, 
Their passionate knockings seem whispers only, 
Or faint insensate scrabblings 
As though rejected they accept 
The gentle candour of my caring God 
And leave me to His endless knowing 
And to His embrace for ever, and for ever. 
So I thank Him, and thus have this repose  
And live it all in sweet endeavour. 

Adam 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Bring me a new baptism of love, 
A fire in every part, in every vein, 
And every nerve along. Bring me again 
The pure delight of love I knew 
Before I turned to sin in me 
By haughty desiring of a godhead—mine— 
In place of desiring Him. 
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Eve: she were for me all mankind, 
Loves unborn, love to be born, 
Noble and upright sons and selves 
Regal as I, regal as she: 
All to be born of true love’s flow 
Until the desiring of mine 
When regal became legal, 
My own desiring after mine; 
Right of my own, heights of my own. 

 
Here, in the vast and empty desuetude, 
Self-created deity is a hollow thing; 
An empty vaulted echoing 
Of the impossible. Love alone 
Is the reality. Man to man, men to men, 
Man to woman, woman to man, 
All to all only become 
Created reality afresh created 
In the New humanity (the real), 
First in the ox’s trough, 
Then beneath the Dove, 
Later on Golgotha’s hill 
And yet later from the tomb, 
Until Pentecost’s hour brings new birth 
And myself again as man 
In the new baptism, the holy anointing, 
Love flooding, not only the heart 
But the race, the whole world 
From the New, the Second Adam. 

The True Pater 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

He is the Father, the eternal One. 
Long before we were, He was. 
Yet in Him we ever were; uncreated 
And yet to be. The Father! 
No human lips can frame that Name 
And be as were before. The Name 
Fires the being with fervence: fires 
The true nature of man as man, 
As total being. Man is a man 
When he is one with the Father. 
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No atom came; no sphere swung into space 
But man as son was in the Father’s eyes. 
Sphere upon sphere rolled into view, 
And verdure of the earth and swinging inter-space, 
And life that burst from the Word 
Uttered into being. Father at work 
Plans for the home of man: domesticity 
Is the heart of the plan, the Family. 

 
Out of the Triune God: out of His depths, 
Made in His likeness, full as His love, 
The creature created; the son becoming and become 
The true world of being—Father created. 
Into this realm of time; erect, alert, 
The regal son, like the Son himself, 
Son of the Father. The Father love 
Creating from itself, descending. 

 
Down into the mire of unrelated being, 
Twisting upon itself, forcing non-being 
By rebellion. Forcing its filaments and fibres, 
Muscles and corpuscles into dislocation; 
Setting awry the godliness 
Into the sensual patterns, new and distorted; 
Creating the idols in tortuous semblances 
Of the original God. Making the Father 
As no Father. Hating the loved; 
Loving the hated. 
If then the Word comes not forth, 
If the Son, come in the flesh, does not come, 
Then the agony must continue. The hell 
Of the twisted inner perversion 
Reign as the wrath of the Father, the 
Refused true being and nature of love; then 
Must untrue sonship become the order, 
And man, for eternity, be the lost, 
The dead, the wandering son, never knowing, 
Never seeing the Father. 

 
But the Word is flesh; the Son is man, 
Powers of Sonship clothed in flesh, 
Wrought by the Spirit into fullest man, 
No more than man, but most-ever man, 
Trailing the lost sons, finding their lairs, 
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Parading the unveiled truth of the Father, 
Telling the Godhead in its Father powers, 
Holding the universe in its unchanged Deity, 
But grasping it also as man; making 
The hour of revelation break on earth: 
Father unveiled in the bloody Tree. 
 
One of the Triune God crucified, but all 
In the man, suffering; Father in Christ 
Rejecting the Man-for-men, and yet 
Accepting the men rejected, in him. The Spirit 
Brooding, moving across the deep of evil: 
Brooding within the deeps of man. Out of him 
Man’s ‘de profundis!’—man’s cry 
To the Eternal Father, the wail 
Of the eternally lost, horrified 
At the dark baptism of death, the painful fire, 
The loneliness of the man-hell— 
No son to the Father! No son! No son! 

 
Here in the depths the Father moves. 
Moves in His Father glory, giving to man: 
Giving the suffering one to suffer, and He 
Setting the suffering that His suff’ring man 
Come as a son to Him. The Son, suffering, 
Nails to the craggy cross the failure, 
The hatred unfilial, the full pollution, 
The moral sludge of the impure prodigal. 
See, in the sweep of the scandalized, the crucified 
Man’s sonship reborn, man coming to Him: 
Man the son, returning to the Father. 
This by the Way, the Truth, by the Life, 
The Son as the Man-for-men, bringing 
Sons to the Father: he again with his God, 
And man at his side, and man on his belt, 
And man in his heart: man everywhere 
In the glory of the Father. Man spread 
Prodigally in the renewed glory; man across time, 
Man flowing into the Family. God above all  
As Father, and in all, and through all. 

 
That which was planned before time—for time— 
That is fulfilled in time. This the great suffering 
Which makes the will of God to be 
The fullness of love; the fullness of His being. 
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Vicki’s Vision* 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Stood I in heaven’s halls 
Soft was the glory, 
Yet reassuring. Stood I amazed 
Yet not bewildered in the quietness. 
Seemed I alone, yet not alone. 
No pain to sweep the mind 
Nor anguish, wearying the body, 
But just the quiet, the quietness. 
 
Nor need I raise my eyes 
In fearful feel of judgement, 
Looking down long avenues 
Of never-ending, oft-repeated, 
Dreary failure. A sweeter sight 
Than conscience promised; 
Of nothing done in spite or hate 
Or evil or impurity. Nothing! 
 
Cross-glory is the cleansing, 
Cross-purity more brilliant 
Than human mind conceives. Back, 
Back to the primal innocence, 
The pristine beauty of the image 
Of the Eternal, the faithful Creator. 
Here in heaven’s hall has dropped away 
Tension upon tension. Only peace 
Pervades the once weary mind. 
 
The heart leaps up in joy, 
Beholding the King. His joy 
Leaps down to cover and sustain 
This first great meeting. Partly I knew, 
Had known in days of prayer, fumbling, 
Seeking His face through many veils, 
Protected by darkness of intensest light, 
Partly I had known. But now 
It is seeing, face-to-face. 

                                           
* Vicki Randall died of terminal cancer. Not long before her death in 1972 she had this dream or vision. 
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The other impression—fleeting 
Yet permanent—of beings angelic 
And beings human as more than human— 
Since such smiles of joy are rare 
In substantial cosmic scenes. Then 
Incredible joy lilting down like showers 
In a soft summer. Sudden understanding, too, 
Of His true nature, and love’s. 
Knowing that to truly be is to be 
As God Who’s love; never a pain 
Of human guile; never an evil 
Of disunion or disparity; only love 
As God is love. 
 
Then the recall to life. 
Back to the bed of pain, the human scene, 
The strange surprise of bed, the room, 
The earth’s familiar light, and her— 
The mother one—and him the father, 
And the family. Now all the same 
But different. A new meaning to the 
Life about, and death-to-come. A new 
Deep understanding so that death 
Is love invited, and life is now 
Not life, nor death, and both 
Are the one, the amazing 
And incredible one. 
 

The Infilling 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Comes the quiet filling, 
The gentle but purposeful inflooding, 
The needed fullness inreaching 
Along the dry shores, 
The arid inlets, the parched creeks, 
Cracked beds of the cricks, 
Even the silent softness of the rain 
Over the jejune earth, 
The infecund stretches 
Of the soulless soul. 
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Comes the fullness flooding— 
Sweep of the high waters tumbling 
Over the barren acres, the dull clods 
Inert with sterility and old death— 
Until the gentle flood raises hope 
Trembling at first, a faint quaver 
From the dry tomb of despair. 
Who would believe in resistless grace 
Or sudden love possessing 
The sour land and the doomed? 
 
Sweet memory foretold the truth— 
Seated in situations incredible, 
Hearing of the Ineffable through lips 
Themselves half-uttering, mind half-believing 
The incredible, and the prophetic 
From pompous pulpits, lips drily pronouncing 
The grand charisma of God— 
Sweet memory is no liar 
When the Spirit authenticates. 
 
Back where the Hand shaped the spirit, 
Where the Word uttered brought flesh 
Noble and regal into true creation; 
Then it was fullness breathed from the lips 
Of the Creator-Father: there the mystery 
Became flesh, infilled flesh of man 
Nigh unto God and panting 
With the unspeakable wonder, the adoration 
For the gift of true and whole being. 
 
Speak not of the dry flesh, the drained 
Of the holy spirit, the true life 
Surging along vein and artery, filling 
The being to full maturity, repletion; 
That in its abdication reverses grace, 
Impoverishing the reality, withdrawing 
The sweet dependency on the Eternal, 
Withdrawing into bleak sterility. 
This the celestials shuddered seeing 
Nature’s ingrate, infamous man. 
 
Speak not of the crucified flesh, 
The stark hanging of the enfleshed Divine 
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Crying through cracked lips his eternal thirst, 
Racked with the seared and dry pains 
Of the denied spirit, the fierce fires 
Of all tortured souls—become his— 
In the abyss, the deep suffering, the terror 
Of all dry flesh impregnated within 
In the dried reaches of his own spirit 
Sere and searing, thirst consummating 
But breaking the dam of love. 
 
Comes the high surge, the flow 
From the secret springs, the fountain 
Filling to king-tide, rising, 
Defeating the mountainous barriers, 
Breaking over all obstacles 
And rushing the dry shores 
In regal assurance, urgent intention 
To reclaim the lost acres, 
The desolate plantations, 
The renewable continents, 
Regenerating the sterile springs 
Polluted or dried, cracked 
From the drought millenniums. 
 
Floods in the fullness, the living water 
Swirls in the spirited tides 
Of regenerating Life. Filled full 
The soul sobs with the new reality, 
The heart weeps with the sweetness 
Of returning life. The flesh forms afresh 
With the recreative vibrancy 
And the eyes swim with the unaccustomed tears. 
The new crying surges 
Out of the heart. The ingrate dissolves 
In the new abundancy of grace. 
 
Not, however, in one renewing act alone, 
Not in a sudden flood, then withdrawn, 
Awaiting the next suddenness, but daily. 
Each moment is a new moment of living, 
A fresh gift of fullness, a sufficiency 
That never wanes. On the continuous tide 
Come the multifarious gifts, Spirit-gifts 
And Spirit-graces; also the Spirit-fruit. 
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These all the primal engifting, 
The breath of the Eternal into the temporal 
Until the temporal too hopes, 
Anticipating the eternal glory 
In the ultimate gift. 
 
Daily, and in the every moment, 
The continual giving, the perpetual gracing, 
The irresistible renewing, the true gift 
Of the living water, the living bread 
Thrusting its own urgency of action 
Till the renewed creature thrills to the note 
And rising grasps the gifts 
For the fullness of living, the action 
Motivated from the Ineffable Heart 
Provisive of the true life, 
The only human reality. 

High Climb: Climb High 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Climb up, my spirit, climb. 
Climb to thy high cross. 
Climb where he climbed. 
In him climb. Climb high, 
For he has climbed to God. 
 
Down there, my spirit, low: 
Lay not low in man so low, 
For lowest is not low as man, 
But climb up high, climb up 
To where the low has fled. 
 
His is my spirit: high 
Where love has spread its arms 
Wide; wide to His world, 
And wider still than wide. 
High is the cross of pain. 
 
Deep is the deep of sin, 
But deeper is the deep of love. 
Climb high, my soul; cry ‘High!’ 
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And loft thy spirit high, 
High as his highest height of love. 
 
Oh, world of cross and woe, 
Fierce as his love and high! 
Thy death has killed all death, 
And drawn the low to high, 
High, nigh unto God, and man made nigh, 
High nigh, nigh high unto him. 

Deep Spirit 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Deep down, down in the depths 
Where no one sees, where even you 
See not; there you are truly. 
Truly you are deep spirit unknown, 
Unknown to all but God, for He 
Has made depths unknowable, and you, 
In that secret place, and deep spirit. 
 
This is the time when the smooth surface, 
The limpid look, the cool waters, 
The glassy superficies, and the still plane, 
Are broken by a hurried motion, a crisis, 
A cracking of the daily routine, 
The splendid ritual of the everyday. 
 
Deep spirit who loves so deeply: 
Linked heart-to-heart with your flesh, 
Flesh of your womb, but now 
Gone beyond flesh to that ultimate 
Where all is deep spirit. Spirits linked 
Cannot be severed. Love’s deep union 
Hides from the casual sight 
Of the eyes that are careless. 
 
The fracture of the waters—the crisis, 
Invasion of body, invasion of soul and mind, 
Breaking the known routine, searching, seeking 
To bring back the life through pain— 
All this brings the strange change, 
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The old hidden anguish to life and with it 
The cry that never dulled in the spirit, 
That never dulled in the deep, deep spirit. 
 
Deeper than life is this love, except 
Where life is this love—deep spirit— 
Where love will not let the pain destroy, 
Nor yet the shock, the sudden wounding, the 
Dull and heavy trauma, down there 
Where deep spirit is deep searching out deep, 
The depthful deeps of the other. 
 
Life returns in the aftermath. The vision— 
Or call it hallucination if you will—is gone. 
The strong pain from the lancet, the operation 
Stings into new life. The strong copulae 
Are yet unbroken, but the chain of suffering— 
Link after link—leads up to God, to him, 
And back to us, where we all discern, and know, 
And understand and love. Deep spirit—this 
After the crisis of pain, the given gift, 
The mode of understanding when the surface breaks. 
The inner, the true depths, the right reality 
Break across the mundane, the mediocre, 
And tell us powerfully that man is deep, 
Deep in God’s Deep. This is where we know 
Deep calls unto deep as all His cataracts 
Go over us. 
 
 

The Anger 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There is the anger, 
Boiling inwardly, the seething 
Of the high outrage, 
The indignant scream 
Of the outraged spirit, 
The scandal of God 
Calling for the high indignation 
Of the noble human. 
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Pull out the dossiers, 
Hold high the files, 
The computation 
Of righteous man. 
His keen gaze, 
His discerning spirit, 
Has discovered the scandal, 
The scandal of the indolent 
God, the God of carelessness, 
Uncaring and indifferent, 
Whilst caring man 
Cares on. 
 
So runs the theme. 
So, too, runs the deceit, 
The high hypocrisy, 
The unfathomable guile 
Of the human spirit. 
Counter to authority 
Let the statistics run high, 
Let the apologia develop, 
Excusing man 
From unholy rebellion. 
 
How high is God that man, 
Seething with the injustice, 
Sure of the evil, high-minded, 
Noble beyond measure, 
Should indict the Eternal? 
Search if you will and discover 
What evil God has done 
And not man and devils 
And man with devils. 
 
Uncensured spirit— 
Spirit of justice— 
Runs wild in the veins 
And arteries of man. 
Man the unjust, the selfish, 
The cruel and avaricious. 
This is the man who condemns, 
Who mounts his heady rostrums 
Pronouncing mishpat*  

                                           
* Hebrew: righteousness, justice, true government. 
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And powerful panaceas 
To self-adoring man. 
 
High is the humanism, 
Yet higher the statistics 
Of the judge, the anthropos 
Become god. He knows. He knows 
The good and the evil, 
The right and the wrong, 
The way the Deity should work. 
He knows, alone, the Way, 
And the things that should be. 
 
Hold high the dignity, 
Reverence the ability, 
Marvel at the wisdom, 
And decry not the judgement. 
Give honour to man 
In his judgement of God. 
God is in the dock. 
Let all angels stand silent 
In the presence of man! 
 
Down in the spirit, 
In the deep gut, 
Bubbles and boils 
The unending anger. 
Father Cain has decreed 
The Abels must perish 
In the cause of justice. 
All prophets of God 
Must desist from their 
Foolish vindication 
Of the Eternal. 
 
Hold high the cup 
Of man’s passionate wrath. 
See the nobility of high man 
And wonder! Yet down in the gut 
The fearsome mess bubbles and 
Boils. Tranquil mind of the true man 
Gives way to perpetual turmoil. 
Become awry, the creature 
Battles the Creator in hate. 
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True that it is, that man 
Sees and mourns the endless evil, 
The deformed children, the brain 
That devises the torture, 
The racks of pain, the fiends 
Who gather the wealth, 
Despising humanity, seeing only 
The glittering gold, the amusement, 
The pleasure and the giddy joy. 
Yet this is man 
And not God. 
 
Hold high the Cross, 
See on it the man of peace, 
See on it the man of pain. 
See there him bearing 
The battles, and the wars; 
The bitterness and the deformity. 
See there him battling 
The spawn of hell, devils and humans. 
See him reaching down 
To where the anger boils, 
The destroying wrath of man. 
 
See then, and be at peace. 
No sorrow has passed him by, no war, 
No hidden rape, no cruel word. 
All he has seen, and all he bears 
And all he becomes. There is no hour 
Of man, but he has lived. 
See then, and know, 
That God is love! 
 
 
 

Agape Becoming 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Beyond myself 
Poised on the height 
I take full flight to be. 
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I had not been, 
Nor in flight 
Had ever been. 
I had only known 
The satiation 
Of empty fullness. 
 
Now the true fullness 
Has come; the true 
Which seemed the ideal— 
The beyond Ideal— 
As man becomes God. 
But man never, 
Never becomes God. 
 
Yet he becomes 
All that he was: 
True man and more, 
For not beyond the image 
(The true, the authentic) 
But all that the image is, 
The power released of God. 
 
This is the delving into 
Of the agape, the love, 
The Divine Love. 
Whilst it was known 
It was not known— 
Not as it truly was— 
For Cross-suffering and Cross-darkness 
And Resurrection brilliance 
All reveal the love, 
The true agape love. 
Beyond, then, myself 
Poised on the height, 
I take flight to be 
What never man was 
When tested, 
But what Man 
Was ever to be, 
Is ever to be. 
 
 
   



Death of the Anarchic 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Here, in the eyes of man, he is despised: 
The rejection has come in its fullness, 
Its utter fullness, 
Glaring hatred of hot eyes 
Red with anger, 
Biting at the authority, 
The over-arching domination, 
The unchanging assumed rulership. 
This brings rage in the inmost person, 
A thriving, accelerating rage 
That threatens to anarchy. 
 
Anarchy is a state of sedation 
Coolly covering the insensate rage, 
Tempering the chaos of chagrin, 
The voiceless void of anguish 
Wrought by the brash rejection, 
The blackness of no principle 
To lead the savage soul. 
Man walking alone conflicts 
With the solid entity, the body, 
The whole humanity herding, 
Sharing its being as one, and drawing 
All into this entity. 
 
Anarchy is regnant with vagrant pride, 
The damning negative 
Against the functional whole. 
Not for it the ordered pattern 
Or the shaped form and the 
Ever over-arching Deity. 
Deity is damned, for form 
And pattern are for the damaging, 
The wild fanaticism of 
Aimless vandalism. Graffiti 
Is constantly against the order, 
The patterned principle 
Of emergent functionality. 
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Not in himself is the way of man. 
There is no way; only the wayless way, 
The formless form, the plastic negative, 
The shapeful to be unshaped, 
And shaped shapelessly: the bending 
Of form and order to a huge 
Non-conformity. Enormous liberty 
That damns and demands for ever 
The unwilling will willing to unwill 
And escape into formless chaos, 
Deliberate fragmentation of any destiny 
The Deity desires, the Deity designs. 
 
This was the despising, the rejection, 
The lonely dryness of Filial Eternal 
As he draped the world’s loneliness 
And its way-lostness on the eternal Pole, 
The dry sticks that hung him, severed 
Between the old sky and the damned earth, 
Stark nude on a dry hill and 
A barren land in the blackness. 
The dislocated night hovering before time 
Where the snarl and the spittle, 
The bark of treachery, and the foul regicide 
Stunned the eternal earth, 
The appalled creation. 
 
The nerveless hands claw 
At the resisting nails: 
The flesh hangs free 
While the joints twist and dislocate, 
Flanging out in strange distortions: 
But within, in the eternal spirit, 
The marvellous mind, the battle burgeons, 
The long talons of love grip darkness, 
Emasculating its leonine powers, 
Suffocating its saturnine elements 
In a deluge of love’s strong delight. 
 
Anarchy claws upward, fighting, 
Pressing for breath to live. 
Hatred of the over-arching seeks conquest 
Until the brilliance breaks and the 
Dead flesh lies limp, the bones 
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Protruding into the grotesque, 
The self-flagellant of the distorted 
Bunched into final agony, the 
Anguish of the deep-falling pit, 
The endless vacuity 
Defeated by its own no-end; 
Ending without being. 
 
But the high pole, the dry wood 
Crossed in its pointing, 
Firmed in its socket, 
Breaks open the world of rebellion, 
Bearing it down to doomed death, 
Then incarcerating in the silent grave, 
Plunging it in depthful death 
Until the new sweet lily grows 
And the light breaks, 
Cracking the dawn awide, 
And plunging light down again 
From the over-arching, the truthful True 
Until the lightful light 
Floods the wide panels of the dawn, 
And sun upshoots and the form returns. 
 
Beauty is brilliant, 
Brilliant as the eye of the new orb, 
The sun with wings, and the wings with healing. 
No darkness to fester bitterness, 
And the healing is full. 
Arms that hung in limp apathy 
Stretch with new life, infused power: 
Life’s gift to pale and grave: 
New dawn for dead-death so that 
The pristine arms reach outward, 
Upward, about the Eternal, 
And the old lie is killed. 
Love has broken out of the wild incarceration 
Of old anarchy and trenchant wrath. 
 
This is the love they fixed 
To the dried timbers, the cragged tree. 
It had no escape, no slipping contortions, 
No sliding release, no sudden emergence. 
It remained to bear the whole 
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To fulsome doom. It raised 
The distorted, dislocated humanity 
To its new beauty, its formful form, 
Its old glory refreshed and reproduced 
Unto the new, the true times 
In its eternal understanding 
Of the immutable Love. 
 
Thus in the despising comes the liberation, 
In the anarchic the healing, the purification: 
In its suffering comes the strong catharsis 
Of the killing anger, neutralizing 
The bitter acid, the caustic and the vitriol. 
Truth’s dawning comes in the rehabilitation, 
In the revelation of the Eternal, 
The immutable Pater, the unchanging Filial 
And the invariant Spirit. 
 

 

The Fruit of the Spirit 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

The primal peace was fruit 
Borne in the soul by God, 
The intimate breathing 
Of His Holy Spirit. 
 
Man looked upwards to God, 
Love, joy and peace were his, 
And all the harvest 
Of the heart of God. 
 
Why think it a wonder, another thing, 
When on redemption’s heels 
The harvest comes again, 
Man’s heart the harvest home? 
 
Why think it a thing above 
The nature true of man? 
God laid the fields in love, 
The breathing of creation. 
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So fills the heart with love, 
Joy’s peace and temperance; 
Patience and faithfulness 
Are what is truly human. 
 
Blessings on Thee, O God, 
Giver of all the gifts, 
Breathing afresh the primal 
life 
Into the sinful redeemed. 
 
This is the race of men, 
The noble and holy race, 
Predestined of the royal blood, 
Priests for eternity. 

 

Dear Holy Sabbath 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Dear holy Sabbath, day of calm, 
Calm, happy day, one of the seven, 
Seventh of seven in the days of making 
The rolling universe, the high creation 
Of the holy Father; He 
Bringing to light the things of light 
And charging all time 
With the glory of His thinking. 
 
Command on command and see 
The host of the heavens and the earth, 
The world of beauty, and 
The worlds of holy happiness: 
Joy upon joys, the surging joyousness, 
Beauty for contemplating and the myriad 
Glorious holy ones, all working 
In the rounds of time as set— 
Six days for toiling joyfully 
And the seventh for rest. 
 
Day so mysterious. Day 
So filled with contemplation, 
Meditation of the greatness, 
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Until all things, resting in His love, 
Give vent to joy unspeakable, 
Give utterance to the praise and honour 
Of the high King, the adorable Father, 
The immutable Creator, ineffable in holiness 
And the substantial splendour 
Of His Eternal Self. 
 
Day so commanded, command to blessing, 
Man resting, unhasting, and unfrenetic, 
Building up the holy reservoir, the teeming 
Reserves of rich powers. Not merely to while 
The empty hours, the boring vacuity, 
The flaccid indolence of uncreative thought, 
But the incredible joys of human meditation, 
Thinking on things so splendid 
That the soul surges with new-found powers 
And comprehends the eternal purposes 
Of the high King. 
 
Comes the rebellion, 
Comes the dark Satanic and anarchic upthrust, 
The grasping at golden godhead, the autonomy 
Of imagined brilliance, the curving away 
From quiet contingency, the dependency 
Upon the loving Creator. Man too, 
Powerful in glory, full in purpose, 
Given the gift of telos, but now 
Puny in imagined godhead, taking the weight 
Of eternal glory, dizzy with imaginings 
That bring no fruit, no essential being, 
But only the darkness of no purpose, the puerility 
Of non-creativeness. 
 
Guilt grasps the spirit in a cruel bind, 
Soul that is soulful soulless finds its soul 
Bent on the hastening of its powers, 
The frenetic endeavour, the harsh exertion, 
The empty nisus, the futile conatus, 
Which, not succeeding, empassions man 
To yet more effort, more futile aim 
Until the spirit can no longer rest. 
Caught in the ceaseless toiling 
Of its own endeavour, the mill-race 
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Of endless unarriving, it seeks 
Goal after goal, and each 
Spinning away, haste-borne, unresting, 
Until the spirit, dizzy with endeavour, 
Breaks, shattering down to atomic incoherence, 
An anarchy of self 
Doomed to pointless effort, unreachable goals, 
And inner aching restlessness. 
 
Satan the accuser, Satan the critical, 
Satan the unseeing of the glory of the sons, 
Roves to and fro. On his own confession 
Roves to and fro across the earth’s face 
Endlessly seeking, endlessly burning 
The powers of his given glory on piffling nothing, 
Wild imaginings of greater glory 
But earning nothing, slave of his own bondage, 
Puerile in dreams, restless with non-cessation, 
Goaded by the overplus 
Of untranquillity. 
 
Man linked with evil, dreaming too 
As the evil prince, the worldly god, 
The cruel dealer of mortality, the compulsive 
Thief of holy tranquillity, imagines 
Sheer joys of the occult, gifts 
Of drugged tranquillity, promises 
Of sure sedation, or imaginings 
Of gnostic stimulations, the knowing 
That brings assurance of unchanging godhead. 
 
In the dizzy heights of his fantasy, 
The fevered fancies of psychedelic illusions, 
The proud mind reaches out for accomplishment. 
Driven by ambition, grasping nothing 
In his nerveless gripping; the spirit 
Is driven on. Searching the shrines of demons, 
Fashioning the gods of his conceptions, 
He seeks power, and with that power 
Peace that the haunted, frenzied spirit 
Cries for in its orgies of endeavour. 
Nothing is the answer, nothing is the wind 
That the wild grasp holds, the evasion 
Of the true tranquillity. 
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Dear holy Sabbath, unhasting, 
Gentle in healing, renewing 
The hours of endeavour that waste 
The spirit of man. Rest from the selfish, 
The human futility of unbeing. Sabbath hours 
Restore the new man, making newer, 
Opening the mind, the spirit and the soul 
As refreshment surges 
In the deepest depths, the subterranean 
Reserves of renewal. A man is wise 
Who ceases from futility, from vacuity, 
And takes the gifts of holiness, 
Contemplation and creative meditation. 
 
God is his thought, his aim, 
His lofty endeavour, and God’s world 
The brilliant creation, the multi-coloured, 
The law of love, the anthropos-in-God, 
The unique and various forms that tell, 
Articulating the marvellous, showing the simple, 
Depthing the profundity 
Of the depthless creation. On these 
Men may think, and contemplating 
Grow to maturity, the mysterious gift 
Of the Eternal Father who alone knows giving. 
 
Draws then the day to its zenith 
And the wearied spirit of man made new 
Looks to the horizons of the telos and knows 
No apathy of spirit; knows the surging 
And incessant powers. Knows the new out-flowings 
Of perpetual love. Creative powers fill afresh 
The once tired spirit: make anew 
The true endeavour, the rich conatus, 
The knowing nisus, the authentic 
Goals of God. Livingly the mind arises, 
Setting out with the entire humanity, 
The caravanserai of the holy community 
Moving towards the eternal Sabbath, 
The dear and sheer delights of Deity, 
The true reward of the tranquil minds, 
The home of holy endeavour and true 
Obedience. 
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Dear holy Sabbath, Sabbath which is the Son 
Giving rest from his eternal reservoirs, 
The mild yoke of the Redeemer, the destroyal 
Of guilt compulsive, sinweight (in a yoke 
That crushed the rebellious spirit, giving 
Only unholy anger, driving restlessly 
The unresting, the purposeless passionate 
And the ceaselessly compulsive); giving quiet 
To the unquiet, the weary whose spirit 
Cannot rest, the eternal tranquillity 
Wrought in the Cross, the coinage 
Of eternal serenity, the peace 
Of the home of the Father holy. 
 
Such are the true people of God, 
The community of the quiet ones. 
Such is the renewal of an unchanging 
And eternal Sabbath. These are the wells, 
The true places of drinking, the commanded 
Blessings of God, the mandate of receiving, 
The renewing resting, the desisting 
From mad endeavour, vaunting ambition 
And overworking. This is the Sabbath of God 
Commanded from creation and reaching 
Into the endlessness of Eternity 
The gentle Bosom of the Father, 
The perpetual Paradise 
Of the unhasting God. 

 

Paul 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Silly small man, feet pattering, 
Feet scurrying across the world: 
Small silly man with message 
Small and silly as the little man. 
 
How can the macrocosm fit, 
Becoming a microcosm in the heart? 
How can one humanity contain 
The supernatural power? 
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Peer into the little man, little heart. 
Withdraw perplexed—afraid: 
Fear pouring out to timeless reaches 
At the dynamic full contained. 
 
Here is the dynamic held in little man— 
Power’s explosive to shatter worlds 
Of even smaller men, and make 
A new cosmos—nuclear wine. 
 
Down in the little container surges 
Exploding power and vibrant thrust 
Aimed at destroying larger men and nations: 
At most—destroying the darker world. 
 
Silly small man, feet pattering, 
Fussing across the fearful foam: 
Carrying a message in his beating bosom 
To blow us all to Kingdom Come! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Works of God and Man 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

These are the works of God: 
Six days of labours, the world issuing, 
The creation issuing, life issuing 
From the Father-heart of God. 
Six days of unceasing beauty, 
Chaos becoming form, void reality, 
Nothingness something, and something 
Beauty upon beauty. The new glory 
Flowing, light and darkness separating, 
So night is day, and day is day 
And nought between. 
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Here the powers, the Filial, the Spiritual, 
The Paternal, all emanating 
In social joy, and creative love, 
And Eternal holiness, the goodness 
And at the last the very goodness, 
The appropriate, the functional, 
Until all is one from the One. 
Here the immutable unity, the unbreakable, 
Unshakeable, changeless unity of love. 
Love expressed shapeful (not shapeless) 
And in serenity, the tranquillity 
Of the divine integrality. 
 
Love’s labour loving until 
Emerges the man, the blazing brilliance, 
The expressed Mind of God, the reflection— 
The personal reflection—of the Eternal Godhead. 
Man created not as mute echo, 
Staticized statue, or lifeless effigy, 
But the dynamic expression, the human parallel 
Of the ceaseless Creator, the attributes flexing 
Until man is the express image, 
The working reality, the energized action 
Fulfilling the creative will, moving 
In harmony, fulfilling 
The creation’s telos. 
This is man. 
 
These are the works of God: 
The celestial and terrestrial, 
The exalted angelic, the humble humanity, 
The dignity and the regality, the fusion 
Of heaven and earth, the unity 
Of the high and lofty, the lowly and meek. 
The works of God are seen again 
When the humble and dependent lofts itself 
Into fantasized deity, the devilish 
Rebellion of the celestial, the proud arrogance, 
And the self-assumed hauteur of the new 
Supercilious anthropos. Here the works of God 
Are rejected, creation cashiered 
And the Worker repudiated. Lucifer and man 
Have become the heady gods. 
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These are the works of God: 
The love Paternal, Filial and Spiritual 
Pre-planning the glory, descending 
To the defilement, taking supernal holiness 
To purge the destroying madness, to right 
The incoherence of the orgied idolatry, 
Sloughing away the sludge, the pollution, 
The ancient accumulation of fissionable evil, 
Neutralizing the pernicious, 
The noxious and the deleterious, bringing 
Light into the abject, the tenebrous, 
The dark dismality of the lost spirit, 
Redeeming the darkened heart 
To the renewal, the renascence 
Of the original glory. 
 
This is the work of God; the Unity 
Working the crucial regeneration 
In the perverse profundity, 
The depthful perversity 
Of the disjointed creature. Here 
Fatherhood recalls the old sonship, 
And Sonship renews to primal brotherhood, 
Whilst the Spirit labours 
To regenerate the tired, the evil, 
And the collapsed personality. 
 
This labour of God is profound, 
Working the angry soul to peace, 
Shaping the distorted complexity 
Into nascent beauty, renewing the glory 
Until it shines along every line 
Of rehabilitated regality. The old dignity 
Returns to nobility. The work of God 
Suffuses sublimity. The spirit rises 
And old holiness becomes 
New vernal purity. Man revives, 
Not to the old arrogance, the heady pride, 
But to joyous and simple humility. 
 
This, then, is the work of God: 
To bring man to the ultimate glory, 
To give the eternal vocation 
To the once-created, the once-lost 
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But the now-recovered, the prodigal-restored, 
To infiliate the foreigner 
And make him reign with God! 
 
    
 
These are the works of man: 
Man dared to work as the created, 
The holy issue of God, the son, the creature, 
The subject of the high reign 
Of the transcendent King. Man worked 
With joy, fingers uncurling 
With sensitive joy, furling 
Around the dimensions of the true creation. 
Man tending the Garden, keeping, preserving it 
And reaching out to flood the earth 
With eager humanity. Man dreaming of the time 
When flesh—pure and pristine— 
Would fill the whole earth, 
And human regality would tower 
In lofty humility, serving 
The Father-Redeemer-King. 
 
Dream interrupted, vision inverted, 
Mandate subverted, prophetic word spurned 
In the crazed upwards striving 
Of the scrabbling spirit, mouth flecked 
With dribbling spume, breath blazing 
In the heat of strained striving, muscles 
Interlocked, sinews tensed in the 
Impossible endeavour, the lusting thrusting 
After imagined deity. From this— 
The work of works—man was rescued 
As the gentle humility of a crimsoned cross 
Reached to the inner esoteric centre, 
Killing the ancient occult, and bringing 
The restful release. Of this we have spoken. 
Of this the prophets and the saints, 
The sages and the love-astonished 
Perpetually sing. Love-troubadours 
Carol their ballads of supernal joy. 
 
Man cannot work this work of God, 
But God, hidden in shadows or revealed 
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By the sudden Spirit, energizes, 
Bringing the power, the new creation, 
Destroying pride and bringing 
Life and immortality to light. 
 
By grace comes the salvation 
(Not by works, not by human endeavour 
Lest the old evil revive, and man 
Think himself again to be Deity). 
Come the blessed release, the incredible freedom, 
And the pulses burst into new throbbing, 
The kardia of the new creation 
Break with fresh longing, desire to serve! 
Pristine is the love, pure the motive, 
Primordial the incentive, great gratitude 
For the priceless release (the cost 
Of the bloody cross, the heartbursting breathing, 
The excruciating struggle of the battle) 
So that now every work is of agape, 
The unspeakable response 
Of the liberated spirit. 
 
These are the works of dignity, 
These are the fruits of the new vocation, 
These are the loving labours, 
The total endeavours 
Of the repristinated humanity. 
The true works, works of the first love, 
And then of the second, the growing love, 
The maturing agape, the genuine eros, 
The true philein, love of God, of brother, 
Of the whole creation, draws man 
Up to his true height, and frames him 
Within his true, his eternal 
Perspective. 
 
These are the works of man: 
Service to God, labour for man, 
Attendance on the holy cosmos 
Animate and inanimate. Love 
That works the works of God, 
Flinching not at the bitter invective, 
The cruel, jagged pressure 
Of the evil hordes thrusting and cutting, 
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Jabbing and torturing, or seducing 
To former heady stance of pride. The works 
Are the true works, albeit the cost 
Be death itself. Somewhere 
The joy surmounts the pain, 
The peace the many-pressured 
Dislocations of evil-anger 
And the inflexible hatred 
Of the evil layabouts, the scum 
That rises to oppose the true, the godly. 
 
Come then death, or 
Come then life: it matters not, 
Nothing is lost. The works of love 
Are immortal. The structure of love 
Cannot be reversed: there is no 
Destroyal of love’s efforts and accomplishments. 
They remain for ever. They follow 
Man into death and beyond 
Where death cannot be. The lively 
Works within the dimensions 
Of time and space are eternal. 
Love’s labour is never lost, 
For the holy ones cry, 
‘Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord! 
Blessed indeed for their deeds 
Do follow them!’ Follow for ever 
In the holy vaults, the earthly 
But hallowed worlds of the new aeon, 
The aeons that roll unfoldingly 
To the moving perimeters 
Of the blessed eternal. So is man 
Great in his works. So is man 
The image of the Eternal, 
The true worker, the true labourer, 
Man come to be authentic man 
At last and for ever. This is the glory, 
The glory of God and man. 
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True Free 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Not only snow-bound 
But hide-bound. 
Not only in the cold of frost 
But fear-bound. 
No movement of life 
But life suspended, 
Hanging; static. 
 
Not only the warmth, 
The flicker 
Of polar heat, 
But the movement, 
The Spirit movement, 
The beckoning and the coming. 
 
The thaw; 
The breaking of fear’s freeze, 
The cracking shatter; 
The trickle of liquid ice, 
The growing roar 
Of Spirit avalanche, 
The Dove’s descent 
In the wind-roaring 
Pentecost. 
 
The wild waste greening, 
The hills laughing 
And the new creation 
Sweeping and swooping 
Out of the sky. 
Not only snow-free 
But hide-free; 
Not only in the heart of fire 
But fire-wrapt. 
True movement of life, 
Not life suspended, inanimate, 
But life dynamic, 
Moving freely. 
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Violence Violated 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Violence is anger unleashed. 
It is the wrath uprushing, outpouring, 
Either of justice thwarted, righteousness repulsed, 
Or it is direct evil asserting itself 
As justice inverted, righteousness reversed, 
The crazed dynamic assertion 
That the verdict is infallible, 
And the execution justified. 
 
Violence is this, and more than this. 
Violence opposed by violence 
Is violence self-fed, self-afflicted, 
Maddened pomposity that rules, 
Nothing is justified but itself; 
Fed by its own compounded evil 
It angers anger until the wrath 
Consumes the rational, 
Immolates the now perverted conscience, 
And insists on its own autonomous execution. 
 
Violence wells from the inner bowels, 
Where the boiling conflagration 
Of simmering viscera coils and uncoils 
Like massed and slithering serpents 
Meeting and unmeeting, a swirling vortex 
Of irrational and unassailable certainty 
Insisting that cruelty alone 
Can rationalize the attacking violence 
And still the unceasing maelstrom. 
Guilt is within against the Creator-God, 
Inflamed and grinding indignation 
Accusing the Ineffable of inane infidelity 
To its own creation; the gaping idiocy 
That leaves its ambulatory aeons 
To eyeless fate, or the chance circumstances 
Which know neither rhyme nor reason, caring not 
That arbitrary happenings doom its fate 
In hapless uncaring, or insensible chancings. 
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Violence is anger inverted, 
Suddenly darting on the careless Creator. 
Violence is the crazed intent 
Retching up from the multi-moving maelstrom, 
The unhinged notional making its attack 
In logicized irrationality. Its crazed strength 
Lies in its passionate certainty 
Bred of guilt’s inner guilt, 
Titanic deceit that vaunts itself 
Upon the immeasurable tide 
Of swelling love, of notional coherence, 
The centrifugal force of agape 
That holds the swirling aeons inviolable 
In motion that establishes integrity. 
 
If—many-eyed and true, multifarious in thought— 
We could grasp the motion of violence 
And stay for the moment of intellection the reality, 
We could trace its origins, discern the matrix 
And hatred in which its birth was set, 
The inflamed and delusive pregnancy 
Of conceived indignation. Then we would know 
That hellish pride most hates 
Where love patiently insists unceasing vigil 
Enduring the long and tedious waiting, 
The assured stance of esoteric knowing 
That beyond the overt injustice 
And the woundings and the destroyings 
Is the inevitable healing, the rich maturing, 
And the invincible telos of the true Creator. 
 
Violence is impatience whose justice is ruthless, 
The savage cut and thrust of imperious pride 
Righting the wrong by senseless anarchy, 
Deifying anarchy as the sharp solution, 
The reasoned minimal cruelty 
That brings the maximal resolution, 
The chaotic revolution that orders 
The temporary disharmony, breeding 
The calculable new order. 
 
Alas, the savagery quells not the senseless pride, 
Nor dooms the unceasing idiocy 
That the hot mind breeds. The matrix spawns 
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Inevitable matrices, self-compounding wombs 
That abort the detritus of wrath, 
The constant repetition of the hates 
And devilries dynamic, wrath that writhes 
Pre-born. They multiply new births, 
Uncaring pregnancies that violate 
The steady intentions of creative love, 
Forcing the unremitting grace of God 
To stultify the devious guilts of man 
In the welter of crucial suffering— 
The Cosmic Cross! 
 
Violence, then, is evil’s malignancy, 
Its stubborn opposition, only answer 
To unswerving goal of God, 
The telos He in love designed, telos of love 
For the innately harmonious, the appropriate, 
The true and functional cosmos, the dynamic 
And yet serene reflection of Himself 
(Expression may prove to be the better word) 
Which, out of its inherent mores, nature and being, 
Moves imperturbably to its given goal. 
Violence opposes this insistent serenity 
With its own murderous irrationality, 
Its incorrigible intractability. 
 
Violence, then, is the endeavour to purge 
The continuing cosmos, the release 
Of cruel ideology by planned annihilation 
Of the persistently personal. Personal is hated. 
Yet personal perverted is impersonal 
Hellish and calculating cruelty. 
Likely then that when it vents and vaunts 
Its bitter and irascible spleen 
It will—in its self-destructing ultimate— 
Manipulate the fiercest murder 
Of the Agape Himself, attacking the Person 
Of the Most High, endeavouring to effect 
The Most Low, the Lowest Most 
In the lacerating Cross: a demeaning ethic, 
A full purgation of the enduring Humility. 
 
The wonder, then, is Agape’s unswerving peace, 
Its tireless patience, gentle persistence, 
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Its kindly and gracious looking upon 
The virulent venom, the cresting violence, 
The unstoical yet fierce embracing 
Of the heart-consuming vixen at its breast, 
The enduring of the encapsulating 
And ravaging evil as it attacks 
The eternal holiness, and the true justice, 
Trusting its own savagery to violate 
And wholly demean the imperial love. 
 
This foolishness of Deity stirs the galaxies, 
The heavenly watchers who hear the high cry 
Of the ultimate desolation, the cosmic alienation, 
The galactic loneliness that wails, 
Streaming to the devastating darkness 
Of the abject rejection, the bleak emptiness 
Of the fissured void, the ever-disintegrating 
And fissiparating incoherence, 
The infinity damned. Here the cry 
Swirls out of bannered darkness, 
Out of the gasping wretchedness 
Of the abandoned but yet imprisoned soul. 
Here the demonic violence 
Reaches its ultimate, the climactic 
And final utterance, though doomed eternally 
To unremitting unbeing, non-reality. 
 
Only thus does violence find its consummation, 
Its lethal destruction within its own vortex 
As the Agape decides its doom, 
And in grasping breathless suffering 
Liberates the boiling viscera, the hideous 
Death-oriented, hydra-headed hatred, 
Until the revelated spirit 
Gasps and sobs and stammers 
On the sight of the infiliated humanity 
Drawing the violent evil, the death-sting 
In its own emancipating death. Death crawls 
Along each holy vein, love’s blooded arteries 
In this enfleshed and humbled Agape 
Crying upon its own salvific Cross. 
 
Weep, then, endeared humanity, 
Weep for your own malevolence, violence epitomized 
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And actuated in the demonstrative Cross! 
Weep for the brilliant beauty 
Of the agonizing Man, but know 
Death of violence in the tolling bell, 
In the wild outcry of the clanging music, 
Cacophany of pain that peals 
Not against brassy heavens, deistic apathy, 
But as the liberating proclamation, 
The emancipating announcement 
Of the Longsuffering, the perpetual assertion 
That love suffers long and is kind, 
That in bearing and enduring all things 
Fulfils its own hopes, justifies its faith, 
And never fails—this least and most of all— 
In the brimming love that fully fills 
The goblet of his flesh, and spills 
Out in the surging joyousness, 
Flowing in thundering torrents 
And sparkling oceans, making galaxies 
Of shining glory, coruscating stars 
On the shimmering wavelets of its own sweet passion, 
Until islands emerge, and new creations, 
Cosmic, aeonic, the new powers of God, 
New heavens, new earth, and all things new 
In the consummating mystery, the climactic truth 
Of irresistible but redeeming Agape. 
 

Suffering 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Like as a woman in pain 
Convulsant with expectancy 
Bears gladly the agony, 
Counts little the anguish, 
So writhed your flesh 
On Calvary’s Cross. 
 
I cannot understand— 
Who fear the suffering, 
Who turn my face from pain 
And burn with shame 
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When comes the agony— 
Pain’s purposefulness. 
 
One thing I know, 
For this my heart cries out to me: 
There cannot be true destiny, 
True haven’s goal without 
The sorrow of the Cross, 
Else wounding is eternal. 
 
This thing I know, 
When I am called to suffer pain: 
That had he suffered not 
I suffer sore, 
But since he suffered deep 
Pain really is no more. 
 
Into pain’s depth he plunged 
As never man before, 
Taking the sting unto himself, 
Denuding pain of agony, 
Giving the senseless sense 
And useful reality. 

Pro Hart* 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Strong Cain* stares out with pale blue eyes, 
Hands clenched, intent to kill, 
As though—hate vindicated— 
Blood were his right, to spill 
And flow across the earth. 
 
Bright Babel† rose out of your mind— 
The present mart of cruel man— 

                                           
 
* Cain: This remarkable sculpture by the famous engraver Giovanni Dupre (1817–82) of Cain, ‘fierce, 

remorseful, rushing from his crime’, was to be purchased by the Grand Duchess Marie of Russia, and her husband 
Prince Leuchtenberg. Sent to Australia in the 1870s or 1880s to the Exhibition Building, it has since made its way 
into the hands of Pro Hart, and is in his famous gallery. The standing figure of a height of 195 cm on a base of 75 
cm x 90 cm is signed and dated. It is worth travelling endless miles to behold it. Its value is priceless. 

† Babel: One of Pro Hart’s most famous religious works of art, ‘The Holy Tower’. He, the painter of it, has 
commented, ‘People building and looking for God, and cannot see Christ for the building.’ 
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Slave to his commerce, plaything to his gods, 
And further slave of all his idols— 
These were the things we saw of you. 

 
Dried men, dehydrated horses, 
Hacks on wheels, antennaed ants 
Waving their legs before, arid trees 
That break their ochred brilliance 
To the startled minds of men. 

 
Men sleeping, drooping, eyes aglaze 
With nothing living: living lies 
In empty void, vacuous blank, 
Morantic purposelessness, ‘Breaker’ dreariness, 
Lawsonic poignancy, tired despair. 

 
Man of a thousand dreams! The restless mind, 
The cunning hands that move in passion, 
Shaping out of the stuff of desert 
And sapless forests the bush mind 
Of the Austral man, 
The city mores of the mindless miner 
Probing the underground, living above 
In pub or picnic, endless sporting, 
Contemptuous carousing, curling lip 
For the tamed southern vagrant, 
Secure in shiny supermart, spiritless, 
Jejune suburban domesticity. 

 
Where do they come from— 
These graspless products of your mind, 
Teeming with understandings? How does the light 
Break in your depthless restlessness, 
And flood your parched plains, exsiccated bush, 
To catch up with your questings? 

 
Is it the eternal Deity concealed in you— 
The God of your multifarious creation— 
Bringing redemption to the proud, fractious spirit, 
Speeding the coloured brilliance in your grasp 
To coruscate His glories? 

 
Is it the pregnant Spirit in your breast 
Giving birth to graspless comprehensions 
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That escape the feckless mind 
But catch the desiring spirit 
Of the humble, the simple devotee? 
 
What labyrinthal gallery ever held 
The birth-things of such multitudinous minds— 
Cain vaunting himself among the angels, 
Sharing his passionate ancient hate 
With desiccated eucalypts and mindless mouthings 
Of Oz, the vagrant Austral man, 
Dry plains, soulless starings, 
Ochred beauty and stark simplicity? 
These are the jumbling creatures 
Of a brilliant mêlée, a jostled unity 
Of your mind’s diversity; churning. 
 
Who then may know you, restless man, 
Creating after the quick mind 
Of your coruscating Creator, 
Sending out jettings of the wise perceptions, 
Shaking out the discernments that flourish 
And shower upon your mates of men? 
Dumbly we shake our heads—we of the human race— 
Catching in sudden glimpsings, 
And sometimes even understanding. 
We are the antennaed ants, 
The stick-like creatures, running, 
Pursuing the simplicity, 
Undeceiving ourselves and defeating 
The sterile Austral aridity. 
 
 

True God; True Self 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I am the true God. 
None other gods but Me 
Shall you have; 
And in having shall have 
No other self but you. 
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This God which I am 
You may love. 
This self which you are 
You may love. 
And the other selves 
Are like yourself, 
To love are they, 
And to be loved. 
 
When the self from Me 
Is in Me, 
Then love is its being, 
Its true and essential being. 
No mystic diver all its depths 
Can explore or divine, 
For love is as wide 
And as deep as Me, 
For I am Love. 
 
When the self from Me 
Is gone out of Me, 
Then no demon thing 
Can know or compute 
The devilish evil, 
The reversal of the 
Incredible Image of Me, 
The living and the true God. 
True self reversed 
Is the Fall in its power; 
The irreducible reversed, 
The dynamic gone awry. 
 
Understand the darkness of death, 
The vile, the polluted, 
The stifling and the groaning death, 
The quiet triumph and the high cry, 
The victory and the silent tomb, 
The pursuit of the Enemy, 
The destroyal of the false, 
And the whole liberation 
Of man, to be man. 
 
Understand, then, the Cross 
And its Fellow-Resurrection. 
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Understand the burden, 
The dread and shame, and the fear, 
The horror of bearing 
Within the conscience and the mind, 
And also the heart, the terror 
Of the true self reversed 
And the wild passions 
Released within the Man. 
 
I am the true God. 
I change not. Always 
I have been about love: 
Releasing the lost, the false ones, 
The bound and the suffering, 
To be true, true in Me, 
The true God. 
Thus may you love 
In the quiet image, 
In the reversed reversal 
And the rich serenity, 
For the time of salvation 
Has fully come. 

Access to God and Man 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Man cannot come to man apart from God; 
God is man’s access to the living God. 
Joined once to God, to man the man was joined, 
But in the sharp cleavage from the Father, man 
Stripped from himself the unseen true 
Of man-with-man, and in the cleavage, too, 
Man broke from woman, as she from him, 
To live in the unlivingness of the split, 
The riving that brought to all the human race 
The unutterable loneliness, 
The silent separation. 
 
In the vast rituals of attempted union— 
Sacrifice and fire, shrine and the temple— 
The vast, vast sundering was underlined, 
The sad severing emphasized anew, 
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The alienation afresh delineated: 
Thus the wide loneliness came, 
A crying surf on the wild, wailing tide, 
Beating the shores of the riven spirit, 
The privatized soul, the isolated mind. 
 
Even in Israel—the creation of God, 
Secure in the high covenant of law— 
The Deity was far away, secluded in silence. 
Only the priest mediator of the muted family 
Dared to approach in holy awe 
To the Holy of holies, bearing 
The atoning mystery of the ruptured flesh— 
The demanding blood—the sacrifice atoning 
In the fierce ritual of the altar-kill 
To bring the mediated fellowship with Him 
Whose altar holocaust was made 
To immolate the evil pride of man, 
That violation of the Highest Holiness. 
 
Thus man from man was separate. 
Thus silent spirits stayed their long welcome, 
Hesitant to widely fling the gates 
In joyous self-exposure, phobic 
Of the innate cruelty, the other sinful hate, 
The maddened psyche. Hearts made to adore 
Trembled to know the close affinity 
Soaring to heaven’s supernal heights 
In the dear endeavour of the holy love, 
Deep meeting with its Deep 
In love for God, and love from God, 
So love from man to men, and men to man. 
 
Twisted was love, and joy was dislocate. 
Psyche perverted in the hate that came. 
Hate was for Him, but love for gods, 
Idols of unrewarding tyranny. 
So darkened demons danced, 
Inciting the angered spirit; boiling bowels 
Became the wrath-demented, the haunting pride 
Botching the simple innocence that was, 
In the new lust, the orgy, the debauching 
Of the erstwhile devotee of God, 
The child of the eternal Father. 
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Man cannot get to God: apart from God 
He senses the darkness surrounding, 
The hidden fiends, the angels false, 
The delights delusive and seductive 
Entrancing him from the way 
That once he knew. Memory knows nostalgia— 
Though present scoff the past as fool— 
Thus man calls to man, as needs to call to God 
From the dark unresponsive depths 
And cold silence where the warmful love 
Once had its day and stay. 
 
Yet that’s not all; is not the truth: 
’Tis but the lie of evil and deceit. 
God crowds to man as Father fair, 
And loving Son; and Spirit sweet and strong 
Breaks from the silence of eternal planes: 
The Son in flesh, the Spirit in anointing, 
The Father in assenting, saying, ‘This is the Son!’ 
Saying, ‘Hear his voice! Take heart! Obey! 
Come follow him to Calvary!’ 
 
See the wild stare of blinded men, 
The leprous hands beseeching him, 
As clothed with power he moves between 
The seen and unseen, dispensing grace 
Of healing and of Spirit-liberation. 
See, too, his eyes of anger, opened wide 
On the sheer desolation, the human scene, 
The manacles of man, bonded by some occultic power, 
The dooms charged on to man by mocking fiends 
That death is final, death is drear 
And God’s the highest fiend of all, 
Dooming damned men to ultimate despair. 
See, then, the anger of the Son, 
His roving eyes that take in all the desperate scene 
That calls for holy liberation. 
 
Eyes wide with anger, as with love, 
Deep with compassion, high with scorn, 
Loosing the chains, evicting spirit-powers, 
And liberating man from inner bondage. 
See, too, the royal stance, the holy hauteur 
Approach the Cross where shrines and gods 
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Will topple to the deadly dust, 
The lethal lethargy, the doom 
Of bestial evil. The cleavage bare— 
The fruit of sin—closes to greater union 
Than union was before. Union of nature 
Becomes the grace of union. Not only now creation 
But wrought of love that tears the bars apart, 
Sunders the barriers, rives with bleeding hands 
The chains of bondage, liberates with tears, 
With panting breath and gasping moan 
The longing heart, the liberated mind 
That flees to God and hides 
In the wide bosom of His mercy. 
 
Too long, it seemed, the need had stayed; 
Too long the silence of the holy place, 
But the noise of joy is there, the silence 
Invaded by cries of ecstasy, the longing throng 
Press upwards to the Ineffable, the Eternal. 
Access is theirs—so long denied— 
Access and all it means in peace, 
This grace in which they stand, 
Taking their grateful place with Him, 
And bowing before the throne with tears 
That flow from thankful love. So reach 
The hand from Him that clasps them to the breast 
Of Love eternal and the Father grace, 
In filial and paternal joy. Union is man’s 
And man is for man, as man for God, 
And God for man. Access has come at last. 

Propitiation 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Who knows how deep the Cross 
Save he who hung and died? 
Who knows how deep the deep 
Save he who into deep’s great depths 
Descended? 
Who knows how deep the Cross 
Save he who let his life-blood flow, 
Save he whose mystery is veiled? 
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Deep, deep; deep in the depths 
The darkest wrath of God; its tide 
Flowed on, flowed under, through, 
Flowed over him, the deepest depth 
That none can depth, save Christ, 
Who went the deepest depth full down 
To reach the other side 
Of depthless holiness. 
 
So deep the wrath: so deep, so deep, 
Full down as God’s deep holiness. 
 
Tide after tide; tide over tide; 
Tide upon tide flowed over him; 
The burning of the holiness, the wrath 
That grips the sin upon him laid, 
And holds and shears a burning swathe 
Across the alien lonely waste 
Of dark pollution; 
Bears on it from the endless holy love, 
Giving no breath for foulness dark to live 
But bears it down to death, 
To changeless death, the endless death, 
The full annihilation. 
 
Deep down to deep, to depths of death, 
And reconciliation. 
 
 
 
 

Beyond Despair’s Beyond 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I have been born 
Into a world 
Strong with despair, 
Tensing with fear, 
Alert to the evil and calamity, 
Straining and pawing at the birth, 
With the tensed mother 
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Waiting the articulate cry 
Of the new indignant, 
Or protesting, flesh. 
 
Out of the cover 
Of the dark cavernous womb, 
Into a larger womb, 
The still confining world, 
The wider prison 
Of the engulfing cosmos. 
 
Listening I hear the sounds, 
The murmured opposition, 
The muttered protest, 
The first ripples of indignation 
That will grow to the anger 
Bursting in a surfing roar, 
The battering protest 
That first invades, then crashes 
On the unassailable shore. 
 
Of what am I speaking? 
What is my astoundment about 
But the inherent, the innate 
Rise to the justified anger 
Of the beleaguered humanity 
Beleaguering the vindictive world, 
The harsh weight 
Of the unavoidable circumstances, 
The poor jokes on the holy venom 
Of the indestructible God. 
This the understood Fate, 
Inexorable and not comprehensible, 
Fearful and vengeful, 
Implanting the guilt faculty 
That the imagination may twist 
The knife of failure, the sharp edge 
Of intolerable finitude 
And human helplessness. 
 
I am a man, one such 
Of whom I speak, 
I too have scanned and felt 
The inexorable God and His fate, 
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The unpassioned, the uncanny action 
Of His devastating wars, the destructible, 
The shattering spears of pain 
Piercing, evoking the inner stress, 
Causing the fear of dreaded doom. 
With other men—the other angry— 
I am the warrior of despair, 
The vagrant marine of anguish, 
The flighting airman of the cavernous skies, 
The doomed terrestrial of the Holy bloodiness, 
Clenching my fist at the Uncaring, 
The calloused and unfeeling One 
Indifferent to His earthlings, 
Of the flesh that knows beauty, 
And the heart that hates 
When confined concepting 
And intense intellecting 
Breaks into the wider sphere 
And ranges round its God, 
Raging and raging, scaling, 
Eagling the higher realm, 
Unmantling the supernal Majesty, 
Unmasking the Ineffable, 
Unclothing and revealing 
The Eternal Failure, 
The incompetent Deity. 
 
I have lived where men and women 
Crouch in the cabins of despair, 
Freighted with the contemporary burden, 
The massive accumulation 
Of the unending sorrow, the suffering 
Of the unending race, the timeless 
And the angry passing on 
Of the caravans of their past, 
Weighted with bewilderment 
And loaded with the bric-a-brac 
Of useless anguish. I have lived 
Where the hot and hasty anger 
Compounded itself; 
Shrieking at the Inexorable, 
Little wonder that the puny fists 
Beat in their hatred, hammered in wrath 
And unmagnificent despair 
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On the stolid gates, the impassive 
And pillared doors, silent as sentinels 
Of the heedless Eternal. 
 
Not for all time can man thus live, 
Pitting his wits, securing his weak wisdom 
Against the silent Celestial. 
He must act. He must hate. 
He must rage until the inner fires 
Commit their own holocaust, 
The self-destructing of the savage soul 
Until it withers down 
To muttering inanity, mouthing 
The incomprehensible gloom 
Of his dark nether regions. 
Not for long, not for ever 
Can the galled spirit sustain itself; 
The rushing and receding tides 
Of its stimulating but suddenly 
Sterile adrenalin. The Object must enlarge, 
Expanding into the Gloomy and the Vengeful, 
Old Inexorable with His relentless grasping 
Of the poor prideful flesh, the befuddled 
He once initiated and now 
Sustains for its self-wrought orgies 
Of justful pride and bloody indignation. 
 
Give us the heights to soar, discovering; 
The depthful depths to plummet, 
Uncovering the dimensions that we did not know— 
If they be there (they must be there)— 
Or wholly annihilate, compress 
Into ultimate nothing the wounded 
And the angry, or else 
Make us the creatures who can comprehend 
The fool futility, and know 
Despair’s dimensions are but tragedy, 
That justful anger is but baneful pride, 
Hubris above the true Celestial, 
Idiocy of the self-appointed judge, 
The earthly fleshling soaring high 
Beyond his rightful realm. 
Show us the guilt is but the good, 
The gift of God, communicating, 
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The prodding of the conscience, 
The awakening power 
Of the new sensitivity. 
 
Not in the ultimate is despair; 
Not in the outcome is the fear; 
And not the terror is the true telos: 
But in the gentle spirit, meek in face, 
Of the Inexplicable. Knowing is there 
For the finally humbled, 
The consummated simple one 
Who no longer batters at 
The serene Celestial. 
His is no bitter wrath. Not one is justified 
Who has not hung on the same Tree 
As that of the Authentic Sufferer. 
None has entered into the true anguish, 
The embracing love, the universal agape 
That answers only the proliferating query, 
That brings the ignorant questionnaire 
To its own and obvious end. 
Nerveless hands cease their trembling, 
The baffled spirit its eternal questing, 
And the angry muttering 
Dies to a painful silence 
Where the constant steady dripping 
Of love’s clotted gouts 
Strike answers on the desolate rocks 
And the dry and dreary stones 
Of more desolate Golgotha. 
 
Not in the brilliant concepting, 
Nor in the peerless logic 
Of immaculate man—the justified one— 
Lies the answer. Not in the burning quest 
For cosmic and anthropothic justice 
Lies the healing, the final peace 
Of the embattled and embattling 
Humanity. Justice brings nought 
Of itself. No peace ineffable, 
Or serenity ensconced; not 
Until the love itself 
Justifies the unjust, the prideful, 
In the vast and swirling vortex, 
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The incredible complex 
Of the Ineffable, suffering. 
 
Down there in the dark maelstrom, 
The inexplicable anguish, the strong tides 
Of the simple suffering lies the complete. 
There alone is the living solution, 
The unknowable revelation made known, 
The outworking actuation of the love 
That dooms death to death, 
Tails dread mortality and its evoked anger 
To its inevitable extinction. 
Incomprehensible is love’s comprehensible 
Until the astounded spirit grasps the hem 
Of the Celestial suffering. 
 
The dark tides of the self-compounded anger 
Still rage in the multifarious madness 
Of the enraged humanity. The crazed surf 
Still breaks with its booming 
On the barriers of seeming fate. 
The roar, however, is the lie 
And the sneering sophistication 
Of the unwise, the smooth, superficial 
And blasé creature, cynical and joyless, 
The ungrateful man, unknowing yet knowing 
He must cast the Eternal love in gloomed garments 
Of the Inexorable, the ruthless, relentless 
And painfully pitiless, the darkly Inexplicable; 
Else would his own unempathy 
Be unmasked, and his fierce tides 
Protesting in hypocrisy his own primal purity 
Appear as the sewage of the heart, 
The pathetic litter of his own wayside 
Strewn from eternity to eternity; 
The graffiti of his own mind 
Inscribed in furtive secrecy 
Against the kindly Eternal 
Who gave him birth in love. 
 
Beyond the despair lies No-despair; 
Beyond the gloom, the doom, and justful rage 
Of the unjust imagination 
Lies the serenity, the peaceful persistence 
Of the generative love. Think not then 
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The high indignation upthrust from authentic truth, 
The true purpose, the living telos: 
Know, rather, that its rebel pride 
Rears back from the true submission, 
The functional fullness 
Of the primal creation. Lordship is lost 
When the prideful spirit reaches to take 
And grasp the Celestial initiative 
And its high prerogatives. 

 
Believe not the brilliant artistry, 
The cunning sophistry, the conniving, 
Portraying the stark, deifying despair, 
Giving grandeur to its indignation 
At massed cruelty, divine ruthlessness, 
And feeding the impassioned spirit 
With fuel for its indignation. 
Come, dethrone the judge within; 
Let him stand under judgement, 
Bowed in the dock of God, accepting the verdict 
And the Divine execution, the true edict 
Of the holy Judge; then let him say 
If ever he saw such vindication, 
Such fiat of acquittal, such liberation 
Of the darkful doomed humanity, 
Such glory of liberty imposed 
By holy Love, in the empathic motions 
Of the eternal crucible, the Cross 
Crucial to man and God, the pitted hate 
The Ineffable endured in the paling flesh 
Of his ceaseless suffering. Anger not only dies 
But with it the despair and the doom; 
The gloom dissolves in the brilliant blaze 
Of the Sun of righteousness 
Who breaks on the ebullient day, 
Emancipating the purified spirit, 
Delivering it to its true destiny, 
Thrusting it forward resistlessly 
To the Divine delights, the endless banquet 
Of the eternal Love. Pleasures are prodigal 
At His right hand, everlastingly. 

 
Here, where the new humanity 
Breaks into transforming truth, 
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The lie is doomed to die, the light to flow 
And the new un-anger and un-rage 
To gladly justify the God who justifies, 
And for ever to explore 
The stately and stretching dimensions 
Of the authentic, the promised peace 
And the eternal serenity. 

David: Psalm 51 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Thou requirest truth 
In the inward parts: 
Not merely on the lips, 
Where man may mutter anything, 
And seal his subterfuge, 
Making it truth for him 
And those who hear. 
 
Thou requirest truth 
When man is truly man: 
Down in the depths beneath, 
Where You alone may see: 
Man senses but he does not know 
That truth is the truth 
That You require. 
 
I, David, was a man of joy, 
Of pleasant power, 
Of daily purity. 
True, I too was tempted, 
But should I fall 
Would know I fell 
And cry to You for help. 
 
When then I fell 
And said I did not fall, 
When kept within 
The hellish sin I did 
And made it joy, not sin, 
The fires began 
That ran into my soul. 
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At nights they burned, 
By day they flamed, 
Hot coals that dried 
Or sweated me 
Until the power had gone, 
That once I knew 
In doubtless joy. 
 
When Nathan came 
His piercing eyes 
Looked to the depths 
(His eyes were Yours); 
The holy flame 
Burned even more. 
I was undone. 
 
The mercy cried 
Was mercy come, 
The lava fled 
Its burning core, 
And I was freed— 
The flame was gone 
By mercy’s love. 
 
The truth required 
In inward parts, 
The purity 
Within the heart 
Have come again. 
No greater gift 
Was ever given. 
 
Here then I weep 
For grace and sin, 
The wasted hour, 
The splendid grace: 
Both show me truth 
Is what I need, 
With wisdom. 
 
Teach me, then, Lord, 
Of sin’s deceit, 
The sludge of sin 
That full defiles. 
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Give me the love 
Of purity, 
The only truth. 
 
Now sings my heart, 
The heart so pure 
The miracle of love 
Has made again. 
The man destroyed 
Is made anew 
For purity. 
 
I know, dear Lord, 
The cost is Yours. 
Sin’s suffering 
Is mine alone, 
But Yours the pain 
Messiah takes 
Unto the death. 
 
Broken I go, 
Though healed. 
Wisdom I know, 
Though foolish. 
You have unmasked 
The sin that binds, 
And set me free. 
 
Freedom thus bought 
Is freedom prized 
And holiness 
Is gift most high. 
Man breathes eternity 
In holiness 
And knows You true. 
 
This is the wisdom 
required: 
This is the gift of God 
Set in the inward parts, 
True purity in peace 
And holiness in joy. 
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Love for the Family 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Not as an idea 
Conceived in celestial imagination, 
Or even a vagrant thought 
Of a contemplative God—stretching His mind 
To some new era of cogitation— 
But the direct upthrust 
Of the intelligent Will, the loving expression 
Of the innate truth. 
Family is from God Himself, 
Since God is the Father. 
 
Not the intense yearning 
Of the Father and the Son 
Combining with Spirit—Spirit of Both— 
But the knowledge of creation, 
Creative power expressing their Deity, 
The indescribable thrust of Essential Being 
Channelling the eternal love 
Into the relation complex 
Which is the true family. 
 
Tidy Deity—could Deity be that!— 
And precise Divinity 
Would have no suffering, 
No world of rebellion, no agony 
Wrought by the autonomous insistence 
Of the created family, the units 
Privatizing, each, his own imagined godhead, 
And imposing his inane solemnity 
On the whole matter of laughter, 
Of riotous prodigality, the overflowings 
Of the beneficent, the spendthrift Father, 
Sending the joy and liberality 
In an intolerable welter 
Of joy’s intensity and love’s wholesome 
Relaxation. This tranquillity superabounds 
The precise godhead of the ridiculously autonomous. 
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What we mean to say— 
Descending from the tiered amphitheatre 
Of the divine action, descending to the pavilion— 
Is that the Family was joyous hilarity 
For pleasured patterns of relational equity, 
And unique and varied manifestations 
Of divine love (the vaunted agape!) 
In the true affairs of humanity. 
Pardon our slow descent; laughter 
Has captured our secret caverns, 
Our inner labyrinthine passages 
Of concealed comprehension, vivid knowledge 
Of the surpassing and benign grace. 
 
When we see the suffering, the anguish, 
The displaced passions of the created man, 
The suffering of the distorted, 
The puzzled staring of the alienated, 
It is not that we laugh without pity, 
Have humour without consideration, 
Nor seek to mock the intransigent pride; 
For we endeavour with due sympathy 
To remember our own abdication 
From the graces of glory, the nobility 
Of our once created regality. We too 
Stared at the gaunt face of misery—eyes fixed— 
Where the bleak hollows of sunken flesh 
Gaped over the unseen glory, 
Countenancing only the inevitable, 
The fateful and alien certainty, 
Thus welcoming despair, the nihilistic reality 
Of the insistent non-being. 
 
Now we have heard, know of the Family; 
We have penetrated to the original mystery— 
The blending of the Triune and Unitary love— 
The creative reproduction of the Face of glory 
In the tricolour of evidential love 
Working itself in unbroken unity 
Of the eternal trifold Being. 
God evidenced is the Family projected 
Into the superb creation, the very good 
Woven about the many-faceted humanity 
And joined indissolubly and beautifully 
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In the male–female unity, the functional, 
The complexed oneness, mysterious reflection 
Of the eternal Deity. This 
Flowing out from creation 
Into the inner unity of the common family. 
 
To some it is disappointing 
To ascend the tiered spectators’ gallery, 
Looking out on the creational operation 
(God once took Job to the grandstand view, 
Blew his mind and set him chuckling 
Back to the common reality 
Of his own renewed family), 
And to see the supernal magnificence, 
The pulse-accelerating, and the joy-exhilarating 
Thrust of the knowledge of creation’s actions, 
Then find it dwindle down 
To the federal family of mankind. 
 
From that gallery we must all descend 
Into the Adamic ruck, the Evian family, 
The bloody-mindedness of Cain, Abel’s blood crying 
In patient but demanding expectation 
From the troubled soil, the half-turned turf 
Where ancient kine and bleating flocklets 
Stammer out their bovine astoundment 
At the early eruption of the lordly fleshling. 
 
Be not dismayed, neither diverted 
From the Eternal Intention: always concealed 
Was the Cross of the Triune, the divine means 
Of the establishing, the means and the mode 
Of accomplishing the love unity; male to female, 
Woman to man, feminity and masculinity 
Uniting in the awesome practicality 
Of fertile love, fecund fusing 
Of the two dynamics which are the one. 
 
This is why we smiled in secrecy 
(Coming down from the galactic gallery): 
We had heard Him say, ‘It is very good!’ 
We had known, we had realized 
That intrinsic to the given all— 
The seen coming from the unseen— 
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Was not only the ultimate restoration—the renewal— 
But also the required redemption 
Following fast on the unclean heels 
Of the deliberate rebellion, the insistent sin 
Of the autonomous puerility. 
 
Family must be, and Family will be 
Because of the Father, and because of His Son, 
Because of the Spirit of the Both, 
And because of the expression of creation. 
The interim anguish, the intermittent suffering, 
The prolonged evil, and the serpentine powers 
Cannot—for all their sluggish notions, 
As too their incipient and contagious bitterness— 
Cause Family not to be, and Agape to perish. 
The reason for our insistent claim 
Is but the historic Cross, the objective reality 
Of the evident Resurrection. 
 
‘Expedient,’*—he said it stolidly—the High Priest— 
And even cynically—‘Expedient that one die for all’ 
(Since messiahs are many and easily expendable). 
He had not ventured authentic research: 
Had not required precise investigation. 
Unbeknown, the prophetic thrust 
Defeated the sacerdotal, breaking out 
In deliberate (though unconscious) prophecy: 
Hence the Cross—designed for primal prophecy 
But antedating it, preceding its sure dynamic, 
But bringing with it the divine insistence, 
The surety of the New Death (ancient within the Deity), 
The pregnant passion of the surrendered Son, 
Venting the new Family in the suffering hours 
To spill forth in irreversible Pentecost, 
Spawning from the Eternal Paternal 
The Eternal Fraternal and the Spirithood 
Of both. 

 
These were the things we saw 
From the divine gallery, the celestial seer 
Pointing to the inevitable and welcome arrival 
Of the ultimately unending, the new and fresh dimension 

                                           
* John 11:50. 
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Of the truly relational. We cannot reveal 
The reality portended. Our sensed ontology 
Fails at the portals of total comprehension. 
We can but feel—in the veins, the senses, 
The given graspings of the prophetic— 
The high birth, the authentic love, 
The Paternal mystery of Agape, 
The valid Familial, the relational consummation 
Born not only of creation 
But the crucial Passion, the eternal suffering. 
 
Say it as humans say it— 
Thus they can only say— 
All elements of the Godhead, 
Every nerve and fibre tensed, 
Every power persistent brought to play 
Against the disintegrating evil, 
The fissiparous elements of hate, 
Were the motions of Father, Son and Spirit 
Not only in their Heilsgeschichte— 
Their salvific endeavour—but in the specific, 
The impassioned endeavour, 
The sympathetic hearing, the empathic identification 
Ranging the lethal turbulence 
Of the free sin, the fissionable evil 
Of the destroying demonic, the demented pride 
Of unholy hordes: all of this 
For love of the Family, for love of men. 
 
No muted Immutable, no celestial Spectator, 
But the Godhead Himself 
Ranging the innate powers of love 
Against the unloving, the implacable hatred 
Of the plunging evil, stretching its grasping talons 
To silence for ever unchangeable love. 
When victory came it was on a high sighing tide 
Of expended certainty, the assurance of surrender 
Into the eternal Great. All that was wanting 
Was the morrow’s resurrection, 
The patient waiting for the flighting Paraclete, 
The descending Agape on dovelike wings 
And the hot flame of irreversible spreading 
In the bosoms and minds of men; the breaking 
Of the new familial day, the angelic swelling 
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Of supernal adoration, the awakening astonishment 
In the hearts and bosoms, as also the minds 
Of the newly born, the pristine children 
Of the Fecund Fatherhood, the emergence 
Of the true family, the predestined Israel, 
The true people, the fresh and holy race 
Of the only Paternal, the true Familial, 
The ever-planned Family 
Of the Eternal, the essential Father. 
 

The Knowing That Confirms 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

No sparrow falls but the Father sees it. 
That He does not stop it falling— 
This is our problem; 
Yet it is no problem. 
The meaning surely is that none suffers, 
None dies alone, nothing is disregarded, 
No one or thing is unseen. 
 
The Father is not callous, uncaring; 
Fall the sparrow and it is the special time, 
The time for falling. 
Close the eyes in death—it is no mistake, 
No fortuitous happening, 
Though the circumstances seemingly belie the claim. 
 
Clashing wars, horrific happenings, 
Chance alarms and excursions—all these 
Speak of a careless Deity, 
A lazy Father, an indolent God. 
This is not so. He has created 
All things for their purposes 
(Even the wicked for the day of judgement*). 
 
These things are far too deep for us 
(Rebellion revolts, anger seethes, 
Despair throws up angry hands), 

                                           
* Proverbs 16:4. 
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But not too deep for Him. 
He is not soft, not sentimental, 
But He is love—love that bears all things. 

 

False Image: True Image 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There, in the great day— 
The day of man’s liberation— 
Man to be free bound God: 
Bound Him to be 
In another image, 
Other than the image 
Which is God. 
 
(This is the image 
Of bird and beast, 
Of sex and mammon,  
Of self and success. 
Creation—detached from 
God—is no image, but 
For man this is the new image.) 
 
When man is in the image, 
The true image of God, 
Then he is truly man. 
But when the true image— 
The image of the living God— 
Is an inert image, 
A dead, distorted image, 
Then so is man (rigor mortis) 
Dead and distorted. 
 
This is the image, not the glory  
Of the immutable God, 
But the detached glory, 
The self-forms transmuted 
Into birds and beasts 
And empty things. Man 
Stretches out to reach, 
And finds—in reaching— 
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Nothing. This is the image, 
The empty image, 
The demonic, the inane. 
 
The image, the true, the essential  
Is, and will ever be; 
But the false, the twisted, 
It can never be; not truly. 
It exists only not to exist. 
It is man’s hell acting 
On man, in man, by man, 
Perpetually, unceasingly. 
 
Then the True Image came, 
Enfleshed as it had not been: 
Came to reveal the unfleshed, 
The true, the essential. God 
Shorn of all evil, all demons, 
All guilt-twisted understanding 
(Which was no understanding). 
 
On the wild cross it hung, 
Unveiled. God in the mystery, 
Suffering love; the true image. 
Man, seeing, knows. He knows 
And so he knows himself, 
Made and now remade 
In the true image. 
Deep calls unto deep, 
True man to true God. 

 

Affinity 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There, in the beginning, at the Creation, 
In the initial chaos, the formless form 
And the vast void, the deepening deep, 
The Word came, whip-like and then majestic, 
Cracking, and then thundering 
Into the inchoate turbulence, 
Patterning sudden forms and beauty, 
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Lineaments of transient glory, 
Forming and formulating. Light out of darkness 
Flooded the vast void, 
Simulating the celestial glory 
Into terrestrial cast and order. 
 
The tiered creation from humble earth 
And vegetatory forms to the elegant suppleness 
Of the sea-inhabitants, the terrestrial orders 
Reaching to the proud climax 
In the dynamic image, the true expression 
Of the Eternal Supernal—God! 
The fiat that went forth 
Astounded the vast cosmos, the new aeon, 
Spectator to the creative Grace that said, 
‘In our image!’ Thus the likeness 
Of the Creator-Father, the image 
Of the true Filial, the reflection 
Of the wholly Spiritual; Triune splendour 
Expressing Itself in love. 
 
With the sudden descent, the quick abdication, 
The sharp assertion of the imagined autonomy, 
The bleak experience of the uncovering, 
The pathos of pathetic nudity 
With nought to cover the lack-lustre, 
The lustreless and bland nakedness, 
And the ebbing away of the life-light (glory-
glow), 
The savage breaking of the filial–Paternal union, 
The denied infiliation, and the dulling 
From the radiant Spiritual, the glowing 
Tenderness of proleptic immortality; 
With all this shorn from the brightness 
Came the denied affinity, the functional union, 
The deeps of ‘deep-unto-deep’, 
And so the dislocation, the disorientation, 
The reversal of the human homing 
To the Divine Dependable. 
 
Uncontingent, all roads lead wayward 
From the truly focal, the obvious centre, 
To the wild and trackless regions 
Of dehumanized being, the anarchy 
Of unpatterned decision, the sharp bitterness 
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Of the Divine neglected, rejected. Existential 
Is the deepest burden, the obscene necessity 
Of the interminable decision, the sweating glands 
That open in fear’s faintness, exuding stench 
That alerts the one and all to overt panic. 
 
Yet not with all. Contempt comes too, 
Anger with the Eternal, cynicism of Creator, 
And wrong’s invective poured on Deity 
For the endless botch, the feeble fumbling, 
The poverty of brilliance, the untempered intelligence 
That misses the creational cue, 
Always bungling the bigger issues, 
Over-concerned with the trite, 
Inanely occupied with the unessential. 
This is how it seems to the intelligent, 
The high-browed and the vast-browed 
Intelligentsia, fleshling computer, 
Totting up the surprising ignorance 
Of the low-browed Deity. 
 
Given this in; given in the youthful, 
The over-compassionate, the sibling mind, 
The tender teetering over the inane aeon, 
Yet comes the time; must come; has come 
(Feckless or ruthless, naïve or knowing) 
When the pride withers, hubris dies, 
Footling down to dreary futility, 
Failed unaccomplishment, and pointless achieving, 
Until bland is less than ashed mouth 
Or dusted palate, dry tongue 
Cleaving the parched roof, or gaping, lolling 
Of the endless idiocy. At these points 
Glimmers of the undesired reality 
Break into the sharp flashes, 
Warn of returning sight, and departing dumbness, 
The gaping eyes close to sensible discernment 
Of the impending revelation. The pounding 
Of awakening pulses, the breathing 
Of the strange anticipation excites, 
And across the parched—the wide-cracked—landscape 
Come the flooding rains, grey-misted, fructifying, 
Moist in their mystery, pregnant in promise 
Of the new, the green verdure, the renascence, 
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The regeneration of the reality. 
Then the intimations of the divine love 
Like cricks and creeks, laughing themselves to life, 
Trickling and tossed, tumbling down the seared gorges, 
The empty uplands and the bleak wastelands, 
Promising stimulation. The tired mind dies: 
The sterile cynicism withers, 
Nihilism annihilating, self-destructing, 
But resurrecting from the dreary death. 
 
What then is the renewed affinity 
But the old lines of the primal creation, 
The sure affinity of the plural elements 
Constituting this, the freshly created man 
(Anthropothic regeneration, renewal of reality) 
In form and movement of the Triune One: 
Deep calling unto deep, like unto like, 
The cry for the Personal Paternal welling within, 
And with it also the other crying 
For the required Sonship, the needed Spiritual. 
 
Come then the great deluge, the immersion 
Into the Trifold Name, the Godhead, 
Like meeting like, deep meeting deep, 
Deep and deep merging, like and like mating 
Until the whole being is suffused, 
The deep emotion known in fulfilment, 
And the full-yearning richly satiated, satisfied 
In the royal reunion, the human–divine conjunction 
Until love is now more than mere passion, trite, 
But the solemn exulting, the abounding pleasure 
Of the new entrenched relationship: 
Life whole, eternal, immortal unity, 
Union with Father and with Son, 
Wholly drenched in the free eternal Spirit, 
Integrality of the wholesome totality 
Vesting the unity with the unspeakable delight, 
The treasures of the trackless Trinity. 
 
Ask how this is, and whence it comes: 
The answer lies in both Cross and Tomb, 
These undivided: in the spirit racked, 
The heart cracking and bursting 
With the weighted sin, the unflighted evil, 
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The pressing, intolerable burden of the misery, 
The grieving guilt, the sludge of filth, 
Person-putrefaction in the diseased 
And dismembered mind (wild cries of the 
Disorientated, the plagued spirit 
Pawing at the demonic, the tyrannous sin), 
The high moaning of the drear sorrow 
And the pains—primal and late— 
That compass the suffering mass, 
The privatized gloom, the person-despair 
Of the freighted spirit—all these are in him, 
As Filial to Father cries from the muted deeps 
Where the eternal sob has its earthly home, 
Its fleshed fashion of abode 
Until the wild pain has lashed itself, 
Played out to the end by the Love-Master, 
Traced to its final lair, and stilled 
Until the last quiver is evacuated 
And the dynamic destroyed. So we observe 
The Cross and the Tomb are suddenly brilliant 
With the irreversible victory, 
The eternal triumph! 
 
On the new dawn—time after the Tomb— 
Comes the awakening, the cracking into life, 
Old pupae split, new life emerging, 
The forever-agape finding its gasping triumph 
And its secure consummation. Strong arms stretched wide, 
The whole creation—emergent with joy— 
Hastens in its bliss to the feast, 
Scanning the heavens for the high bride, 
The shy beauty of the redeemed humanity 
Making its way to the true union, 
Lover to lover, love giving and receiving 
Until the union renews unto the utter. 
 
This is the affinity, the eternal affinity, 
Predestined, won from the eyeless abdication, 
To the marriage of the Bride and of the Lamb, 
The affinity regenerated in the tender union, 
The strong affinity set for eternity, 
The supernal glory of the humanity and the Deity, 
God unto man, and man unto God, 
Eternity without end, man without change. 
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Hate-Spate: Love-Spate 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

The demons hate, 
The demons hate, 
Harsh and evil, one great spate. 
One evil tide beats lonely shores: 
Empty passions throb and roar. 
Man in pain, 
Man in vain 
In the evil 
Long has lain. 
 
On the Cross, 
On the Cross, 
Every demon suffered loss. 
Hellish sting was there withdrawn 
From the sons of woman born. 
Guilt and grace, 
Guilt and grace 
In the blood 
Came face to face. 
 
The children love, 
The children love, 
Flows agape in from above. 
Love’s barrage stems hate’s 
inflow. 
Love’s own flood must now 
inflow 
Through the gate, 
Through the gate 
Bursts our God’s 
Golgotha spate.  

Dawn of Healing 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Comes the dawn 
And the whole wide world 
Is set aflame. Comes the dawn 
And the brilliant banners— 
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Rose first and then crimson— 
Are shot into the high sky. 
The pearly blue 
Slips away before the vast invasion. 
The armies of the fine cloud 
March on the new day, 
Shouting their holy slogans 
To their serene Lord, 
Who is the Lord of hosts. 
 
The fresh streams 
Come tumbling down, cool waves 
Of the perpetual air; waves 
That flow over the vast hills, 
That penetrate the still valleys, 
Peeling away the shroud of night, 
The grey mist, the gentle, 
The fine fleece, rising and dissipating 
Before the noble dawn, glad 
That the High Deity 
Has called out the new time, the day 
When the unceasing majesty 
Spreads its calm dignity 
Across the affairs of men. 
 
Worship in the True Dawn, 
Revel in the apocalypse, 
The real revelation, the unveiling 
Of the sovereignty. Bow 
Before the silent swelling 
Of the holy hosts that march 
Across the grey-blue 
Of the late night, taking the day 
As it envelops the late world, 
Dead in its shroud of sleep, 
Unaware of the miracle, 
The sign of the Eternal Majesty. 
 
Sacrament of the True Dawn, 
I take you with trembling hands, 
Behind your present beauty 
Is the joyous terror, the stately 
Eminence, the blazing invasion 
Of the authentic holiness. I bow 
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Where the murk of man’s history 
Moves as the dark restlessness 
Of the cheated spirit, the sullen soul 
Divested of dignity, fretted 
By the interminable tides— 
The polluted passions, the bitter, 
Penetrating impurity that takes 
The regal coasts of man— 
Until the frayed spirit 
Screams with the high pitch 
Of its murderous, ungodly guilt. 
 
Sacrament of the True Wakening, 
The brilliant banners of blood 
That whiten the bloody history, 
That blanch the vermilion glaring 
Of the innumerable transgressions, 
Taking up the unholy history 
Of the dark, sombre night 
Into its own suffusion, the crimson 
Of the riotous Cross, the raging 
Of wrath against the unleashed lusts 
Of the insensate rebellion, the high treason 
Against the Eternal, beating 
Its tides of love, battering the citadel 
Of the human spirit in holy tenderness, 
The new affection that takes the bastion 
Of the untamed rebel. 
 
This is the new Dawn that leaps suddenly 
Up into the sky. This is the Dawn 
That overtakes the dark night of the soul 
And blazes its beauty and the healing 
Into the nooks and crannies, 
The cragged barrenness, the impoverished hills 
Of the enslaved nobility. The seers 
Spoke of this Dawning, saw the Sun 
Rising in healing holiness, rising in love 
With the soft clouds, the innumerable hosts 
Of the ascending Son, taking the late night 
Captive for ever, and liberating 
The embattled spirits. They saw  
The Dawn of Healing, Strong Wings 
Lofting above the chaos and the abyss 
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Of unspeakable horror, the pains and shrieks 
Of the dying humanity. 
 
They saw the rushing winds of Spirit 
Tumble in healing turmoil 
From the High Wings beating, reaching down 
To the unending chaos, the moaning spirits 
And the soulless souls: new Dawn 
That overtakes the interminable night, 
Flooding the lenitive balm 
Into the tortured, the racked restlessness 
Of the rebel mind. This is the Dawn 
That floats its banners 
On the pearl-grey sky 
Of the conquered night. This is the Dawn 
Which comes with cool healing 
To the new spirit, emancipated humanity, 
The upcrying infiliated mind 
That floods its fresh praises 
To the Eternal Sun, the Son Eternal, 
And the Holy Father, the Sender 
Of the new, unending Day. 

Where, Then, Is the Sting? 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Oh death! Where is thy sting? 
Dread venom of lowest hell, 
Brewed in the bitterness of hatred, 
Where is thy sting, 
Distilled from violence of rebellion, 
Compounded of saddest separation? 
This is death’s sting, and yet 
Where, oh where, death, is thy sting? 
 
Where does the sting incise, 
Where pour out its poison, 
Ghastly, grisly, doom-dealing, deadly? 
In it the shame and pain of 
Fruitless remorse, dull anguish, 
Dry tongue cleaving, tears destroyed 
In lethal cynicism, passion against God, 
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Rustlings of memories bringing horror, 
And the incoming, ravaging darkness— 
This is death’s sting. 
Yet where, oh death, is thy sting? 
 
How then the irrevocable loss 
Of the holy, heavenly being— 
Man brilliantly lit by God, 
Pulsing in glory? How, where, is this loss? 
Down in the mocking strata of death, 
The leering, gaping grin of the grave, 
The stench of corruption, glory-failure 
And no-being in God. This is the sting. 
Yet, oh death, where, where is thy sting? 
 
The sting is in him. Look up 
(All ye that pass by). Look and see. 
Do not let the divine drama pass over you, 
Be over you, be gone. Look up! 
There, writhing with the sting. Oh yes, 
Human enough to suffer and divine 
Enough to bear. Look up and see, 
All ye who pass by. See where death’s sting 
Was and is no more. 
 
If a man stay and look, he will see. 
If he pass by, then in a moment 
He will pass by love, and will never see. 
He will miss the miracle 
Hid in the grim gallows. He will bypass 
Love reaching out with cool arms 
To embrace the sin-fevered. 
He will pass by, not knowing 
Where the sting has gone. 
 
Where is death’s sting? In him: 
Annulled and made void: nothing. 
Its poison absorbed, destroyed. 
Death tried to conquer. This it could not. 
This sting in man is death, fiery, 
Anguish and flame of hell, 
But in him—after the suffering— 
Exploded myth of destruction. 
In him the fire of death 
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Blazed to expending, and expended. 
Then death, where is your sting? 
 
Ask not, ‘Where is the deathly sting?’ 
For it is destroyed, absorbed into nothingness 
By love’s holy power. Now 
It is only life, life flowing, 
Life in quality replete, surging up 
Out of the empty tomb. Christ’s grave, 
Empty through grace, is the wide room 
Of man’s new spirit. Man is in life. 
Man is enthroned in the heavens, 
Having entered into his glory 
Through man’s suffering. Man is high. 
Gone then is death’s sting. 
Void in the victory—the ancient 
Annulled victory of the grave. 
Oh, death, where is thy sting? 

 
 

Mastery 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Oh Christ! Thou hast made thyself 
Lord of life! 
Because thou hast entered into all of life, 
Hence thou hast mastered it. 
Now thou would’st have us also 
Enter it and master it 
In love. 
 
Should we not master it, 
Then we were not lord of it, 
But under its control. 
Only can we share 
What thou hast mastered. 
Only can we master 
What thou hast shared. 
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Evangelist and Evangel 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Who is the noble man? Who is the great man? 
The true person? He who is in God: 
He who is in His Son. In His Son 
Dwells all the fullness of the Godhead 
Bodily. The way of man 
Is not in himself. It is not in man 
To Be himself, or to direct his own footsteps. 
Man is man only in God, 
And in particular in His Son, Jesus Christ. 
 
Who is the strong man, the powerful, 
The man of love? None of us is 
Of himself. He, the Son, is made unto us the Source, 
The all that we are as we draw 
And live on him, in him, by him. 
This to the natural man is humiliating. 
It denies that deep in each man is godhead, 
A separate manhood of itself, 
Capable of true autonomy, true self-living. 
 
Yet man needs man, as man needs God, 
Not only for the living substance of the every-day, 
But for self-being, self-discovery, self-affection, 
And unique fulfilment. Man is for man, 
And man is from men as he is from God. 
None live independent. The filaments and fibres 
Of every man’s being echo the call 
Of the other, the responding, the reciprocal, 
The inseparable fibre and being 
Of the other; not wholly other 
But truly other. Each needs that other, 
And that other, each. 
 
What shall I tell, then, but what I know? 
What can I tell but that I felt 
And came to know—the Divine visitation, 
The application of the alien Word 
Of Christ and of God. This is the visitation of love, 
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Not only of the first creation, but also the second, 
The recreative grace of regenerating redemption. 
It had begun first in the heart, 
Then in the mind, till all was gripped 
And the power surged through—a great dynamic thrust— 
Winning the wild and desolate wastes 
Of the lonely spirit; catching the mind 
Where the anger was, the despair, 
The bubbling cauldron of the deep hatred, 
And the distilled venom of irreversible hurts, 
Of ancient wounds, and parallel bitterness. 
 
When the Son comes to the heart, 
Bursting its old bonds, its formal trappings, 
Releasing the spirit into new love, 
Taking it to the feet of the Father 
And also to his own heart, then that 
Is the time of telling. The heart fills, 
The lips spill over, the mouth gives tongue, 
To troubadour singing and troubadour gaiety. 
The wonder wells, spilling like a fountain 
Or a high waterfall. The world is suddenly 
Awash with the joy 
Of the formerly angry man. 
 
He is telling of liberating love, 
He is spilling the overflow 
Carelessly, prodigally, with immense joy 
And unspeakable wonder. There is no structured telling, 
No eloquent placing of words—emphatic syllables— 
No tender emotion captured and shaped and patterned, 
But instead the flowing plea of the new heart 
Grateful of emancipation, eager-eyes 
To share the inner inexpressible joy 
Of the true message—redemptional sonship— 
Though such words be scarcely known, 
And rarely in the ancient human scene 
Wholly understood. 
 
Here, then, is no planned cunning, 
No usage of well-placed words, 
Traps of eloquence, devised manipulation, 
But the sheer, glad honesty 
Of undeniable witness. So surely the Spirit comes, 
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Bringing his flood of pungent truth, 
His confrontation of living words, 
His irreversible Reality, unswerving presentation 
Of the immutable truth. 
 
High rides the wonder of the true evangel, 
The capturing message, the promised freedom, 
Fiat of forgiveness, mandate of catharsis— 
Pure purging of the soul, iridescent whiteness 
Of the new captivated spirit— 
Raising to eternal sonship and glory, 
The making of new priests and kings. 
New man surmounts the ancient evil, 
The dread bondage, and drear depravity. 
New man is regnant, poised in pride 
Over the whole earth and the new heavens. 
This is the brilliant setting forth 
Of the undying sons of the Kingdom, 
Of the Kingly Father of the eternal Family, 
Brethren of the Eternal Son. 

 

The New Majesty 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Over the vast entirety 
Of the eternal galaxies 
Man shall reign—the redeemed one, 
The one rescued by the Everlasting Mercy 
And the warm pity 
Of the Eternal Father. 
 
Over the celestial beings, 
The high creatures and the great, 
Will ascend the true human spirit, 
Purified in the eternal love 
Of the One Filial and Paternal 
And everlastingly Spiritual. 
 
Over the unchanging beauty, 
The gentle and the universal glory, 
Over the regions of the purified, 
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The mountains and the hills and the plains, 
Purged by the Immaculate Majesty, 
Shall human flesh reign, 
And reign for ever. 
 
Over the ages that roll, 
The aeons that move with innate splendour, 
Shall the reign of man come; 
Mystery of changeling flesh made pure 
And high majesty arising 
From the forever-rebellion. 
 
Over all shall man reign, 
Regnant with new sonship, 
Priest unto God, king unto all things, 
Majestic in the supernal Fatherhood 
And the Eternal Sonship, 
As also in the enlivening power and control 
Of the Everlasting Spirit. 
 
This is the kingship, the sonship, 
The priesthood that God has ordained 
For mortal flesh redeemed, 
For human substance glorified 
Through the Eternal Pain. 

 

The Prophet and the Man 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Stands the seer 
With the prophetic utterance 
Scorching, searing, 
Perpetually confronting, 
Allowing no escape 
From the undeniable Word. 
 
Stands the human spirit 
Naked before that Word, 
Wistful or wishing 
From the unknowledge 
Of the initial denial 
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Of the true manhood, 
The gift of Creator-God. 
 
Stands the human spirit 
Unclothed of its own resources, 
Merged in the uncomprehension, 
The deliberate ignorance 
Of the self-alienated; the relationship 
Given in the beginning from God, 
But now renounced by man. 
 
Stands in the inner silence 
The unspoken turbulence 
Of the depraved spirit, 
The case-hardened heart 
That once blushed with joy 
Before the pure, 
The eternal, Father. 
 
Stands as the Word rolls: 
The new tide of telling flushes 
From the turgid lips 
Of the uncompromising prophet, 
The one whose manhood leaps high 
In the utterance of the given, 
The superlative Word. 
 
Vein aches unto vein, 
Artery unto artery, 
Sinew to sinew, and all 
The frustrated, unfulfilled muscles 
Crying to reflex and flex themselves 
In the new serenity 
Promised by the changeless Word 
Of the prophet of God. 
 
Tense is the taut humanity, 
Pressed and cabined in the captive flesh 
As the prophetic utterance 
Flows from the chasms, 
The great deeps of the Eternal, 
The proclamatory Deity demanding 
That flesh keep silence, but ear 
Hold the embattling Word. 
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Flourished the mandate, 
The unrecallable fiat, 
The doom-dealing but yet life-giving 
Judgement. Word that is power 
Can be no word that is hollow, 
Merely demanding but devoid of unction. 
This is the true, the prophetic Word 
Uttered for ever, but not for ever roaring 
In an empty stratosphere. 
 
The Word leaps in life 
Out to the created aeon, 
Out where the hearts pound, 
The pulses pressured unto 
Thundering blood, the racebeats 
Throb in like many bludgeons 
Impounding the senses, holding captive 
The vagrant mind; impressing, impacting, 
But the Word himself comes forth 
As Eternal Logos, Creating Word, 
High wisdom, the Word of power, 
Upholding the subsisting universe, 
Cohesing it, cohering 
And holding it to contemplation, 
To full recipient action. 
 
The Word that is prophetic 
Commands, breaks forth in flesh— 
Flesh filial, flesh sovereign, 
Flesh undeniable, insurmountable, 
Flesh under the immutable 
But directive Spirit. 
 
This flesh moves in life, 
Breaking through the harsh expectancy, 
The messianic madness, 
The cackling cacophany of urgent men, 
Surmounting the mantic messiahs, 
The mediocre saviours couched 
In unwholesome flesh, 
To hear the authentic commendation 
By the waters of baptism— 
Flesh that knows a baptism 
Into the fires of suffering; 
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Immersed into the cruel crimes 
Of the vagrant spirit, the disguised flesh 
Of the devilish and the dark demonic, 
The incarnated evil from the pit, 
The upsurgings of the dark abyss. 
 
This is the prophetic Word, 
Not only triumphant in the infestation, 
The steady invasion of the holy land, 
But in the verdured quietness, the calm 
Of a mount where he preaches, 
The place of the superb Sermon, 
As also in the healing 
From horrific possession, the arid demonic. 
More so, there on the Cross awry, 
On the cragged Cross, the dry wood, 
The Inflammable judgement. 
 
There the prophetic utterance breaks forth 
Until the dry wood, the cursed timber 
Bursts with the budding resurrection, 
The renascent life, the surging power, 
As creamed blossom of the bitter aloe 
Breaks in its beauty. The shafted light 
Pierces the silent stone, shattering darkness 
And lately doomed death to flood the new world, 
Crying ‘Emancipation!’ 
 
The prophetic Word moves calmly, 
Strongly, through grim prophet, steadily 
Through the loyal seer, the joyous apostle, 
And troubadour church. It penetrates 
Into the eschaton—its true home— 
Drawing together the ultimate telos, 
Spelling out firmly the letters of fire, 
The word of judgement on the one hand, 
And on the other the inheritance, 
The graduated kingship, the new mysterious 
Priesthood of infiliated flesh. 
 
In this telos is the splendour, 
The glow of the reflected glory, 
The long, fine sheen 
Of the substantial beauty 
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Of the New Man—tribe after tribe, 
Nation after nation, the multitude— 
The new flesh emanating the given glory, 
And shafting its splendid praises 
Into the rolling galaxies, 
And the haunts of the creatures celestial, 
The equally adulating angels. 
 
Oh, prophetic Word! Ancient utterance 
Never lost, and eternally new and fresh! 
The humbled spirit kneels in true humiliation 
To adore the unsilent Eternal, 
And to sob its true joy, its high ecstasy 
For the Word gone forth. The Word gone forth, 
But returning to the ancient mouth 
Filled with its own, its fructifying 
Harvest of pain, and redemptive suffering; 
Its pregnant passion of love 
Gestating within itself the glory, 
The new, the immortal, the planned 
Eternalized humanity—fruit of the seers 
And the prophetic Word. 

 
 
 

The Shadow of a Valley 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Out of the depths of the belly of the whale— 
The great fish prepared by the Lord— 
The prophet cried, heart-cry from the belly 
To the God whom he adored. 
Jonah worshipped in His temple. 
His mind was always towards that temple. 
 
His was no fear of Nineveh—but hate: 
Hate for the idolaters and the pleasurably sinful. 
He believed in the power of prophecy 
To bring to repentance, to redeem. 
In anger he wanted not the good of Nineveh 
But its entire destruction. 
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Thus Jonah fled the God of prophecy, 
The high call to repentance of the evil city: 
Fled to the other extreme 
Where his message would not be proclaimed. 
Fled—not fortuitously—into the raging sea 
And the hot, enveloping maw and belly. 
 
Down in those depths, heaving 
And heightened with claustrophobia, 
The saint discovered the real fear, 
The internal trauma—the wrath of God, 
The fierce envelopment of horrific darkness, 
Waves and billows: billows and waves, 
Passing over him, passing over him, 
Rioting in his inner man. 
 
Sometimes the waves pass over us, 
Not because of our prophetic resistance, 
Not because of our sin, our rebellion; 
Often our love is genuine, gentle, submissive, 
But the waves come, and the dark, hot belly 
Of the convulsive, encapsulating maw. 
 
Oh, dear God, we do not understand 
Yet mysteriously comprehend. Our spirits 
Bend and flex and even waver 
Under the spasmic pain, the deep nausea, 
The loss of fair health. We wane 
But we waver not. 
 
None prayed for Jonah: none cared, 
None knew his cavernous darkness. 
None could guess that darkness was hell, 
Nor conceive a great fish was grace 
Encompassing the sainted sinner in a love 
Destined to redeem him. 
 
So sweetly in the cavern of the earth 
The holy flesh lay of the beloved Redeemer. 
Three days and three nights he encompassed it. 
Flesh that would see no corruption, 
The spirit rejoicing in hope 
Of the holy miracle and sign. 
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Dear God, I was no Jonah, no rebellious prophet, 
No sweet Redeemer—both unprayed for. 
By the dear community of the great Spirit 
I was the prayed for, the pleaded for. 
The cavern was there—but not dark— 
Hung as it were with the brilliants of love, 
The soft diamonds of deep care, pearls of 
Some price, amethysts of love’s mists. 
The belly of suffering was—in the ultimate— 
Extreme beauty, fashioned from grace 
And flooded with new revelations, 
Old insights become new 
And present intimations of the ultimate glory. 
Did they then know—who prayed— 
How deep is the healing, the surging new life? 

 
 
 

Without Guide 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Pity the lonely man, the solitary, 
The stumbling pilgrim knowing not whither 
The steps of him lead him. 
Pity the man who persists 
In believing his way is in him, 
And he needs no guide. 
 
He is the foolish man, unwittingly, 
Or wittingly perhaps; the man 
Who insists the way he takes is way 
And best way at that. No way 
Can be true way; no way man takes 
As his own way. His decision 
Must be marked against a wide canvas, 
A time and an eternity. 
 
Consider the complexity, 
The multiple exigencies, 
The constant plurality 
Of the cosmic happenings. 
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Consider the multifarious thoughts 
And the bland imaginings 
And ask, ‘How then, the Way?’ 
 
Law gives the light 
That breaks upon the path of man, 
Showing the way. Wisdom reveals 
What man alone may never know 
With mind unhumbled 
And spirit proud. Law lights 
Where all is darkness. 
Law is God’s light. 
 
Law angers the rebel mind, 
Implanting the rebel thought 
Of fancied autonomy. 
Man in fury 
Persists in mindless rage, 
Insisting the independence, 
And sets his goals 
In pathless pilgrimage. 
 
One was the Way, 
Pitying the pathless, 
Lighting the Light 
That—distant and distraught— 
The homeless spirit 
Might orient to God, 
Homing the heart 
To the celestial goal. 
 
Who was the Way? 
He who wandered in the dark, 
Surveying the pathlessness, 
The jungle-grown wasteland 
Of the wayless humanity. 
He traversed 
The final lostness 
Of the alienated land. 
 
There, too, he cried 
In the panic of suffering spirit; 
Cried for the dread forsakenness 
That haunts the itinerating mind, 
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Far from its home. 
In the dereliction 
He uncovered the darkness, 
Shedding the brilliant light 
On the new Way 
Cut from the jungle 
Of overcoming evil, 
Paving it with compassion, 
The passion of the Cross. 

 
New light floods from the tomb; 
The arching Spirit 
Alights like the primal Bird 
On the new humanity. 
Inwardly dwells the Dove, 
And the guidance has begun. 
The old word is new 
In the pristine power. 

 
Here on the new Way 
We walk to the Home. 
There the Father and the Son 
Wait for the coming pilgrims, 
The returning humanity 
Which had lost its Way. 
The inner delight 
Swells at the sight 
Of the Waiting Love. 

 
Here in the now, 
Inscribed on this true Radar, 
Is the Way not of man, 
Nor in man of himself. 
Dependency is his true joy, 
And his hand in the Father’s hand 
Is warm and secure. 
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The Effectual Fervent Prayers  
of the Saints 

_________________________________  _________________________________ 

They say (and at first sight the saying is puzzling) 
That there are four and twenty celestial elders. 
Day and night they are before the throne of God 
In a constant festival of praise. 
No wonder! 
 
These elders are not simply contemplaters, 
Each has a harp for the ceaseless praise, 
And each—we are told—holds a golden bowl 
(Gold is for purity: gold is for royalty: 
Bowl is for usefulness in service). 
 
The bowls, they say, are never absent, never empty, 
Containing as they do the prayers of the saints, 
Which also, at the same time, are incense; 
So prayers and incense are the same 
For perpetual offering. 
 
We are also told that at a significant time 
‘Another angel’—he must be special— 
Was given even more incense to mingle 
With the collected prayers of all the saints 
Before the golden altar. 
 
At the golden altar before the throne 
The angel took the censer 
(Filling it with fire from that shrine) 
And threw all upon the earth 
(These are the prayers of the saints), 
Causing the explosive response. 
 
What in heaven was the sacrifice of prayers 
On earth became a dynamic thing: 
‘Peals of thunder, voices, flashes of lightning 
And an earthquake.’ All sudden evidences 
And effects of prayers. 
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Moralizing and ruminating I thought, 
‘No true prayer, then, is ever lost. 
Seemingly our prayers are often void. 
Often our spirits disappointed with non-response, 
Yet all is there, in the hands of the elders, 
The golden bowls, the angel, now become 
Effectuating fire!’ 

 

Empathy Effective 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

He’s here in the sunshine 
With the gold glowing, 
Here in the soft light 
Of the spring morn, 
Flows from the greenness 
Of the fresh grasses, 
Lives in the movements 
Of the fair trees. 
 
Christ is the strong wind 
Blowing the deserts, 
High in the uplands 
Beyond the high crests. 
Wherever life is 
There he is reigning, 
Creating, sustaining: 
All in him rests. 
 
He is on sick-beds, 
Sharing the suff’ring, 
He is in famine, 
Taking the pain. 
Down horror’s alleys, 
Deep in the druggie. 
He knows despairing, 
He feels the shame. 
 
Were there no Calv’ry— 
Blooded Golgotha— 
Were there no pity, 
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No cry of despair, 
Then were no Saviour, 
Then were no Sharer, 
Then were no Healer, 
Then were but fear. 
 
Life were but empty, 
Thought but illusion, 
Soul but anarchy, 
Spirit but bleak, 
Life were a mocking, 
Goals then but futile, 
Traumas and terrors 
Damning the weak. 
 
Had Christ not risen 
Death were a sorrow, 
Spirit aesthenic, 
Life without surge. 
Had Breath not come flowing— 
Pentecost power— 
Cross were impotent, 
Love a pale urge. 
 
Life then has broken 
Primal and pristine, 
Flower and petal, 
Sunrise and dawn. 
Lord of all beauty, 
Lord of all anguish, 
Man of all mankind, 
Lord of all form. 
 
Praise breaks from dumb lips, 
Joy from the tree-tops, 
Thunder from caverns 
Cleft by the sea, 
Roaring of cyclones, 
Tenderest dawning, 
Bring adoration, 
Christ, unto thee. 
 
Sounds the whole cosmos 
From the drear alley, 
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From the high mountain, 
From the vast plain, 
Praise to your Father, 
Praise to your Spirit, 
Praise to your Lordship, 
Praise to your pain. 

 

Free to Be 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I am free, 
Free in Thee. 
Free to be. 
To be is 
To be free. 
 
I was bound, 
Bound in me, 
Bound to be. 
To be thus 
Is not to be. 
 
To be bound, 
Not in me 
But Thee, 
Is to be 
Free— 
Free to be. 
 
All else 
Is ‘liberty’ 
Which is 
No liberty— 
Bondage to be 
Without Thee. 
 
Bondage was bound 
Where ‘not-to-be’ 
Was bound 
To sin’s Tree; 
The place 
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Of liberty 
To truly be. 
 
Grace’s liberty 
Leapt 
From grave’s 
Bondage— 
‘Not-to-be’— 
To be for ever 
Free to be— 
Eternally. 

 

The Crater 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Once in the high Baluchi hills 
Ten thousand feet into the peerless blue 
Of the dry sky above Quetta, 
We wandered in careless search 
Of the ancient Ziarat, 
That shrine of the Muslim saint, 
The old peer of Mahomet 
Who—long dead— 
Imparted wisdom to his living devotees. 
 
We wondered were we lost— 
She, and the three children, 
And I—we wondered 
What might happen in these high hills 
Where we met no man, 
And the goats  
Stared thoughtfully from crag to crag. 
We wondered whether 
You could be lost for ever, 
Staring at things 
Like the wise mountain goats. 
 
Almost without warning 
We came across the crater. 
We stood at the end of a million years 
Nigh on toppling to a thousand feet below— 
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Ten thousand all in all. 
Unwarned we could have walked 
Into the peerless sky, the blue 
Of the yawning heavens. 
Suspended, standing at the sharp edge, 
And—diminuted suddenly— 
We marvelled at the beauty 
Of this unheralded vastness. 
 
The inner fears of a possible lostness 
Dissolved in the confronting magnitude. 
The ancient movement of the vast volcano 
Rehearsed itself so silently 
In our minds and spirits, 
Enlarging them until we understood 
The dimensions of us—of Man— 
And all creation. If—within ourselves— 
We had been dwarfed by life, 
Then suddenly we expanded 
Under the silent surging 
Of the magnifying magnificence. 
 
There we remain in memory suspended. 
There we peacefully accept 
Our healing diminution. 

 
 

Beyond the Cross 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

They say there is a place beyond the Cross, 
There, when relief comes from its heart 
With freedom from its substance and its truth. 
The ‘beyond’ is a place of practicality, 
The place where life has behind it no shadow, 
No reminder of Golgotha’s stark reality. 
They say there is a folder—a ribboned dossier— 
Stored for the future, for those interested 
In one of many Godly mysteries. 
Golgotha, they say, is hidden from our times 
In the interests of living practicality. 
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What, then, is ‘living practicality’? 
What can you enfold in a sealed document 
Stored only for the perchance interested? 
How can you seal a living manuscript 
Of the Divine and palpable heart? 
I know not how. I must confess 
That nothing seals His Cross, His mystery of love, 
His unimpeachable holiness 
Breaking upon the view of Man 
In Man’s own bloody history. 
Mystery it is, but history is unfolded, 
Not documented and hidden for the days 
Of disinterring archaeologists. 
 
I chanced upon this mystery in my early days. 
Scarce born, its truth was borne upon my eyes— 
Those inner eyes which see where men are blind; 
That inner heart that beats when other hearts are still, 
And comes upon the mystery of life 
That it may never be supine. It comes 
In the still hours of the night, 
The blazing of the day, in peace and pain, 
In suffering and unbounded joy; inserts itself 
Between the moment and the past, 
Between the moment and the time to come, 
In unremitting confrontation. 
 
Why should this be? Is it a passioned heresy? 
A loaded hobby of the irrational mind, 
A lust of heart, a curious pursuit? 
Is it the fevered mind now gnostic, seeking mystery 
Where none can be? Is it perverted mind, 
Or slavish conscience enslaving all? 
Why did it come to earth—that Deity transmuted 
To earthly flesh—first calling the celestials to song 
And later to weeping in their highest heaven? 
 
Tell me the story often, for I forget so soon; 
The early dew of morning has passed away at noon. 
 
Why can we not forget? Senses blaze strong 
In morning of the human race,  
At noon and night, and in the dark reaches 
Of the retreating and silent heart. 
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All hell conspires to bring us some forgetfulness 
Of Man’s most bloody day. Man’s day of hell 
When from his breast broke enmity 
In hate’s most dreadful form.  
Man was betrayed—himself his own betrayer— 
And even shame’s a gift of God 
To one who wills his weeping. 
 
‘Beyond the Cross!’ There cannot be ‘beyond’. 
All is the Cross and all is everything 
Before our time, and in our time, 
And in all time’s beyond. The Cross is there 
Wherever ‘there’ is there and when it’s not! 
Be there no Cross then grand Creation’s plan 
Can be no plan at all. Be there no Cross 
Before and after and within all time 
Then love’s the myth and holiness non est 
And God’s not God, and nothing rational is. 
 
The Cross is how God is, and what He is 
And what He does; and Son is Son 
And Spirit is the one of life. Within that Cross 
The Godhead is expressed, His plan fulfilled 
And holy power is holy love; and holy grace 
Makes holy Man, and all is holy in His love, 
And all is love. This is but known to love, 
And is but told by love. The Cross is all 
As God is all. It is the warp and woof 
Of His great weave of history. 
 
There is, then, no ‘beyond’, no place 
Where love is not; where Cross is not, 
Where God is not. All that we touch in God— 
Who touches us initially—is changed. 
So moves His Cross—His act of love eternal— 
And we are in the heart of Him, as He in us 
Till we are one with God. 
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The Fruitful Singer 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

He came to me the other night—this figure. 
In the midst of the soft darkness 
And my gentle meditation— 
I was thinking of God and Man and all things— 
He came cowled, his face in darkness, 
A dark and ruminative spirit, 
Typically clothed as death, as corruption 
And portending putrefaction.  
He came, saying to me in my contemplation, 
‘There is death in your writing, and putrefaction. 
There is an inherent corruption. 
Nothing you write will live for ever, 
But it must die. Its destruction 
Is innate to it.’ 
 
Because I was calm at that moment  
I could cogitate with equanimity. 
Other times I had shuddered, 
Had felt the horror of non-success, 
The tragedy of wasted hours— 
Hours of thought and of writing— 
But that would have been in the days 
Of early and insistent ambition. 
 
Had I then died? Had I grown weary  
With the non-apprehension 
Of the intelligent multitude? 
Had I become cynical, bitter 
That my penetration and discernment 
And apprehension of all 
Was remarked of no account, 
Or rated in the area of the banal? 
Had I withdrawn to an ivory castle, 
There to contemplate the Philistines— 
To rate and berate them? 
 
When the cowled figure came 
The hands of my mind were clean, 
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The palms of my spirit without sweat, 
And the heart of me was sound and good— 
Though without strength, without power. 
I nodded to him who was dark in spirit— 
Eyes cowled, face hidden, the dark accuser— 
And I agreed with him. 
 
‘Who knows?’ I asked, ‘that he is immortal? 
Who may say that what he writes is likewise so? 
What fountains are we to bring forth 
Immortal thought and writing of ourselves? 
We can but use the gift we have 
And if that gift be lowly, sure, 
Its fruits are lowly too. 
Yet lowly folk eat lowly fruit 
And none believes the fruit itself 
Sustains for ever. Who dares believe 
His fruit itself is life itself, is fullest fruit 
Sustaining life for ever? 
Who thinks this way has brought his death, 
His own corruption into it. Ambition is the stuff 
Of death and putrefaction. 
 
Ambition brings its own corruption: 
Its seeds are everywhere; they sprout 
And soon the good is choked. 
Were we to see this curse 
Is part of every man and bow to fact, 
And nod to truth, and know beyond the curse 
Lie gifts that are from God: were we to use those 
gifts, 
Then questions of immortal art, 
Of lasting fame and non-corruption 
Would die for ever from our minds.’ 
 
The cowled face bent low, 
And lower bent the hooded head 
Until I thought he almost prayed 
And even worshipped. Bent low, 
Until he could not lower go, 
These were the words he spoke: 
 
‘They matter not—the words we write, 
The songs we sing, the art we give, 
The raptures of our mind and heart, 
The heady thought, the brilliant thought, 
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The wisdom of our sagelike understanding: 
Nought matters when we see that death 
Is in our bones, and in our mind, 
And touches all we do, and are. 
We leave behind the things corrupt 
With death within them. Then their death 
Brings death to all—the victims of our art.’ 
 
‘That’s half the truth,’ I, spirited, replied. 
‘The half that’s not the truth at all! 
’Tis God Who gives the gifts, creates the fruit— 
And this through mortal hands and brain 
And heart. ’Tis God Who gives the pain, 
The gift of shame, the humble tears, 
The inner comprehension. He brings 
The death of death to death, 
And life of life to life, 
And with it gives the final gift 
Of immortality. What if, upon the way, 
The things we do and make may perish? 
What if our vaunting pride today 
Result in acclamation—the cheers of men, 
The praise of crowds, the nod of kings? 
These matters do not count at all. 
The final count’s the matter—His count— 
And that’s a thing of faith.’ 
 
The hooded one went on his way 
Without a word, then turned to see 
As I resumed my thought.  
‘Well played!’ he said, ‘Well played, O man!’ 
And I heard laughter in his voice 
As though a careless cascade played 
In raptured merriment. I looked and saw 
No hooded face or cowled head, 
But in its place instead 
The laughing eyes of immortality. 
I bowed my head to worship and to praise; 
To know that all’s not death, 
That takes the rub from death 
And brings the life of life to us.  
 
I think that long as life is life 
I’ll hear his raptured merriment 
And careless cascade played. 
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Being in Communion 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

They shall not know, who knowing would 
Find knowledge of themselves by self, 
Which of its self and in its self 
Expects the treasures of that self 
To yield what once was given 
But locked is ever more 
Because of selfish self, proud mind 
In hubris bound—for ever bound. 
 
Within the Triune Self—the Self-ful Self 
That selfless is—lies all the wisdom  
That we need to know and must. 
Those Three are One, are Three in One 
Who share the gifts and attributes, 
Concentred as they are each one on others 
As others all are One. 
 
Within their love they penetrate 
And interpenetrate and circulate  
The giving of themselves in flow 
That never stays the order that it gives, 
In which it lives as Love. They give 
And in their giving honour each 
And serve as they receive. 
 
Their Being is communion full, 
And nought exists but this, 
The fellowship that springs 
Eternal in the union full that’s theirs, 
Which ours shall be when we  
Each one with them unite 
Through Spirit and through Son 
And through the bloody Cross 
And Tomb all calm, redolent with 
The peace he won—that bloody One— 
In vict’ry’s Death, and vict’ry’s Tomb 
With Resurrection shout—Ascension’s cry 
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That meets the One on high 
With holy jubilation. 
 
This liberty is his who seeks 
Not in the confines of his self 
But in the wide dimensions of that Self 
That Triune is and One 
And has His Being in communion full. 
As One is Three and Three are One, 
And outwards turns first to create 
And then redeems what’s lost 
Within the bondage of its self: 
So Man who follows after Him 
Shall reap the fruits of bloody Cross 
And high Ascension’s love.  
It’s his to have who needs to have, 
Who takes in faith, lays hold on life 
And flees the ancient self 
That fought the Triune Self.  
 
This liberty of love is called 
‘The liberty of sons’, is called 
‘Man’s glorious liberty’. It is 
The liberty of God Himself, 
Within Himself—of Persons Three 
Full One in love. This is the gift 
That God gives to His ones 
Who covet liberty, who long 
To live within that Trinity 
As one with Them, as one with Him, 
As one among themselves— 
A Kingdom royal and a priesthood full 
For all eternity. 
 
These things are now, 
Not only then but now. 
In Him we have the secret of the way 
Of being in communion. 
We have the way of life— 
To be in Him and He in us, 
And us, each one, in us each one 
As all in Him. Here Love 
Unites in one and makes us all 
To be in that communion. 
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The Fall 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

One by one he saw the lights of life depart; 
One by one he felt the powers within him drain away— 
A tide of life that drained his brilliant shores 
Until they too had ebbed away, and nought 
But the lonely waste remained. 
 
He felt the emptiness draw nigh— 
A different tide, the ghostly one, 
The flowing in of hollowness 
Supplanting lights and powers 
He lately had but known; 
His former self now dead 
Upon receding tide and lost 
For evermore. 
 
The hollow was not empty full, 
The empty was not fullness drained, 
The ghostly was not tideless as it moved, 
The lethal was not dead—its pain 
Was now a deathless living death 
That flooded up the main, 
And every crick and cranny filled 
Till nothing of the former 
Full remained. 
 
Most death of all was light removed— 
Serrations of the jagged pain 
That moved staccato in the heart 
And shattered all the passion there 
To be one spreading stain 
Indelible in darkness-forms 
That blotched the pure main 
In mind and heart pollution, 
Deep spirit-pain. 
 
One by one he saw the lights of life depart; 
One by one he felt the powers within him drain away— 
The tide of life that drained his brilliant shores 
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Until they too had ebbed away, and nought 
But the lonely waste remained. 
 
Where once the light of life—extant— 
Was brilliant on his sweeping shores, 
He heard the trumpet shouts that tell 
Their day of doom. Their ‘Ever more!’ 
Echoes the roll within his emptying mind 
As, ‘Never more!’ 
He turned to see the woman at his side 
Beguiled by dreams of deity, 
And in her eyes he saw his own 
In flight from lifeful life; 
Outstretched, his arms embraced the hope 
That kills the glory for the ever-new 
That never-new can be. This death 
Was light of life in flight 
Beyond the trumpet’s roll 
Of ‘ever more’ and ‘never more’. 
 
Together one, but nought but one, 
As one but nought, they fled 
Until the silence closed around 
In hollowing emptiness. As yet 
No cry from heaven came. 

 

How Is It, Lord? 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

How is it, Lord, my eyes can see 
In all things made a rare beauty? 
How is it that my heart can sing? 
My inner ear hear everything? 
 
I hear the psalms creation sings, 
I hear the praise that heaven brings, 
I see the sunlight dapple leaves 
And moonlight silver silent trees. 
 
When Man is cruel, and Man brings pain, 
When evil sweeps through hill and plain, 
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How can my eyes see starved and poor  
And still my songs in love adore? 
 
Strong hard my heart had grown, long, 
Where once it had been filled with song, 
Had wept with joy on every shore 
And longed to praise you evermore. 
 
That heart which died to beauty rare 
And scorned to call creation fair  
Stopp’d short one day at Calv’ry’s hill 
And saw the bloody river spill. 
 
That heart so bitter—frozen cold— 
Thawed out to love as God of old 
Was God anew in blazing love 
Who sent His peace through Holy Dove. 
 
Now, Lord, afresh my heart can sing 
For every dear created thing, 
With inner ear hear psalm and song 
And join the full adoring throng. 
 
I hear the whole creation throb 
With pain—and yet with joy—to God. 
All wait the hour of full release, 
All wait the coming Prince of Peace. 
 
Ah dear, dear Lord, who suffered pain, 
So your creation’s not in vain, 
We feel your love upon the air 
And praise afresh your beauty rare. 

The Hangman’s Tree 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There, on stark Golgotha, stood the tree, 
There, where all sin of Man and powers of evil met, 
There, where the hate of Man and hell 
Sought angrily your soul’s disgrace 
To make an end of it for aye, 
There we all stood to watch and make 
The bloody drama; we, void of horror and dismay. 
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There, where the dark rebellion met 
Of every hateful power and hating man, 
There the great man was dragged in ignominy 
And nailed upon that soon all bloody tree, 
That we—impounded in our sins horrific— 
Should spit and curse away at thee 
Until the anger of our hearts outpour, 
And you be holy Son of God no more. 
 
Three criminals—each upon his cross of shame— 
Lay helpless as they felt the stinging pain 
Of driven nails that rent their human flesh, 
Felt the blood gush and splatter on the ground, 
Drip as the crosses—upward stood— 
Till holy and unholy blood made one 
Became one river on Golgotha’s mount. 
 
Most holy love cried out its prayer to Him 
Who is Man’s Father and his living God, 
And bowed its bloody head in pain 
As the crimson horror of our sin 
Became its eternal stain of shame 
Instead of us—sad candidates of hell— 
Who sought to destroy Creator God 
And confirm the chaos of the human soul. 
 
Out of the hideous heart unknowable 
Poured the vile stream of cursing 
And of hate, until the human race 
Had vented anger and its hellish spite 
To bring to bear the intolerable dark night 
That he might enter—in his pain— 
The dreaded limbo of damnation’s place 
And be for ever lost. 
 
’Twas this he did. The darkness deep 
Heard cry from hell, a hell so deep 
That lost became more lost, and could not hide 
As light broke from the Holy God, 
And brilliance burst from holy blood, 
Though all they saw was hooded hell, 
And all they heard was painful cry, the yell 
Of utmost loneliness and pain. 
The earth itself in heaving shame 
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Split tomb and grave and death’s domain 
As love destroyed the power of guilt, 
As love brought purity and peace, 
And made unholiness to cease. 
 
That tree was the hangman’s tree, 
The place of ignominy, of pain, 
That cursèd place, death’s open door, 
Which all the human race is forced to see 
Since all of it is all of Man, 
Yet in like moment all His plan 
To bring to liberty the cursed race 
As he hung cursed in its place. 
 
Here, when men but dreadful evil see 
And feel its terror, seek to flee, 
This was and is the place of life. 
Seek not, oh sinner, seek not to flee, 
But stay beneath the hangman’s tree, 
Look on his bloody face above 
And read it as the place of love: 
Here Father, Son and Holy Ghost 
Take up their stand, make it their post, 
Fighting the evil until its death 
Obtains from Christ’s most holy breath 
Poured from this Tree above. 
 
Oh, can it be—you who pass by 
Have failed to see him there on high? 
Lift up your heads and see his love, 
Or stand beneath the bloody tide 
And know him who for you has died. 
Pass out from sin and death and pain 
To be His holy sons again. 

Something in My Bed 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Last night I had a something in my bed. 
At first I thought it was a centipede—not dead! 
And then I thought it was a spider in the night! 
I lay and thought and feared that it might bite. 
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Last night I lay as still as silent death. 
I scarcely dared to move; I held my breath 
And hoped the spider crawling up my arm 
Would do me but the slightest bit of harm. 
 
I know a spider has but eight long legs, 
And that a centipede each side has fifty pegs, 
I know each spider has two poison fangs, 
And centipedes—for free—give dreadful pangs. 
 
So still I lay within my bed that night. 
I scarcely dared to shiver in my fright 
As something creeping, crawled upon my skin 
And filled my heart with dread and fear, within. 
 
‘Enough!’ I cried, ‘I’ll face this dreadful death!’ 
I flicked the torch and stared with bated breath, 
The clothes flung back—prepared for lethal harm— 
I saw a beetle crawling up my arm. 
 
This beetle measured millimetres five, 
But he had kept my dread and fear alive. 
I marvelled as I plucked him from my bed 
And praised the Lord above I was not dead. 
 
There is no moral to my anecdote, 
Or poem—that it should be a thing of note. 
I simply liked sensations as they came— 
The fear, the dread, and finally the shame. 
 
Adrenalin is fine when all is said, 
When there’s a creepy-crawly in one’s bed. 

 

I Saw It Break Tonight 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I saw it break tonight—the sunset. 
Its pulsing flame leapt quiv’ring through the sky. 
I saw an astral ocean all aflame, 
Which beached a thousand craft 
Of ancient tribes and tongues 
On golden shores long lost to present memories. 
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I saw the ocean sink down behind the hills, 
Taking the tribes and craft—the ancient fire 
That spills from opened veins and passionate hearts, 
Creating all anew the cycles of our timeless history. 
 
I saw the night close over all— 
The hills and plains and seas and shores— 
I saw it lay its covering of peace—a blanket deep— 
So putting all its pains to rest—a cov’ring quiet— 
Renewing there within the day that’s yet to come. 
 
I saw it break—the sunrise— 
Its fiery flame leapt up aloft, afresh. 
I saw no astral shores, no atavistic craft, 
But only a strong and steady day 
In which the tribes of now must live 
And face the issues of their time. 
 
I saw the sun rise steady in the sky 
That we beneath it now must live or die. 

 

Desolate 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Dream or vision—I know not 
I cannot tell, but this I know—I saw! 
Saw as in the Book Itself 
The great white throne.  
In childish mind that throne was white 
But cold and hard as stone—stone itself— 
As though the One upon it too 
Was fierce and stern in judgement. 
Yet now it glowed in pristine purity, 
Its holiness a flowing fire of white, 
Glowing within the eyes of those who stared, 
Who looked with dread or viewed with joy 
The Very One Himself. 
 
From Him the heavens, the earth, 
The sea and all therein had fled,  
And where I know not; before those eyes 
Nothing could bold remain, 
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Nothing sustain those eyes of fire 
That gazed upon the massive multitude. 
I thought I heard the sighing of the seas— 
Now fled afar—as though the wind in pines 
Had made some sorrowed song. 
All things held breath in terror 
Or in joy—I could not tell— 
But only sense the throb within my heart, 
The fire within my brain.  
 
I saw the kings and queens,  
The men of might and victory, 
The rich, the poor, the simple and the great, 
And none was proud in looks 
And none dared gaze in scorn. 
All lips were stopped, the facile wit,  
The pride of life. All knees must bow 
To Him who is the King, to Him who judges all 
And gives in justice what is meet for man. 
He gave the breath of life,  
His power’s thrust to every human heart. 
Now each must face his Lord 
For grace’s reckoning. 
 
No thing was veiled from mind or eye, 
No hidden thought, no act concealed, 
But all was written as it were 
Within the books of deeds. 
Some deeds were vile and some of love, 
Some hellish, some of paradise; 
But none was lost, and in each heart 
Conviction came with terror or with joy, 
Delight or pain, or deadly shame. 
I wondered as I watched 
And knew the horror that they knew. 
 
I heard the sigh as I had heard before, 
Knowing it rose from Man; no breeze 
Could hold within itself the fear and pain 
As now I sensed, then knew, myself, 
To be the outcome of our histr’y’s age. 
The sigh was frozen in the hearts of men 
As judgement came from Him to them, 
And they were banished from His sight. 
I wondered ’til I saw the Book of Life 
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Shining unsealed, each name read out 
With simple speech: each name  
A commendation in itself to each 
Who heard that name and cried with joy 
Upon the grace that brought them there 
For liberty eternal. 
 
That lake of fire! I know not how 
My mind could know, my mind could tell, 
These lips bring warning ’gainst that hell 
That first is in the heart of man—hard guilt 
That feeds rebellion’s ceaseless flames, 
Enlarges evil’s scope and score 
And damns—self-damns—the impenitent, 
Hard pressing God with hate and scorn, 
Until the life dies out, and in its place 
Most deathful death for ever throned 
Takes down to death’s own death. 
 
Between the sin, between the hate, 
Between pollution and the dreaded shame, 
He interposes love. The Cross of pain 
Absorbs the evil and the filth, 
The dread of lostness and the fear 
Of single loneliness, the eternal tears 
That never can remit the guilt. 
He interposes His eternal love 
To woo the sternness of Man’s heart 
Until as son he turns 
Back to the Father, and the Father’s home: 
Back to the true estate, the authentic heir 
Of all that grace has stored for Man 
Within His Redeemer-Love. 
 
The sigh I felt within my mind, 
The ache I knew in human heart, 
Were not of pity but of shame 
That we—once born of Holy Breath— 
Should choose the death instead; 
Should choose to never look upon His face 
Taking ourselves to His—yet our— 
Appointed place. So sorrow grows 
But hearts resolve afresh to tell the grace 
That men might come with joy 
To His—yet our—appointed place. 
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He Is Our Peace 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

In the beginning there was the peace— 
God Himself, the Peaceable One, the true Shalom, 
Yahweh Shalom. His peace 
Was the heart of creation; His peace 
The original serenity of the created Man; 
Man—man and woman—together one, 
Tranquil in the unity and the love. 
This was their peace, as 
He was their peace. 
 
When the peace fled at the bidding 
Of the severe rebellion, the heady upsurge 
Of the proud humanity—vying with God 
For position—then came the unpeace, 
The disturbed restlessness 
As the tossing sea, and encrusted surf 
With its mire and filth, its detritus 
Of the once glorious human spirit— 
The discharge of the angry heart 
And the disturbed mind. 
Data banks, overflowing the accumulation, 
Spawned pollution to the distant shores. 
 
With the covenant comes the new peace, 
The deliberate agreement of God 
To share shalom with His people—the chosen 
ones— 
With the nations-to-come, the new people 
Of the age-to-come, when peace 
Would invade every war of Man, 
Win the heart, defeat the unpeace 
And bring full peace to earth, 
To men of God’s will.  
 
How could the covenant people 
Make worship with gods, give idols supreme worth, 
Bow down to the imaginations of the mind 
And draw out new gods to confound the covenant, 
And set peace fleeing to the desert 
And the dry, barren uplands 
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Where the demonic would dwell? 
How can the gentle peace dissolve 
And the nation be left peaceless, 
And the hope of the nations fade? 
 
Somewhere in the mystery of Man, 
Somewhere in the dark and troubled vortex 
Of human power and passion, human pride and 
Its terrible despite done to its God, 
There must be suffering, suffering for punishment, 
Suffering of retribution, suffering of death 
To right the gross violations 
Of the holy and eternal One. Somewhere 
There must be the chastisement 
Which makes us whole, which brings shalom 
Back to the tormented tribe, the people 
Who belong to their Redeemer-God. 
 
He came—the Prince of peace— 
To bring the peace celestial, the peace 
Of the glassy sea, the pellucid waters 
Calm and serene before the holy throne, 
Reflecting the mystery of the Godhead, 
Calling out the adoration, the adulation 
Of creature of every kind—in heaven and on earth— 
For the Suffering-to-come, the chastisement 
That makes us whole, and heals our wounds, 
And restores tranquillity 
To the tortured mind. 
 
There, in the heart of the prophets, 
The promised oracle—the earth full flooded 
With the Divine love, the eternal glory, 
As the waters cover the sea. So covers peace 
This globe redeemed, these heavens supernal, 
This heart of Man, this mind and spirit, 
This image of the God of peace, 
Itself imaged into full serenity, 
Inhabiting the eternal tranquillity, 
For priestly and for royal acts  
Of the glorified community. 
 
Dear Christ, I go on bended knee, 
My Peacemaker and my only King,  
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My Lord of old shalom and new eirene— 
The peace of Jew and Greek all in one Man, 
And he the one to give the peace 
His spirit always knew, and knows. 
Dear Christ, I bow on bended knee 
And from thy dear beloved hands 
Receive the gift of peace—blood-bought, 
Blood-cleansed, blood-purified and given 
From heart’s blood of the Peaceful Prince, 
To keep the heart redeemed in peace 
Until the new grace seals for ever 
In the New Jerusalem, the peace perpetual. 

 
 
 

Sentinels 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

By way of Moonta, 
Through to Walleroo— 
You take the wide dirt road— 
I thought I saw a hundred sentinels, 
All stiff and tall, 
Rigid with silence, 
Guarding the territory. 
 
I stared intensely 
Through the red basaltic dust, 
Intrigued at their silent vigil; 
Wondering why in the quivering heat 
They did not move. They, too, 
Stared back at our coming, 
Stern, but indifferent. 
 
Mine was a momentary marvelling, 
An illusion almost. 
The sentinels were tall plinths, 
Mute monuments, headstones of the tombs— 
Verticals of the horizontals— 
Departed ancestors of 
The original austral breed. 
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Those sentinels were only stones, 
Yet for the moment they had lived, 
Guarding the silent dead, 
As though the dead themselves 
Were keeping trust of time 
For thoughtless posterity— 
The presumptuous present. 

 

The Diminution 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Sometimes I diminute. 
I shrink, growing smaller, 
Losing the vast dimensions 
Of the spirit; withdrawing 
Into the domestic safety 
Of the agreed inane, 
Into the chatter 
Of mindless minds. 
 
Sometimes the lineaments 
Of eternal nobility 
And the expanding infinity 
Cease to impress, to draw, 
To magnify the once eager mind. 
Magnitude then palls; 
Ennui wins the day 
In a mindless accidie; 
And all that is, suddenly becomes 
Pointless. 
 
This shift of spirit, 
This dwindling down 
Of the tired mind, 
Brings blankness of reality. 
The truth seems dry and tasteless 
And the nerve-ends no longer respond 
To the former titillation. 
Unstimulated, the thoughtless cogitation 
Is of escape into the unconfronting— 
The meagre mediocre. 
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Often the mind lies 
In this fallowed blank, protesting 
Against a return to the reality. 
The heart demands a merciful lethality 
Of an unbidden drug. 
The weariness of the spirit 
Protests against the unrelenting law 
Of being human—truly human— 
To the parameters of the ontological, 
To the perimeters of eternally significant 
Action. 
 
In the dullness of this mindlessness 
The humanity rests. The spirit 
Silently gains ground, awakens 
In a puzzlement at the past ennui 
And the tasteless accidie. 
It wonders, as it startles into life, 
About the immediate inaction,  
The murmuring thoughts 
And the growling protests 
Of its scowling self. 
Laughter breaks through 
From the transitory damming 
Of the irrepressible dynamic— 
The upwards and outward thrusting 
Of the created living breath. 
 
Somewhere—away in the smiling unseen 
Or in the inner consciousness— 
There is a responding laughter, 
Not of an enemy mocking 
But of a friendly understanding 
And a renewed, refreshing confronting 
Of the fallowed spirit. 
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In the Last Times 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

In the first time there was also  
The last times, the end times  
That end in the end-time.  
In the first the last was coming,  
So that the first was part of the last.  
In the continuity there is no break  
For all move to the end, the climax  
Which they have assisted in making. 
 
The first is always looking to the last, 
And the last—born of the first— 
Is glad for the initial and initiating action 
Of the primal. It sees its ultimate 
From the penultimate. 
There is no death, no passivity 
In the continuing, completing saga. 
All is from initiation to completion. 
All shares in the everything. 
 
Behind and above, girding and undergirding, 
Initiating and sustaining 
And drawing to its telos, 
Is the Eternal One, the Sovereign, 
The Alpha and Omega, the Maker and Completer, 
The Destroyer and the Restorer, 
The First and the Last, from Whom 
Is the purpose, the being and the climax 
Of all things—visible and invisible. 
 
In the process—and the progress— 
None is a supernumerary. All are for purpose,  
Even the unpurposeful, those who oppose  
The electing will, and the loving will,  
And the will of holiness.  
God is for His people, for His creation,  
For His own designs of grace  
And His rich purposes of  
The everlasting mercy. 
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We scan the past and know not, 
We view the ‘now’ and see not, 
We think on things to come 
And yet we comprehend not. 
We need to know the reason 
Of the then, and now, and yet to be. 
Outside of knowing there is nothing, 
And knowing is for the truth of all 
That makes us human, and that 
Makes us whole. 
 
Christ is the beginning and the end,  
The first and the last,  
The be and yet to be. 
In him things all came to be,  
And all their being is in him.  
Created first, then lost,  
Then found in him through his redemption.  
The things redeemed—renewed in him—  
Move to their preplanned destiny  
Of utter oneness, unity  
That—all things being bound in him— 
Brings to the climax of eternal love. 
 
Between the plan and the action,  
Between the action and the telos 
Evil inserts, insinuates itself  
To foil the plan and bring to nought  
Creation and redemption. Evil plans  
To take its power to the highest  
And there to reign.  
Lust’s power, power’s lusts  
All seek the demise of God,  
And the deadly substitution  
Of that which lethal is. 
 
Between the plan and the action— 
The action and the plan of evil— 
Lies the living verity, 
The truth of Calvary, the might of God, 
Known in the weakness of the Cross. 
For His own holiness, His righteousness, 
And for the sake of His elect, 
Christ interposes in his pain, 
Destroying evil in its lair of lairs. 
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Before the beginning the end was planned, 
And in the beginning is the certainty 
Of the ultimate end, the telos fixed 
By His immutable decree. Thus live each day 
The elect of God, sure of the end, 
But sharing in the ‘was’, since now its fruit 
Are born upon the tree of present time, 
And will be in the ‘yet-to-come’. 
The saints have always lived 
In times that are the last. Hope’s dawn 
Is bright above the darkness of the night. 
Christ is the Day-Star and the Dawn, 
And he has come to us—as we to him— 
And he will come again.  
With him we live in this the present time,  
And what’s to come has come in him,  
As what’s to come will come in him  
For our eternal destiny. 
 
In the first time there was also 
The last times, the end times 
That end in the end-time. 
In the first the last was coming, 
So that the first was part of the last. 
In the continuity there is no break 
For all move to the end, the climax 
Which they have assisted in making. 

This Building Fair 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

This building fair is strong and noble, 
Lifting its mullioned heads 
Proud to the pure sky. At nights 
The stars are clean and bright 
Beyond its lofty ramparts, 
And in the days of the serene sun 
Or the tossing storms seems all to be 
Impregnable. 
 
In medieval times they strove 
To stress the impregnability 
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Of cathedrals cloistered, 
Of churches strong—wrought on the hills,  
The pastures, and the crags— 
As eternal, unchangeable as the Lord Himself, 
Assuring the worshippers 
That God is God, immutable, 
And Lord of all history. 
 
So then the building fair and noble 
Stood in the times of storm and stress, 
Unchanged by wars of Man, 
Or hatred of the evil powers 
That gnashed upon this strong serenity. 
Often within its walls 
The worshippers, freed from stress, 
Sank to their knees in grateful prayer, 
Or lifted their praise in joy 
To the unchanging Lord of all. 
 
One night—as in a dream— 
I saw the stone and shape 
As symbols only of the living church. 
Men make the symbols real, 
As though they were the thing itself, 
That stones alone were strong, 
And Gothic art the holy living Christ, 
The church his body the very company 
Of his own members. 
 
Symbol is symbol, but no more. 
The living stone is Christ himself, 
And all the stones are part of him. 
This holy sanctuary of God 
Is living flesh and blood, 
And flesh that’s gone before to God. 
Here in this world or in the celestial place 
Is all that Body, all that Church, 
Not bound by time and space, 
Though much within it.  
 
Against the storm of time, the winds of change, 
The hatred of the evil powers, 
The wars of Man, the evil dark, 
It stands as noble and as fair, 
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Not stationed in one place immovable, 
But living building on the move, 
Cov’ring the mountains and the plains, 
Full wrought with power on hill and dale, 
Deep down in fissures, valleys; high on crags 
And in all places called impenetrable. 
 
This is the living church, Christ’s sanctuary of God, 
The place of prayer, the Father’s house, 
The temple of the nations. Here they come 
From all the earth to worship Him. 
There is no other place in heaven or earth 
Where worship can be made. 
Here Man redeemed belongs in truth, 
And lives in truth. Oh, building fair and noble, 
Our rest and peace in thee, 
Our joy and calm tranquillity, 
Are God’s great gift—Himself— 
And us in Him, eternally. 

 
 

Half Ghost Town 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

The young people are alive, 
Toting their magazines— 
Post, and Woman’s Day— 
Unurgent they traipse their way 
Through the old town. 
Here they are unsophisticate, 
And the Stateliner* seems an intrusion, 
An atavism from the future 
(Reversed in the time web), 
But they accept it. 
 
The older ones live also, 
TV masts with their strong antennae  
Ornamented on the other world. 
The old buildings have new paint, 

                                           
* A bus company operating in South Australia. 
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And houses have Stratco fences, 
So all is really alive. 
 
It is the dark shops that betray them, 
The tooth-gapped windows— 
Black plastic draped over the past— 
And hollow mystery stares out 
But is not seen. 
 
For my part I mount the Stateliner 
With reluctance. 
I was about to explore the past, 
Have rational conversation 
With the half-ghosts, 
And the tooth-gapped old windows 
And the empty shops.  
 
In Cowell they are polite, 
And keep the store-tombs 
In dustless condition. 

 
 

Man-Mimer 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I saw him standing—his eyes averted— 
Head down, and lips in mumbling. 
Upwards he looked, then down, 
Then sideways, as seeing something, 
Yet seeing nothing. His seeing was inward, 
But a non-seeing. 
Likewise his thinking was not to the outward, 
But only the inward. 
When I spoke he answered nothing, 
His ‘nothing’ was in incoherent mumbling, 
But in the mumbling was deliberate nothing. 
 
I assumed my presence was unwanted 
And made the gesture of going, 
But he bid me stay. 
His mumbling became more incoherent, 
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But deliberately, emphatically insolent. 
I gestured outward arms in incomprehension, 
But he smiled and mumbled more. 
 
Comprehension of his incoherence 
Came to me. His deliberate mumbling 
Was his fitful communication. 
Nothing was anything to him. 
Anything was nothing. 
Everything was nothing, nothing everything; 
My astonishment grew, 
And dismay expanded. 
He nodded, stooped 
As though in low salute— 
Mild appreciation of my audience gift. 
He moved out afresh 
Into his planned incoherence, 
And deliberate mumbling. 
 
I thought, as I surveyed him— 
He never looked me in the eye— 
That he was careful to see nothing 
As he looked within. His gaze inverted 
Was an empty one. His gaze averted 
Stared at all nothing. 
It seemed he pondered 
Whether he would admit reality. 
Reality seemed so confronting, 
But reality would break the illusion, 
Send him back to life, 
And so some seeing. 
 
Having pondered he made his no-decision, 
And adverted to 
The indeterminate nothing. 
I doubt he saw my sorrow, 
My reluctant departure. 
I thought his grin was sly, 
His averted eyes triumphant 
With a slow glinting at his own 
Killing of communication. 
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Share Life 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

‘Share life.’ I heard the glorious voice— 
Its whisper and its thunder— 
Saying in the dawn of newest things to me, 
‘Share life,’ and I who late had come to life 
Kept nodding with my heart and mind. 
‘Share life’—then how could one not share 
When one has come from death to life? 
 
It always seemed like life, as life 
In all those other years—the bright talk, 
The nodding, the sharp ambitions, 
And the brilliant lust. I lived but did not know 
My living was but dying 
When dying seemed so pert, so right, 
So full of blazing promise. 
 
‘Share life,’ ah, yes! Share Christ, share God 
Whose vast resources never end, 
Who depth the depthless, give to man 
The measure of their grace 
That rounds eternity within the heart 
Which once was nigh to death, make deathless 
Deathful man, and bring to light in him 
Unending immortality. 
 
Though night be dark, and death be doom, 
And man be lost—his only end the tomb; 
Though vast corruption claim the soul 
And life is nought, and hell is whole, 
I will proclaim where seething death is rife 
That Christ the dying one brings man to life. 
I will proclaim the blazing round 
That in his death our life is found, 
And in his life our life is sure, 
Renewed by him for evermore. 
I will proclaim this hour the dead may rise 
And claim that deathlessness, the prize 
Of all his labours with that death, 
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Won in the latest moment of his breath, 
And given to all our dead mankind 
That we in him true life may find. 
 
How can I hold this mercy sure, 
This fruit of love, this life so pure, 
How can I rise myself from death 
And breathe the life that is his Breath, 
How can I live in such great height 
And not share life, and not share life? 

 
 
 
 
 

I, the Man: 
In Creation, in Degradation, and in Life 

_________________________________  _________________________________ 

1. CREATION 
 

Poised in the pristine glory—Man! 
True Man, full Man, the Adamic one; 
Male and female, true, one in flesh, 
Noble and royal, regal and complete; 
The world beneath them, theirs to own, 
To fill and to conquer— 
They being fruitful— 
And finally to subdue. 
 
Man the dependent creature; God not giving— 
By sheer nature of the case— 
The way of Man to Man, autonomy, 
For Man must be the way of Man from God, 
Rich creaturely delight, pure joy, 
Tranquillity unlimited, 
And pursuing pursuit purposefully: 
This was the unspoiled humanity, 
The male–female entity, 
The knitted-in-one anthropos,  
Man, the true Man! 
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2. DEGRADATION 
 

Subtle temptation, smooth, snakelike, 
Tempted to be as God, 
To abdicate the essential humanity 
In favour of the imagined godhead. 
Here the spirit sank low, 
Trembling with unaccustomed fear, 
And suddenly heavy with angst, 
The guilt-fear, the strangeness 
Of a dependent relationship severed, 
The realized inability to cope alone, 
Separated from the true anchor sheet— 
God! 
 
This equals degradation, 
This is the sum of the fall 
Of lofty spirit tumbling down 
To where the true passions change to lusts 
Having their own way in a harsh tyranny. 
The noble mind sinks also, 
Achieving a mean pettiness, 
A piffling anti-God bias 
Until the spirit carps and yawps 
At the High Deity. Frustrated, 
Its angers grow and flourish 
Like dark weeds on a brackish bog; 
Bitterness flits and rolls 
Like vagrant tumbleweed, 
Unstable, never authentic; lost.  
 
If gold celestial creatures weep, 
Then tears are shed for man depraved. 
Man’s glory fades as the gentle petals 
Die delicately under the burning sun, 
Shrivelled; the unsatiated heart cries high 
From its desolate depths. Remorse cries wrath 
At the unwinking, the still bowl  
Of the silent heavens. So God is hard 
As bitterness is man’s response 
To his own evil, the foisting upon Him 
Of the self ’s internal cruelty. 
 
Tell not the strange story 
To heavenly immortals: cry no tale 
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To galaxies and worlds unknown. 
None will believe the perfidy of Man 
Or comprehend his heady pride.  
Despising his vaunted hauteur 
And senseless ambition they will say, 
‘How, then, could Man relinquish and abdicate 
The glorious form, the high calling and dignity 
Which God had bestowed? How, then, could Man 
Cease to reflect the living God 
And be His glory in creation? 
Who would exchange the vibrant glory, inner glow 
For dusty sinful deathfulness?’ 

 
 

3. PATIENT GRACE AND THE NEW ELEVATION 
 

See, then, millenniums roll 
And patience have its perfect work 
In Christ the Word, in Christ the Man: 
See him descend to where the lowest depths do lie 
Of Man’s mean madness, mind defiled 
In sin irrational. Here purity recoils 
At sight of Christ—Pure Conscience— 
Under the foul pollution, 
Groaning that abject alienation 
In pain and separation 
From God the Immaculate, God the pure. 
 
See, too, the fruits of holy love 
In the changed manners, the faith-placers, 
The new lives—of repentant tribes, 
The freshly forgiven, the wholly purged, 
The new saints whose minds are changed, 
Whose hearts abhor the old: the deity 
Of proud, remorseless minds. Now changed 
The miracle enlarges in the high exaltation, 
The elation of the new true Man, 
The undreamed of creature now 
From the new power, the grace 
Of the completed Cross by the complete Christ. 
 
Not where the prideful (empty) worship is, 
Not where men think to grace their God 
Or carry their lofty proud success 
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Or moral life and moral acts, 
But where the humblest spirit weeps 
For its own dark sin, its falsities, 
Concealed rebellion—the darkest sin— 
And knows its own deceits, sin’s inner self. 
Here there is now no hatred deep, 
No anger gnawing at the tongue 
To counteract the deeper pain 
Of judgement justified: no shaking fist 
Raised at the patient Deity, the high Creator, 
The loving King: but grateful, quiet acceptance. 
 
Think then, and watch! The proud Man, 
The evil one, the lustful soul 
Changes in the motions of sweet grace, 
Coming to light in great surprise 
And worshipping in unaccustomed praise 
And transformed adoration, weeping 
For what has been, with tearful sight 
Seeing the old and living in the new, 
True life, fresh restoration, 
The rehabilitation full 
Of grace that never ceases, 
Flowing its constant flood of life 
And bringing its transformation: 
This is the new life, radiant within 
And glowing in its new-found glory. 
 
See, too, upon the wings of time— 
Pinions that bear us to the End— 
The glory that shall be. Angels in wonder fall, 
And all celestial creatures cry their joy 
For grace that turns the fallen image back 
To pristine purity, adding, too, 
The plus of grace, making the Man both priest 
And king, flooding with prophet power 
This rich new voice of God to fill 
The reign and rule of new eternity. 
Love fills the realm of God and Man, 
Making all one, one irreversible unity, 
Drawing together the shattered parts 
Into love’s whole, healing the wounding 
Of the life that bled. The dead 
Now come to life. Fresh glories blaze 
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Across the eternal skies 
As Holy City gently moves 
And lowers the ramparts of its love 
To grace the world where once was sin, 
But now is holiness afresh. New Earth, 
New Heavens, New City, New Jerusalem— 
This is the glory God has built 
Through Man redeemed, through Man made new: 
This is the beauty He has wrought 
Through love’s quiet acts 
In hours unseen, in deeds unknown 
Until the new is one. 
 
No word was ever full enough, 
No poem nor paean of praise, 
No skill on earth or heaven above 
To tell the many-splendoured truth 
Of grace illimitable. 
Yet walk these fruits of grace and love 
In elevated Man: the high and lofty 
Reigns as king, as priest to God on high 
And all creation here below: 
Dry dust of flesh is glorified 
To serve for all eternity, 
And serve in holy love. 

What Did He See? 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

What did he see, this man caught up 
To the third heaven? 
Whether at that time in the body 
Or not in the body, he did not know, 
But he was caught up. 
He was permitted to see 
Things heavenly, things eternal, 
Things that a man cannot be told, 
But—which seeing—he may not utter. 
What did he see? 
 
What is there hidden that we cannot see— 
That we need to see? Why are we not  
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Also caught up? Why, then, this choice 
Of a selected apostle? Why just him 
And not us also? Within ourselves 
We hunger for mystery beyond the reality 
Of daily factual living. We long for rare sights 
Of the beloved Father, the Eternal Son; 
We long for the almost seen and the truly felt 
Presence of the Spirit—‘Lord and giver of life’. 
For a few rare moments we would escape 
From the living that is by faith 
And launch into the new sight 
Of the heavenly things. 
 
So go our musings, our dreams of sight, 
But such sights are not for experiments. 
Such sights demand more of present man 
Than ever he has known. Man 
Who cannot even travel back to Eden’s pristine bliss 
For fear of holy confrontation, cannot travel on 
To the new Eden, the brilliant Paradise, 
The supernal Heavens, lest he die of joy 
Or holy terror. He must wait, 
Must look with faith on things unseen, 
And feel the motions in his heart 
Of the strongly teaching Spirit. 
Here his time is not by chance, 
No hanging on until he slips 
Into eternity. No moment’s lost, 
No thought’s a gypsy—vagrant-wise— 
Trespassing here on time. 
Our times are in His hands, 
And when it’s time we’ll know 
And go to that third heaven, 
And even yet beyond—‘the seventh’, 
As they say—and see Him there 
Where none complains the Mystery is not clear,  
Or longs the more to see. 
 
Why then did he, before the time, ascend to see 
What we will one day see? 
Why sight to vision, why the things revealed? 
We know not why; we do know that, 
And that’s enough! The stuff 
Of revelation is the truth, and the truth 
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Comes through the word, the life, 
The gestures and the utterance. 
Even we, whilst here on earth, 
Can speak great myst’ries in ourselves, 
And better know the things we know, 
Until we know them when we’ll see— 
No longer hid in Him—all things revealed. 
 
God gives us intimations—sights foreseen— 
That only faith can know. What then? 
If He should give his servant special sights, 
It’s all for us, and all for them 
Who see no sights, but need the sights.  
The treasure is increased within 
The earthen vessels until it glows 
With glory that the viewers know 
Is not the man. Heaven’s foretaste comes 
To draw us on, and wean us from 
The glories lesser than the whole 
That yet awaits us; Hallelujah. 

 

The Silent Speaking Shelves 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Those books of mine—all innerly alert— 
Await attendance on my waking mind: 
Made were they and fashioned for such times, 
Such sending, finding, giving sorts of hours 
That dare not flee beyond the ken of Man. 
 
The mind moves in upon its stealthy quest, 
Stalking the hidden mate—the friend, the foe— 
That lurks within the covert thick of thoughts— 
That mangroved army massed full dense to hide 
The vagrant brilliance born to all elude. 
 
Yet nought eludes, nought freely lives apart 
Where lies the heart intent, the minding mind. 
The books! Ay, yes, the books! They wait 
And cry the secrets loud that would elude 
The virgin questing with its lien to know. 
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Born we were to upwards flight, 
To questing where the questing noblest is 
Full flight for wisdom, flight to knowledge rare 
To add its wealth to wealth already rich, 
And fill to full the treasury of Man.  

 
Like silent sentinels, like sentinels alert, 
They warn me of the looming caravan— 
That thronging company of brilliant minds— 
Flashing the paeaned covey of its thoughts ahead 
To meet my mind head-on, with hearted joy. 

 
These hours I wake with sudden sense— 
The sensing that the revelation’s near 
And all upon me—and heart high bounds 
Until it grasps within the covert thick 
The wisdom that is mine by reason of these shelves— 
That ladened wisdom yielding its delights, 
Full covered never to be lost. 

Community 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Out of the mind of men— 
Hidden in their unawareness— 
The gathering persists, the coming together,  
But more—the being and living together. 
Not for protection, nor the fierce cultic loyalty, 
Or seeking the unknown form, the esoteric truth, 
But because of the sovereign wave, 
The surging understanding that comes 
From the heart that desires the truth; 
To discover its true object, and to discern 
The object of its true self. 

 
In the empty nihilism, the vast nothingness 
In which the spirit seeks to hide, 
There is no covering: grey despair is no true mask, 
Nor is deliberate nothingness authentic being. 
To check the unreality the new truth— 
The invented, concocted truth— 
Is obstinate, anti-ontological obtuseness, 
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The shattering separation of the constituent parts 
Of innately interfaced being. This is the lie 
That fissiparates and disintegrates 
That which is the essential unity. 
 
Looking at them—the true community— 
In the rare worshipping, in the facing adoration, 
The eye-beholding knowledge, 
The keeping of the Eternal in their persistent breasts, 
We could see they shared the faceted reality. 
Deeper than looks, richer than the strong utterance 
They gave, was the union of wonder. They lived 
In the light that was unseen, 
The glory that submerged them, 
And all this without the drowning of reality. 
The great wave that had breasted itself 
In the ocean of the Deity 
Had come to them in the Person, the Sovereignty. 
Spirit and Son were one, 
Bringing the Father, creating the Family 
In the new surge of assurance. 
 
I saw them smile in my misted viewing. 
Half-conscious I sensed the reality 
Break out in the drift of humanity, 
The murmurings of domestic joy, 
And the shalomic awareness 
Of Fatherly unity. 
 

 

These Eyes Grow Dim with Tears 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

His eyes ran down fountains of tears, 
The eyes of the rugged prophet, 
The prophet who warned the beloved 
Who loved not—as they ought to have— 
The Beloved Bridegroom 
And the Covenant Father. 
His eyes ran down fountains of tears 
For the sad apostasy 
Of the daughter of his people. 
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My eyes run down fountains of tears 
For the joy of my eternal Beloved, 
Husband of the true Israel, 
Vine of the living branches. 
My eyes run down fountains of tears 
For the joy of his full incarnation— 
The conceiving by the Holy Spirit 
In the life of the woman’s womb, 
Old Abraham’s latest seed. 
 
Those tears in their flowing shall never cease, 
But the flood of them—the inner Niagara— 
Starts at the Calvary action, the grim Golgotha,  
The horror of the human rejection. 
Oh heart within, weep for thyself, 
Weep for thine own hardness. 
Ah! The stark loneliness as men pass by, indifferent— 
The indifference of deliberate rejection— 
And decry the incarnate Redeemer 
In the lone separation—the inevitable fracture 
Of man with God, though not 
The God with God, inseparable Son with his Father. 
 
My eyes are now cascades of weeping 
And my joy is to the utter uttermost, 
The high singing of eucharistic wonderment, 
The love-filled response of the grateful heart 
Joining the whole creation, the festal angels 
And the celestial choir where none is absent. 
I weep for the wonder and the pure joy 
Of him who is my Saviour, my prophet, priest and king. 
My tears flow for the Pioneer of faith 
Who drew me unto God, 
Whose nail-pierced hands and feet 
Settled my death for ever; brought me life 
In the new resurrection, the bath of blessing, 
The fountain of new living 
In the Atonement and the Resurrection. 
 
Ah, blessed Jesus, you are my Lord. 
You are the beloved one of my heart; 
Let me then tell of your great coming, 
Your perpetual intercession in this time-intermission, 
And your love for ever possessed. 
Possessed by you, let me you possess.  
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I Think I Saw 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I think I saw a rainbow on the moon; 
I think I heard a sparrow sing a tune; 
I think I saw a horse and rider fly 
Across the azure of the morning sky. 
 
I think I saw an orange and a plum, 
Together making music on a drum; 
A horse and cow were chewing on a prune, 
The hour I saw the rainbow on the moon. 
 
I think I heard a sparrow sing a song, 
A lark go chirping cheerfully along; 
A crow nearby was playing on a flute; 
A bull with folded horns was looking cute. 
 
I think I saw a vast committee meet 
To tame the restless crowds that throng the street; 
They talked about the rainbow on the moon, 
And how a common sparrow sings a tune. 
 
I think they passed some motions strong and fair 
Against the horse and rider in the air, 
Against a crow that plays upon a flute, 
Against a placid bull that looks so cute. 
 
I saw those pompous members flop and die; 
I saw they vanished in the azure sky. 
I think they all boiled down to only one 
Who ostracized himself up to the sun. 
 
I think I saw a rainbow and a tune, 
A lark, a wombat and a prune 
Go seven ways to live or die, 
Or land upon the rainbowed moon on high. 
 
I think I saw these things within my dreams, 
Where not one thing is really as it seems. 
I’m glad I saw the motions—passed—diminish, 
Committee fade, corrections finish.  
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I’m glad that left to rule was only one, 
And he who tried so hard to ostracize our fun 
Has gone—his efforts all diminished— 
So now my brilliant song is almost finished. 
 
I’m glad I saw a rainbow on the moon; 
And glad I heard a sparrow sing a tune; 
I’m glad I saw a horse and rider fly 
Across the azure of the morning sky. 
 
I’m glad these things keep coming to my head: 
So glad my heart with fantasy is fed. 
I think I’ll teach myself the sparrow’s tune, 
Or take a coloured rainbow to the moon. 

 
 

Creation 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

We had not thought about it. 
We were born. We lived to die. 
All the while we lived we did not think.  
When the casket came 
We followed to the graveyard, 
Solemn and thoughtful, still not knowing, 
Not knowing why we were created, 
Indeed, why anything had come to be. 
 
Some of us remembered the country schoolyard, 
Also the classroom, the teacher, 
And the daily business of life. 
In the afternoons we went home, 
Played time and life along with the family, 
Returning to the school next day. 
These were the only things we knew, 
And these without reflection. 
 
So it has always been. Time comes and goes; 
Sometimes a vagrant thought tickles the mind 
And puzzles the otherwise restful innerness— 
That hiddenness of our being— 
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Where thought perhaps both comes and goes, 
And things are as always were—and will be. 
What, then, is all this speculation 
Concerning creation? 
 
Creation—I think it must be this, 
Though our teachers never told us so,  
So busy they were being busy, or so  
Busy being indolent and unspeculative— 
Creation, I say, is a most powerful mystery, 
Troubling the thought processes, puzzling us. 
We know not what it is. All we know 
Is that we’re here, though they tell me 
Philosophers deny this fact, saying, 
‘Man is insubstantial unreality,  
A thought he’s had, 
A figment of his mind.’ 
What’s a figment if but then 
No proof of anything is possible? 
 
Sometimes a moment comes— 
An hour perhaps—when dullness dies, 
New thoughts come wheeling on the wing, 
Invading the untutored innerness, 
And then we wake—if but for a moment, 
A dazzling comprehension comes. 
We wake and start, we puzzled stare, 
We think the thoughts we never thought before. 
That schoolyard bare, that afternoon, 
The evening passed, the meal consumed, 
And sleep again—these suddenly 
Take form and motion, in the air 
Bright thoughts bring flash and sparkle, 
And we begin to think 
Creation is the thought of mind. 
 
‘Why are we here?’ we ask, 
‘And how and what is here, and there? 
What’s it for—all of this—and all for what? 
Why anything and everything?’ 
‘Morons,’ you say we are. Morons we are. 
We know so little who know so much, 
And all’s away, and little grasped. 
No one can say the word ‘Create!’  
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And really understand its truth, 
Its fact and being, all its form and life. 
 
If this we learn—this much for now— 
Perhaps we’re on the way to it, 
To knowing and to seeing it, 
To feeling and to being it. You say, 
‘Oh, here we are, so quit it quick— 
This foolish quest of knowing, 
Finding out, round and about 
The fact of this creation.’ 
We cannot quit who know it not. 
 
We know we’re here, but how and why, 
And why it is that we must die, 
Are speculations rife and oft 
From time’s beginning—so we hear. 
The fact is this, the truth is this, 
That we must know, and when we do 
Creation’s truth will dazzle all, 
And we’ll begin to hear 
What God is saying to His world, 
His dull and hazy, lazy world. 
 
 

The Last Judgement 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Judgements there had been in time, through time, 
And all to meet at this last time— 
The final time. The time that none could stop, 
Reverse, destroy, prevent. 
This fearful time, this day of doom, 
This day inevitable, this fear and gloom 
That dogged a million souls, 
Cowed with the coming retribution, 
Yet seeking—hard—to evade, 
To dim the dread, to drown the doom, 
To escape the Love itself 
That died to crush the pride of sin 
And set the human spirit free. 
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I saw it there beside the sea— 
The sea of God, not man— 
That great white throne, that assize fair, 
That brilliant holy place of God 
Where now He sat in awesome majesty. 
All hell shrank back and death—corrupt— 
Paled paler than its self. 
The heavens tainted by the fall 
Of creatures fierce and beauty dead 
Fled to the nethermost parts of hell 
To slip from Eyes that flamed their fire 
Of peerless holiness. I saw 
The earth shrink back, the sea, too, flee 
And hell and Hades could not hold 
The dreadful horror of the sight— 
Since holiness consumes the dark 
Till evil curls away in pain, 
Burned by its own antipathy  
Of Him Who made and makes all things, 
And having made redeems through shame 
Of that ancient Hangman’s Tree. 
 
There was no place that men could hide, 
No place for evil, none for sin. 
There was no point where angels proud 
Could measure scorn, or scoff the truth. 
No place indeed for any creature. 
No refuge cried, ‘Come hide in me!’ 
Since every refuge sought to hide 
In yet some other place. 
All evil stripped to bare 
Shuddered within itself to die, 
Yet could not dare, as could not hide. 
I heard the moan, the crying groan 
Of all that lived in time, as brilliant light 
Banished the fantasy of night,  
And brought to bear His judgement true. 
Those books of many pages 
Turned in relentless turn 
Until each thing made clear 
Harried the shameful hearts of men 
Whose thankless hate had brought 
That Man to death upon that Tree. 
Man’s abnegation of his holy self— 
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So long concealed— 
Was now unmasked till sin was sin, 
And crime was crime, was crime, was crime. 
I saw the sea give up its dead, 
And hell and death all trembling, pale, 
The sentence heard—their death,  
The second death, the horror hot 
That knows no ceasing night and day. 
In this was flung—this fiery lake— 
The evil that once sought 
All men to seduce, all creatures fair 
To rise against their Maker, and subdue 
His holy purpose for His holy world, 
And make His light all dark and gloom. 
I heard the sigh of endless pain 
And knew His retribution true 
At last had reached true justice-height 
And final climax. 
 
I felt the thrill go through the air, 
I felt the joy break through despair; 
I heard the song that rose and rose 
From hearts once cruelly quiet, 
Once sadly silent. Now they saw 
The judgements true—with awe 
The knowledge dawned that God is good, 
That nothing evil ever spawned 
May know its victory. Christ’s fair blood 
Pursues all evil to its lair 
And makes its end for ever there 
Within the burning lake. 
 
I saw the heavens pass away 
That once had known the conflict strong 
Of prideful angels. I saw the earth 
That once had pitted selfish pride 
Against the God who made it. Saw 
The seething sea of man’s iniquity 
Vanish before the eyes of Him 
Who once created it in joy 
And beauty sinless. I saw it writhe 
As cleansing power from the Cross 
Surged through all things in judgement strong, 
Purging the evil until they 
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Were pristine-pure again, 
Until the whole creation—heavens and earth— 
Became His new—His true— 
Creation. 

 
At times I hear this song within my soul, 
And when the pain of sin—within, without— 
Comes coursing in its evil way, 
I sing within my heart—my spirit new— 
That God is pure, and God is true, 
And evil’s doomed, and truth is strong. 
I long—and know the longing’s right— 
That soon His eyes will banish night 
And bring the eternal day. I weep for joy, 
For Cross on Calv’ry’s Hill, 
For heart of God—that heart of love— 
And love the great white throne; 
Fear not that it is pure but thrill with joy 
That name of mine is written in His book, 
That I shall never dread to see His look 
But love to see His eyes that love my own, 
And me, and—too—His people all elect. 

True Shalom—Prince of Peace 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

When all was One, then One was all, 
And from the One in wisdom sprang 
The oneness that is all—Creation’s unity 
That fractures not; integrity 
As strong as is the Word that made 
Its living entity. The Wisdom that it formed 
Was movement out of love. 
 
Whence comes the mind 
That, once created, turns itself around 
Upon itself, upon the hand 
That formed its peerless beauty? 
Whence comes the mind that—made upright— 
Devises dreams beyond created truth 
In mindless headiness? 
That mind is not from Hence 
Which plans such deathliness. 
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All things were made within His mind 
Who Cosmocrator must be, 
Pantokrator, the Lord of All, 
Who from immortal love plans all 
And makes that all to be. For him it is 
As from him true, and unto him its End— 
The glory that must be. 
Within him, then, created joy 
Its joyousness does know, 
As too its peace, its full shalom. 
Then why depart from it? 
 
Dreams that are dreams beyond all dreams 
Are lethal dreams, dreams unto death,  
Deceits that dream their death but think 
Their hopes are hopes of life. 
Such dreams devise a new reality 
That empty is, and hollow is. 
Fashioned on senseless glory— 
Empty hope that baseless is 
And reaches out  
To endless emptiness. 
 
Not then is peace for those who dream, 
Whose energies full burst to make 
The truthless true. Heady ambition 
Reaches up to God to make 
The dream come true. One dreams— 
Not two—yet all may dream,  
Caught in deceit together then devise 
The oneness that destroys the One, 
And shatters the integral unity. 
 
The pain the divided know—the ones 
Who, turned upon themselves, 
Are caught within their own idolatry— 
Is pain intolerable, pain that drives 
The restless to more restless be 
Unto the restless end. Then there 
There is no place to flee, no goal to reach, 
No true serenity. Ah! this the hell 
That sets its own eternity. 
 
Into the restlessness he came, 
Into the shattered unity; 
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As Prince of all peace he came 
From peace celestial and eternal joy: 
He came to bring shalom. He came 
To bind the shattered heart and give 
His own tranquillity. He came to heal 
The fretful mind, the fitful hand, 
The darting eye, the care-hung heart, 
And set all free. 
As Prince of all peace he came. 
 
There, in that place hung high, 
He gathered into one 
The pains of all the race, the guilts that burn 
Upon the inward eye and heart, 
The sins that stain the pure created heart 
And all indelible remain 
Until they lie upon his pure heart; 
Thus in his pains dissolve to nought 
Who breaks the prisoner’s chains. 
 
The spirit restless that sees love, 
The heart in anger that sees pain, 
The mind enraged that knows the rage 
Of holy anger on its sins, sees Christ, 
Sees bloody one all ragged on those sticks 
Called Cross, and in his seeing sees all love 
That bids him back to peace again. 
So great a Cross! So great a debt! 
So great a shatteredness of heart 
That brings the heart to peace again! 
So great a love we cannot see 
Apart from bloody Calvary. 
 
That Prince of Peace brought all shalom 
To earth that earth may peaceful be, 
Pacific love pacific makes 
What once the deathful dream had dreamed 
To dread disunity. He unifies 
The shattered parts into one whole, 
Fills up what’s empty, makes it all 
Become one harmony. His Cross 
Creates tranquillity. All idols fall, 
All dreams dissolve, all glory false 
Flees from its Lord; repentance comes 
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In waves of cooling streams 
Till peace is wrought within the restless heart, 
And we are Home again! 

 
 

Love Casts Out Fear 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

They say that in the dead of night 
There is an hour that’s calm, that’s quiet. 
Men’s spirits from them—almost fled— 
Are poised as though in jeopardy. 
It seems the strength is gone, 
And life has drained 
As though the ocean on its verge 
Is almost stilled. They say 
This is the time when hearts will fail 
And life depart. 
 
Many a time this hour comes 
When I awake from death—it seems— 
Full wond’ring if the life remains 
Or I am gone with it 
To shades beyond my ken, 
To silent nothingness. I seem 
Passive beyond awakening— 
The tide long gone—never to return. 
 
It’s in those times I find a calm 
That’s passionless and free. 
I have no wild or strong desire 
To find my liberty in strength 
And conquer that which man has not 
In all his rich millenniums.  
When sun is strong, and day is bright, 
And even when the day is night, 
My spirit, restless, strives to gain 
More inches on our human plain 
Till miles are won—horizons new 
Break into our widest human view. 
That is my normal mind. 
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Not so when dawn is not in sight, 
Not when it is the hour of night, 
When spirit’s drained, ambition’s dead, 
And human thinking’s almost fled 
Beyond our power’s recall. 
Is this the hour of God, 
Or hour of death? 
Presage of life to come, 
Or life to flee? I do not know; 
I only know that I 
Am gladly helpless, fully weak, 
Not having my autonomy 
Habitual as in hours of day 
That surge with power and purpose. 
 
I come, slow-witted, knowing nought 
As in the brilliant times, yet think 
I never knew such peace, such quiet calm, 
Such passionless poise, 
Such natural balm 
To heal the inner wounds that throb 
When memory returns. This memory 
Is filled with beauty, filled with truth, 
With seeing what I never saw. 
In quiet mind I see anew 
The things that were, that are, 
That now are as they were, 
Gentle and lovely, kind and strong, 
Nought raucous, nought unlovely song 
Screeched in the modern way of pride 
And restless surging of the wayless heart. 
 
I think I see within these passionless hours 
The love of God so gentle, yet so strong, 
That all my fear is thrust beyond my sight 
As though it never were.  
There mem’ry’s pain is joy, 
For God is present here 
Within this sea of thought 
That barely laps His shore 
In suppliant peace and still serenity. 
His Presence brings the past to be 
A joyful present, and the present, too, 
Is one with past and future things. 
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His touch is one that unifies  
Bewildering patchwork of events and times 
And makes it all one entity. 
 
Tonight my spirit rests in me 
As sharing in His own tranquillity 
That cost Him once a Cross— 
An entry into man’s domain 
With all its restless sin and pain 
And senseless cruelty. 
I love this hour when I, so weak, 
Can only see and feel in full 
His power of quiet love. 
Ambition’s fled, and pride is low 
And I am with the God I know 
Whose Name is Love. I know 
His Name is Love. I know 
He gives that love when we— 
Faced with our own mortality— 
Are glad to live in Him. 

Joy 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Joy comes bounding on the lightened spirit 
Like a playful lion—a great cat. 
Its sheathed paws, its rearing body, 
Turning and tossing in abandonment, 
Delighted in its boisterous powers, 
But empty of cant and cruelty. 
 
Joy is a buoyant thing, 
Filling the dulled spirit and flagging heart 
With the new life of surging reality. 
It is God coming upon the dark spirit, 
Enlightening it; upon the burdened mind,  
Lightening it; upon the flagging heart, 
Refreshing it, and upon the old and worn soul, 
Renewing it. 
 
Joy is the new inflowing of the lost life, 
Reforming the deformed, enlifing 
The dead and the dulled, the dry and the dreary, 
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Until the Divine intention is fulfilled; 
Until the no-purpose is transformed to the purposeful, 
And the lack-lustre shines afresh 
With the pristine glory—the sheer being 
Of the image of the Very God. 
 
Joy, too, is a quiet flowing. 
Small trickles become thin streams— 
Growing backwaters uniting silently. 
So chuckling creeks become rivers, 
And the rivers become the wide, gentle ocean, 
Spilling across dried wastes to make 
Interminable shores of the vast spirit 
Of the recreated man. 
 
Sometimes the silent ocean 
Is lost to sight in the subterranean spirit, 
Is caught and covered as the anguish comes. 
A labyrinthine storehouse 
Is there for the needing of the mind and heart 
In the hours of painful suffering. 
The mystery of love demands that joy 
Sustain the beleaguered spirit, 
And keep it firm when the deadly destruction 
Would annihilate the redeeming labour 
Of the new creation for the lost and old. 
 
We have seen joy in the painful Cross, 
The tired gasping of the dehydrated One, 
The utilized endless resources 
Nigh unto exhaustion—and extinction— 
When the joy had all but vanished. 
Yet the sigh drew on the imperishable, 
The renewed resource of the Eternal Joy— 
God Himself—coming at the appointed time 
To defeat the dark emptiness 
Of the militant evil. 
 
We have seen joy in the beleaguered— 
The saints and the weak ones, the poor and faint, 
The seeming ignoble, and the non-ones. 
We have seen joy sustain them to their end 
And tip them into glory—true to that goal— 
And take them—full—to the eternal beginning 
Of the new time. 
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You Are Our Home 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

You are our home, O Holy One, 
Yours is the breast in which we live; 
Yours is the heart in which we live and die. 
You are the One who formed us from the dust 
And breathed into us Your life— 
The glory which is ours in You, 
The glory that makes us one. 
 
Out of this home we are bereft, 
Out of this Presence, cold and lone: 
Lost to the meaning of ourselves, 
Of You and all creation. 
We are the ones on a distant shore 
Where the sea moans, and the waves lap 
In listless wistfulness, pleading 
For the longed return 
Of the heart to the Divine bosom. 
 
You are the Holy Three—the Divine One 
Encapsulating the adopted sons, 
Bringing them into domestic fullness 
In grace’s filiation. This love union 
Brings us afresh to the Father-breast, 
To the heart of the Eternal Love 
Who will not let us go. 
Men—fearing the Divine heart— 
Seek other breasts, seek other deities, 
Surrogate fathers in the lords and gods 
Which have no substance. 
Within such unions only shadows are 
Of the Eternal Reality—Him Himself. 
 
Deep calls to Deep, heart cries to Heart, 
And all the waves crash over us; 
Crescendo roar brings blinded eyes 
And deafened ears, yet still the cry 
From deep to Deep is answered in the Cross. 
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There the Divine mystery is clear 
For yearning eyes to see and ears to hear. 
Th’ eternal Father has reached down 
And, via the Son, has caught us to Himself. 
We are no longer lost, away from home, 
Or pitiful on the moaning shore 
Of our separating sinfulness, 
For we are home again in Him, 
Safe in the Holy Heart. 
 
You are our home, O Holy One, 
Yours is the breast in which we live; 
Yours is the heart in which we live and die. 
You are the One who formed us from the dust 
And breathed into us Your life— 
The glory which is ours in You, 
The glory that makes us one. 

The Altar Sanctifies the Gift 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

(Matthew 23:19; Exodus 29:37) 
 

Come, lamb that I am: 
Come to the holy altar, 
Come, lamb, in your sinfulness, 
Lamb, in your uncleanness. 
Come, lamb, to your destined death. 
Come, lamb, to the altar. 
 
The lamb has come to the altar, 
Come in the Lamb, 
Come in his death, died in his sacrifice. 
The lamb that was unclean has 
Given his life, given it 
In the Lamb that gave it: 
Has sacrificed itself in the sanctifying Altar, 
The Altar of the Cross. 
 
In the Lamb that was slain 
The lamb was immolated. 
In the fire of the Cross 
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The lamb has become purified. 
The Altar has sanctified the lamb 
In the sanctifying Lamb of the Altar. 
 
Sing praises, O you redeemed lamb, 
Whose sacrifice is pure and acceptable, 
Made total in the acceptance 
Of the Holy Sacrifice. 
There the purification is not the end, 
But the beginning which continues for ever: 
The incessant sanctification through the Lamb, 
And thus the continuing holiness 
Of the lamb accepted, the lamb worshipping, 
And the lamb with its life for ever 
In the Lamb, and 
In the Father of the Lamb. 

 
 
 
 

Flesh Calls to Flesh 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Flesh calls to flesh; heart cries to heart 
In the upwards yearning 
For the true desired union, 
The union that He made 
For the man and his maid. 
The warm, palpable union 
Is the true expression 
Of the union within the heart and spirit 
As two become one 
In the other-centred selflessness. 
 
Only in the union is the expression, 
And in the expression is the union 
Made true. In the image of the Three 
Who are One without divisions 
Do the united two 
Become the one flesh, the one spirit. 
When the division comes, 
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When the anger spurts upward 
In the disturbed heart, then it is 
That the rending comes, 
The intolerable pain, the anguish 
As other-centred self returns 
To self-centred otherness. 
This is the deep pain, 
The searing of the tender nerve, 
The cruel cauterization. 
 
Each had cried out to each, 
And each had given to the other 
The secret heart, the hitherto 
Undisclosed. The intimacy 
Had whispered upwards from the 
Hidden core, the yielded self, 
Only to find the union spurned. 
All of that purity—entirety of love— 
Plunged into nether gloom 
And the dim darkness 
Into which the spirit returns 
Encapsulated in the pain, 
The unremitting agony. 
 
Where go, now that the heart 
Has given all it has? The abyss 
Looms large to the puzzled eyes, 
The baffled gaze that yearns to see, 
Returning through the silent shades, 
The one it loved and loves. 
None knows that deep abyss— 
Now cracked to infinite depths 
Out of the first-love union. 
None knows the cries that come 
Uncalled by the lips; uncalled yet called 
Out of the depths to Him. 
 
And deeper still those cries become 
When the beloved no longer loves 
But turns the eyes and heart 
To other love, the lesser love, 
The love not joined by God or man, 
The love—so-called—denying love 
In the illicit union. 
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A life is given to life; 
When body’s joined the spirit too 
Joins in the unutterable fusion. 
How can this break? 
Who can return what once was given 
In the irreversible act? 
The dream of the total welding 
Becomes the terrible nightmare 
In the shattering of the unity. 
What pain would God endure 
If Father and Son and Spirit, too, 
Turned inwards to Highest Self 
In lowest egotism? Such pain 
Is reflected when the life is spurned 
That poured its love upon the other. 
 
These are the days of creature joys 
When spirits mean suck honey sweet 
Like blood from others, feast upon 
The deep delights so simply given, 
And having feasted move anon 
To another flower, a nectar thing 
From which to drain the life. 
 
Out of the fracture—the shattered thing 
Of broken marriage—comes the crueller pain 
Of the young dismayed, the familial spurned 
In ceaseless anger, harsh despair, 
The lonely horror of the love denied, 
And aching yearning for the peace that is 
The natural birthright. 
Serenity once filched 
Brings bitterness to bear 
Upon the spirit baffled by 
The insensate treachery. 
 
There is no place for spouse to hide, 
Or orphaned child to find security, 
But in the heart of Father-God. 
He Husband is to lonely wife, 
Is comfort to the brideless man 
And Father to the child bereft 
Of natural love. In Him alone 
The hurt is healed. In Him alone 
Such love returns. 
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Yet all the while 
The crime of selfishness consumes 
The one who’s selfish, till the end 
When all is judged. 
That bitter day shall fully show 
The crime of breaking faith with God. 
In breaking faith with spouse, 
With child, and all the human race, 
The sad indignity of what was done 
Shall haunt to all eternity. 

 
 
 
 

The Good Earth 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

From the earth we came one morning 
When He breathed into our clay, 
Shaped us to terrestrial glory 
In His good celestial way. 
 
On the horizontal level 
Animated bodies dwell, 
Eat and drink and have fulfilment. 
What is coming—who can tell? 
 
Comes the day—the time for sleeping— 
Rich the casket, quiet the grave; 
Same for all—we quit the difference— 
Evil, good, fearful, brave. 
 
Gently, gently, gently does it, 
Back to earth my body goes, 
Takes its time to rot and moulder, 
Waits its time to have repose. 
 
Luther’s maggots have their plunder— 
‘Bag of worms’ he called the corpse— 
Maggots hasten depredation; 
Worms bent on their natural course. 
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Not for me the crematoria— 
Body bursting under heat, 
Finally reduced to nothing, 
Ashes few from bones and meat. 
 
Dignified the words commit me 
To the soil from which I came. 
Pagans call it Mother Nature 
But their minds are filled with shame. 
 
In time’s time my body slumbers, 
Waits its hour as in a tomb, 
Waits rebirth by resurrection 
Waits to issue from earth’s womb. 
 
Waits to see celestial glory, 
Waits to see a greater birth, 
Greater birth of earth’s renewal— 
Holy marl, eternal earth. 

 

I Killed a Man 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I killed a man, I killed him dead, 
And from his veins the life-blood fled, 
I killed him quick upon the floor, 
I watched the life-blood from him pour. 
I killed his wife, I saw her die, 
Although she lived before my eye. 
She lived and lives, and dies in pain, 
She saw the life flee from his veins, 
She sees the crimson blood afresh 
Bleed from the rent within his flesh. 
I see the horror in her eyes; 
She sees his terror as he dies. 
 
I killed a man, I took his life, 
And killed the joy within his wife, 
I bled his joy from out his heart, 
I took his hidden inner part 
Until it flowed upon the floor 
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And he was living man no more. 
I took his right to live along, 
To think a thought, to sing a song, 
To smile or frown or have a place, 
To jump for joy or run a race, 
To give, to get, to know, to smile, 
To make or mend and live awhile, 
I took it all in one quick blow, 
In one red flash I saw it go. 
In one quick act his river ran; 
I saw it end the living man. 
 
I killed the man, I took his life, 
I loosed him from this present strife, 
This thing of peace, this thing of power, 
This living in the present hour, 
This being man, this being soul, 
This moving to a given goal, 
This right to use the given gift 
To sense, discern and sieve and sift, 
To judge, to ponder, think and plan 
And do what makes a man a man, 
To have and hold and make a place 
Within the moving human race; 
The right to die when time is time 
Within the cadence of the rime, 
To live the whole, to live the lot, 
And not to perish in a jot. 
 
I killed the man, I took his health, 
I took his peace, I took his self, 
He fled this life upon the floor 
And looked as though he were no more. 
The man I killed lives in my brain, 
Torments me ever in the pain 
My spirit feels, my mem’ry knows, 
Of guilt that ever heavy grows. 
I feel its throb, I feel its pain, 
I live in torment, burn in shame, 
I live in horror, live in dread, 
I live as ghost, I live as dead. 
I do not live—the holy ire 
Burns me in perpetual fire— 
I cry, I scream, I writhe in pain 
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To bring the murd’rous hour again, 
Reverse the act, recall the blade, 
Undo the dreadful move I made. 
I cannot change this dreadful course 
Nor cool the burning of remorse, 
I cannot make this guilt to cease 
And bring my horrored soul to peace. 
I wander desert, hill and dale, 
The night is black, the day is pale, 
My face is wan, my joy is fled, 
My heart is cold, my spirit dead. 
 
I wish that blood had never spilled, 
I wish my hand had never killed, 
I wish I had not held the knife 
That split his flesh and took his life. 
I wish his eyes with joy would glow 
At sight of her, and she would know 
The wonder of a union dear 
That banishes the pain and fear 
That now she knows as living death 
Because I killed his vital breath. 
No wish can change what now is fact, 
No will recall the deadly act. 
 
Then I must guilty ever be, 
And flee through all eternity; 
By searching, peace I cannot find— 
I cannot flee my guilty mind— 
I killed a man, but that killed me, 
I live in death and death’s in me. 
I killed a man, his blood I shed, 
But I’m the one whose doubly dead. 
 
If mercy’s not, I’m not forgiven, 
My soul for ever is unshriven, 
I die for ever in my shames, 
Know the burning of hell’s flames, 
Groan for ever in my loss 
If there’s no Christ, and there’s no Cross! 
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Living in the Last Times 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

These are the last days, 
The times before the time eternal. 
Quite out of nothing they all came, 
But into nothing they shall not go. 
The incredible fact of Creation 
Came, and is here to stay, 
And to be beyond the present staying. 
 
This Creation is the mind and will, 
The deep and high will, the holy counsel 
Of the Eternal One. Out of His eternity 
Emerged the wonder of the thing called Time. 
Out of His purpose was wholly born 
The thing we call Creation. 
Out of it all—yet in it all— 
Came the creature that we call Ourselves, 
And with the holy palpable Us, 
The other creatures, the other sentients, 
The entire surround of the Living One— 
Us, and Them, and all We are together, 
With all the Its and Other Things. 
 
Out of the Plan, out of the Alpha and Omega, 
Out of the Initiation, and—so—the Destined End 
Began the beginning 
(When the beginning began He already was), 
And with the beginning the end began, 
And the beginning has continued, has expanded 
To be and yet become. 
These are the End-Times for 
The End-Times always were. They were the beginning 
But moving to their goal, to their destined telos, 
To the fulfilment of the Intention— 
The indestructible goal. 
The Glory which began it was always moving 
To the Glory He intended should irrevocably be. 
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We who live in the Mid-time know there is none— 
No Mid-time, no Beginning and no End 
Since all are one—all are one; 
The Beginning and the End are one. 
Time seems like a hiatus, a suspension of the coming, 
A constant hesitating as though an end 
Might void the fullness of the present, might wither 
The pregnant moment, bring forth wind 
And turn the whole to vanity. 
We who live now are sensitive, uncertain, 
Poised for the next moment, 
Not wholly living the Now. 
 
We, living in the collocation, the kaleidoscope, 
The seeming seething of the seen scenarios— 
The mystery of the Birth, the irreversible Past, 
The coming Soon, and the present Present— 
Are bewildered by the array of the all things. 
Our fertile minds have movements like the quick dartings 
Of lizard lips, have scurryings of rapid thoughts 
Which seek to rationalize 
The vast surround of time, of sentient living, 
Of probings of the Soon to come, 
And beyond the Soon to the Later. 
The marvel is we never weaken, 
Never cease from the attempt 
At the all-knowing, as though we have a sense 
Of divinity achievement. 
 
Were, then, the Truth not revealed, 
Had not the Author and the seers 
Given us the Plan, talked to us fully 
Of the divine intention, and marked in clarity 
The plotted line and goal that leads 
To the ultimate—the telos of all glory— 
Then we were speculators, 
Wasting the brilliance, expending the powers 
In a vast not-knowing. The Coming has always been 
In the Becoming, in the dynamic Now 
Living as one with the Was, and the Will Be. 
This is the purposeful, irreversible 
Yet To Be, and the inevitable—the predetermined— 
Can Only Be. 
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Thus we live on, move slowly 
With the heightening wonder, the expanding knowing, 
The enhanced becoming, and the rich anticipation 
The lives in the love, and the faith, and the hope 
Of the assured fulfilment. 

 
 
 

Last Night 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Last night I was down on Skid Row. 
The others were there—the ones I always knew, 
The druggies and junkies, 
The alkies—the winos— 
And the mumbling incoherents. 
They were all there, dumb-faced and shuffling, 
Hiding their silent shame 
As though it were not there, 
And—anyway—it did not matter. 
 
Inside me the junky rebelled, the wino, 
The degenerate me that clung 
To insubstantialities. I grew 
Red in the face with restrictions 
Of my own sin. Long ago 
I had started the ascent 
To very heaven itself, and now 
I had slipped back within an inch 
Of the inevitable hell. 
 
Last night I was down on Skid Row 
And I heard the sad mutterings 
Of my own inner heart. 
But it sounded as though 
Never had anything changed. 
I wore the old livery of the cheat, 
The defeated, the spiritless, 
The broken. It showed my decease 
From the proud joyousness 
Of true unlost humanity. 
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Oh my God! I thank You 
For those moments on Skid Row. 
They showed me myself 
As I am without You, 
As I am left to myself. 
I mourned over me with horror, 
And wept over me with a sadness 
That still pervades my waking mind, 
Out of that dark nightmare 
Of human recession. I mourned 
For the moving millions, 
Staring in their dereliction 
As they shuffle in their nothingness 
Towards nothing. 
 
Oh dear God! I found grace again, 
Found it as I toiled upwards 
To Golgotha’s heights, Golgotha’s 
shame. 
There all bloody—bared to sight 
As human shame for shame, 
And bowed that bloody head of him, 
As bowed am I and bloody, too, 
In all my shame—the same. 
I wept afresh for sins forgot, 
I wept for me who once was not 
As now I am—swept clean and pure 
And given a holiness so free 
That I before His face may be 
Without the endless shame. 
 
Oh Christ my Lord! 
Afresh I weep, as once I wept 
For those bereft of life—your life— 
That flowed those timbers down 
Into the dust of death—your death 
That was the taste of death itself. 
For me you bore the inner pain, 
The outer pain, the shame 
That drives the shuffling line along 
Of broken minds and bodies bent 
Into perpetual death. 
 
Last night I was down on Skid Row 
And there my heart full broke 
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For grace that once redeemed— 
As now again it came and saved 
The sinner whose proud mind 
Had almost gone beyond the grace it knew. 
Some righteousness had come 
Which I had thought my own, 
But in your visitation cracked full, 
And broke, and fell, and shattered lay, 
And I was new in love again, 
Made fresh by love, and Calv’ry’s sweet— 
The new sweet wine of love— 
Poured from the goblet of his heart 
Into my own. Then did I live again, 
And now I live and never will 
Despise such love again, or be away 
From endless, saving grace. 

 
 

The Life Given 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

In the beginning was life, 
Life breathed into the shaped soil, 
Into the form of the beloved earth. The breath 
Determined the life. The life flowed 
Dynamic in its human form, derived 
From the gift of the Creator: 
Man was living. 
 
The given is often the accepted, 
Taken without gratitude. Man is mute 
Where praise should burst out in streams 
And torrents of adoration. 
Life was in the word, from the word, 
But the word of another was more pulse-moving, 
More filled with potential. The word which was heard 
Which was death—deceitful word— 
Changed man to the deathful creature. 
 
In the first time of covenant life was promised: 
Life that was renewal, 
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Life that would be a new surging; 
Richer than before because of grace, 
Death reversed and life re-given. 
This was the promise of covenant: 
The new creature, the new people, 
The palpable people of God; worship given, 
Modes of living prescribed; directions of life 
In the word of the law, the word of covenant, 
The enrichment worthy of praise, of faith 
And of living obedience. Again the tantalizing word, 
The word of the idol, the mute and fixed forms 
That promised a new dynamic. The dynamic was death, 
Death forms, death motions, 
And death despair. 
 
In the now-time they told us—the prophets. 
They let the word move richly through them 
From the Source, from the Life-Giver, 
Life in creation, life in covenant and law, 
But life unaccepted; man determining 
That he would draw life from his own resources, 
From other fascinating sources. This life was 
Death, awaiting its true resurrection 
In the Messianic Deliverer. 
 
Up from the cradle—certified at Jordan— 
But flowing from the Cross and its Tomb, 
The new life promised. The old tired land, 
The broken nation, and the new eager peoples, 
All looking—some weary, some unbelieving, 
And some vibrant with the newly evoked faith— 
To the Life-Giver. Not wholly anonymous, 
Not fully veiled, but full to the eyes of faith, 
He came and lived and died, 
Breaking the seal of death’s tomb, 
Enlivening the new world of his blood’s creation. 
 
Bride she was born 
From the red stream of love, from the water 
That rewards with life itself: this is the creation, 
Not only of the Father, but of the Son, the true Husband, 
The eternal Bridegroom. She is his care, 
For washing and purifying, 
For nourishing and cherishing. In her dry times 
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He visits with renewed giving, with reviving love. 
He who walks among the candlesticks 
Will never forsake her. His love is for her dry times 
And for the times of refreshing. 

 
 
 
 

The Limit 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

To be human—to be me, 
To be what it is to live, 
To be warm and palpable, thinking, 
And to know the inner tides 
Moving, surging, urging 
And receding— 
This is to sense the illimitable, 
To reach out beyond all parameters 
And be whole beyond even 
Human wholeness. 
 
These are the thoughts that often come. 
They come when the spirit wakes 
In the watches of the night, 
And suddenly is alive; is alert 
With boundless imaginations, 
Sensitive discernings, 
And wholesome understandings 
Of what it is to be man, and what 
The nature is of God Himself 
And His vast and rich creation. 
 
Such thoughts tell us 
That we were made for immortality, 
Made to be as gods 
Under the Eternal God; 
Made to be fountains of life 
From the Over-Fountain; 
Made to be reflectors of light 
From the Ever-Glory 
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Of the Eternal Light, 
The Light which lightens every man 
And overcomes the darkness 
That would ever threaten 
His given immortality. 
 
Sometimes when the understanding comes, 
Sometimes when the thinking breaks forth 
In scintillating brilliance, 
And the mind and heart 
Are dazzled by the endless possibilities, 
A cold fear is sent—a sentinel stab 
Of protective warning 
From the Most High, the protective One 
Who re-establishes the creaturely, 
The filial and subject nature 
Of us, the children of the Kingdom. 
 
How high and heady be our thoughts 
Who have the promise of eternal life, 
The beauties and the glories 
Of coming immortality. We imagine 
That this is from ourselves—of us— 
So thus the hubris grows, 
The pride expands, 
The heady thinking mounts 
To hateful arrogance. 
It’s then the stab of fear 
Is sent to make us sane. Our creatureness 
Stares us so grimly in the face 
And warns against 
Our lethal idiocy. 
 
To be ‘as Him’ is not our part, 
Though ‘like Him’ is the gift He gives. 
We are not clones, small gods of God, 
To be as God Himself. The drift 
To be immortal of ourselves— 
No less than hideous— 
Is what destroys us full 
And sets us on the path of death 
Self-cut from life—the chip that 
Tosses on the ocean’s breast 
And drifts to death itself. 
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He comes in stern rebuke, 
Withdraws the pleasures of His love, 
The steady joys, the ’whelming peace, 
The boundless sights 
And intimations of Himself. 
Drear grows the sky, 
Sad grows the land, 
And in the night the terror comes. 
Forgiveness is as not, 
And purity is darkly blurred, 
And Cross has faded, 
Tomb’s as dark 
As if he’d not arisen. 
 
The limit come into the mind, 
The fear into the heart, 
The body numbed 
The spirit limp, 
Are all His gift. 
The heart cries out for peace, 
Is suppliant for joy, 
Desires the gift of fear, 
Weeps passionately for love, 
And sees the highest gift afresh— 
Astral forgiveness, 
The pledge of holy love, 
The wisdom and the righteousness. 
 
Thank Him He sets His limits on our heart, 
Returns us to our creatureness, 
And freshens us in filial joy. 
Our hearts leap up to Him anew, 
Who lately all too heady were 
In fancied human deity. 
Rebuked, the spirit turns 
To peaceful union with His life, 
And nestles in His saving grace, 
And rests within His love. 
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The Pointless Pistol 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I saw a man in the vegie garden. 
He was pointing a black pistol 
At the latent strawberries— 
The Spring had not yet come— 
And I wondered as he slanted 
The pistol to the earth, 
And at the strawberries. 
 
I had not seen a man in any vegie garden, 
And black pistols—I think— 
Are quite rare, especially in gardens. 
I wondered at the whole matter. 
I felt that large cabbages 
With hard, impassionate hearts 
Are a more proper target 
For slanted black pistols 
In any vegie garden. 
 
What happened with the pistol, 
What happened from the man, 
I do not know. I am puzzled 
Why a man should aim a pistol 
At latent strawberries—they were not yet 
Seasonally awake. Asleep, 
They were ignorant of the man 
And his dark armaments. 
 
Pray for the strawberries, 
And pray for the man. 
I did not capture his features 
To report to our Neighbourhood Watch. 
This was a pity, but then this— 
I forgot to tell you—was only 
A waking dream, and momentary. 
 
Next time I will look more closely 
If a man points a black pistol 
At winter-sleeping strawberries. 
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Four Times Last Night 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Four times last night I was awakened. 
‘Fear Death!’ a strident voice was saying. 
Four frogs of vast dimensions spoke 
As though the Deity had said, 
‘Be harbingers.’ 
 
At first I scarce conceived that words 
Spoken by frogs could terrify a man. 
‘Fear death!’—indeed! 
What nonsense spoke those deep-voiced things, 
But all the while within— 
The place where time and memory lurk— 
There stirred the knowledge 
‘Death is death indeed, 
And after death is death again— 
The death called “second death.” ’  
 
Four times the warners spoke, 
And having spoken they ceased. 
A simple episode—forsooth. 
But memory is memory, 
And all the while I lay awake 
Or slept—to hear again— 
‘Fear death! Fear death! 
Fear death! Fear death!’ 
And this, in truth, I do, afresh. 
 
Last time—the fifth—the sonorous frogs 
Cried, ‘Take Life! Take life! 
Take life! Take Life!’ 
And this I also sought to do 
From him whose hands—hard-scarred— 
Give life to all, in grace. 
 
And so I laid my spirit down in peace, 
And slept the sleep of those who live, 
And never, never die. 
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Jephthah 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

When he remembered—and the memory was oft— 
The thought came crowding with its innate pain 
That his mother was a harlot, a thing of shame 
Even in the days of the judges—the strong men 
Who led the turbulent multitude, those who 
Did what was right in their own eyes. A harlot 
Of the holy people was a woman whose child 
Seemed destined to a no-life, a banishment 
By the half-brothers whose eyes were set steadily 
On the inheritance. In Israel of the all-days 
The inheritance mattered. The covenant was the blessing, 
And the land was highly esteemed; no less 
Because of the Canaanites who plundered, 
Who regained where they could 
In the turbulence of idolatry, the fearful fascination 
Of the no-gods whose passion turned 
The holy people to the no-people. 
 
Out in the wilderness of Tob his thoughts 
Turned often to Gilead—father of his homeland, 
And homeland of his father. He longed 
For the warmth of the home-hearth, the smiles, 
The fun and the laughter of his family, 
The strange and yearning look his father 
Would share in the secret moments 
Born of both shame and hope; the look 
Which told him he was loved—whatever; 
Then the bitterness returning 
With the memory of banishment. 
Thus closest ties bring memories of pain 
Again, again, and then again. 
 
In the desert days the others had come to him 
Hoping as bedouins do—rough brigandage, 
Excursions wild, and passionate times 
As terrorists of the enemy, pitting fierce 
Their bid to live against the odds 
That made them worthless fellows. 
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Some passion strange within their veins 
Made them as one on horse, or ass or camel wild, 
Or fleet of foot in forays and excursions. 
They followed strong the imperious Jephthah 
Till all the land—even the Ammonites— 
Knew the dread fierceness of the welded band— 
One in their banishment and their fight for life. 
 
Then came the Ammonite—once half-repressed 
But now the oppressor strong—to war against 
The covenant-sons, the children of old Jacob, 
Whose fortunes rose and waned 
According to their faithlessness, their faithfulness 
And prayer to God their Saviour. 
The elders of the naked Gilead—open 
To sudden devastations, sudden wars 
Brought by the hating nations, the idolaters 
Whose god was Chemosh, and whose slaves they were, 
Seeking the death of Israel, Yahweh’s sons— 
These Gilead elders sent to Tob, to Jephthah. 
Earnest within their shame they sought 
The fierce brigand, the warring chief 
Of the motley, ravaging crew. They sought 
A leader who would be a prince and judge, 
And set them free from terror. They knew 
The man would never turn and rend 
Those who had asked his mercy for their land. 
They knew this banished son would bring 
The grace of freedom; would bring 
The retribution of their Yahweh God 
In the unfailing covenant of peace. 
 
Then came the Spirit on the man 
Until his heart and mind afire 
Were set to purge the land, to rid its fear 
By the swift terror of an insistent victory 
In the face of towering odds. 
The Spirit came that he might liberate 
Those who had banished him 
Through hauteur on his harlot origins. 
Jephthah the new prince surrendered all 
To Yahweh in his noble passion. 
‘All that I have is Yours,’ he said, 
‘And when I turn to home—sword-sheathed 
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From the triumph of the kill— 
That which most greets me first 
Shall be a bloody sacrifice, 
A holocaust to You, O Lord, 
Who gives us such high victory.’ 
 
Thus vowing, he and all his troops 
Plundered the plundering Ammonites. 
The fierce passion of the covenant tribe 
Drove hard against the rightless enemy. 
All Ammon now subdued, the prince returned 
To his own hearth. Not far from it 
He heard the soft tinkle of a timbrel sweet 
As from his house emerged his loved 
And only child. The sight of her 
Froze heart and mind and weakened every limb. 
The passionate pain tore at his brain 
As he tore at his robes, and cried 
For her whose holocaust was near— 
A sacrifice to God, the fruit of vow 
Which now within his mind 
A fire was beyond recall, a leaping thing 
That burned and burned, 
And caused the flood of tears to flow. 
 
Child of his heart, child of his loneliness, 
Child of his aching love—child of his life. 
She faced him clearly as the truth was heard, 
Bid him to faithful be to his own word 
Uttered to God. No protest came 
To virginal lips, to virginal heart 
That longed to be—as every maid— 
The mother of her babes, 
The daughters and the sons 
Of purest matrimony. Her mind 
Had dwelt on things like these, 
As do the minds of daughters fair 
Within the land of covenant. 
 
Proud were her eyes as firm she gazed 
At the prince her father—the conqueror— 
Whose hand had delivered fair Gilead 
And set its people free, the people who 
Had banished him. His passion lay 
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Not in their goodness or their ill 
Which banished him to Tob, but in God; 
His trust and faith was true to Him. 
The Spirit bid him vow his best, 
And now she faced him, filled with love, 
A female Isaac, a daughter loved beyond all else. 
 
The legend has come down in time, 
And few there be whose hearts ignore 
Her sweet nobility. 
‘Let me mourn my chastity,’ she asked, 
‘Let me and all my sister-brides, 
Weep on the mountains, weep for loss 
Of motherhood, and children fair, 
And noble sons, and daughters pure. 
Let me just weep that I will never be 
The mother every woman longs to be.’ 
 
The tale has come with deepest woe 
That in the end—when months had gone— 
Jephthah had had her killed. 
Perhaps his blow had felled her life 
As the virginal sapling falls 
On the tree-clad hills, and lies 
In silent stillness. It is said 
That the blood flowed freely with his tears 
And the fiery bier transported her 
To Yahweh’s arms. We do not know. 
 
Another legend had it that— 
Bewailing finished—she returned 
To Jephthah’s silent hearth and lived 
Perpetual virgin in the work 
And worship of her holy God. 
The vibrant life of passion was 
Now love and service for the Holy One, 
The God of favour and of steadfast love. 
 
Which tale is true? 
We do not know. We speculate 
And find no answer. We spend 
The hours of sorrow in our thoughts for her 
Whose heart insistent was 
That Jephthah keep his holy vow 
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And not renege. A vow that’s made to God 
Can never be reversed. The holy fear 
Brings wisdom of the deepest kind. 
That wisdom shames our foolish minds 
That quickly judge old Jephthah’s vow 
And make it foolish. 
His broken heart and contrite mind 
Lived as the genuine sacrifice 
To holy Father-God. His pain and hers 
Come down to wake our sleeping thought 
And show our superficial minds to be 
Empty of truth, of that reality 
Which springs as truth from God. 
 
Four days in every year—so runs the tale— 
The virgins of the land would come 
And wail upon the mountain; wail for her 
Whose sacrifice of motherhood denied 
Touched at the deepest wells of them, 
And caused their pity as a spring to flow 
In tears afresh. What depth! 
What passionate purity that understands 
The deepest labyrinths of feminity, 
And yet more understands 
The passion of the father and the girl 
For God Himself. 

 
 

The Presence 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Here, where we are, there is nothing, 
Nothing if the Presence is not here. 
If the Presence is the Absence, 
Then the absence of the Presence is intolerable. 
The agony of the Nothing— 
The shadow of the Something— 
Is the unbearable anguish. 
 
The shadow of the Someone 
Falls across the cold barrenness 
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Of the deserted human spirit. 
Silently—in absentia— 
The effects come. The sterile horror 
Drains the substantial, 
Bleeds the arterial life 
Into the whimpering nothingness 
Of unending pointlessness. 
 
Once there was the Presence, 
The Divine Matrix, the Source, 
The fecund Creator-Him 
Out of Whom all that ever is, 
And ever will be, flowed. 
The warm, pulsing reality 
Of true humanity lived 
In the heart of the Presence, 
In the ever-present Heart—Himself. 
 
Came the temptation, 
Came the delirious dream, 
The suggested liberation, 
The heady aspiration 
Of autonomous godhead, 
And the dazed spirit dreamed 
Of man-beyond-man, 
Man reaching up and becoming 
As the Presence Himself. 
 
With the temptation the belief, 
The fierce assurance of the seductive— 
The new demanding Presence 
That was no authentic Presence— 
Until the new, the false credo was born: 
‘I am a Presence in myself, 
From myself to myself, 
And then to all that I will.’ 
 
With the new presence 
Came the Absence of the Presence. 
The Presence was intolerable 
To the new autonomous one; 
But when the judgement came 
It was the presence of the Presence 
Which made the strong Sound— 
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The excruciating Voice— 
Sound through the Edenic Paradise 
To make that Garden Hell. 
 
In the lonely shifts of the night, 
Or the drear days of the deserted spirit, 
There comes the yearning for the fullness— 
The warm, substantial reality— 
To authenticate the deadly phantom, 
The insistent ghost-being, 
The violent wraith that must first die 
Before it is resurrected. 
Only crucified can it live, 
Only destroyed can it come to life. 
 
In the unbidden moments 
There comes the Presence. 
Sometimes it is in the anger 
Of the violent mind. 
Sometimes it is in the whistlings, 
In the shrill indignation 
At the neglectful Absence, 
As though the endless protest 
Is the divine right 
Of the separated spirit. 
 
In these unbidden moments 
The Presence comes quietly. 
First the agony, then the joy 
Which spreads as a hot blanket 
Pressed on the frozen heart. 
It comes as reviving rain 
Across the sterile sands, 
The empty desert 
Of the deserted mind. 
 
In that ecstasy is the agony, 
In that joy is the unbearable pain. 
In that love is the horror of hate 
Resisting the divine intervention. 
There is the bitter protest, 
The wailing vituperation 
Resisting the inevitable death 
Of the proud autonomous heart— 
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The lethal crucifixion 
That brings the transforming resurrection. 
 
In the presence of the Presence 
The Absence dissolves. 
The prodigal heart returns 
To the invincible Father. 
The Embrace is the Everlasting Presence 
That makes the regeneration 
Complete. The Abiding One 
Abides for the abiding 
Of the bidden one: the Glory 
Returns to its human home 
And is satisfied. 

  

Joy Comes in the Morning 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

For his anger is but for a moment, 
 and his favour is for a lifetime. 
Weeping may tarry for the night, 
 but joy comes with the morning (Psalm 30:5). 

 
The tide is so listless, 
It waits without expectation, 
Lazily aloof against the mainland. 
Its still silence and its non-movement 
Are as suspended nothingness. 
The night has been long and slow, 
Without event, and purposeless. 
Scarcely the water swirls, 
And the surf has long died. 
The sea itself is as death’s lethargy 
Or the spirit somnolent. 
 
Such was my own spirit. 
The dawn and the sun came without incident, 
The day stretched out to its hot dying. 
If the tide rose it did so noiselessly, 
And the mainland scarcely knew it. 
Came the evening and somnolence prolonged 
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Slipped into its long stretch 
Of aimless lethargy. The nothingness reigned 
Over breathless, nerveless night 
Until another such dawn appeared. 
Thus the spirit dies. 
 
Yet the spirit resists also. 
It cannot die without protests. 
It dreads its own awakening, awakening to guilt, 
Awakening to the despite done— 
The wrong that has robbed it, it would seem, 
Of its essential being, its old joy, 
Its true and turgid passion, its sense of purpose, 
Thrust of vocation, 
Its reaching out to the high tide 
And its own eventful dawn. 
 
Came the awakening and the skies darkened, 
Old clouds for ever banished returned 
As louring and lurid skies. 
The storm festered, 
Broke with its lightning 
And cracked with its reflexive thunders. 
The dead sea grew livingly wild, 
Thrashing the mainland with dark angers, 
Splitting the soul with varied lashings, 
Punishing the deep guilts and the senseless sins. 
The storm was the angry hand of the Divine, 
Was God chastising the soul, 
Saving it out of its dull deadness 
And its senseless dying. 
It was the grand judgement 
Which brings liberation. 
 
‘Weeping endures for the night 
But joy cometh in the morning.’ 
This the ancient had said, bowing 
Over his holy harp. He had wept 
Till the tears clung to the silver strings 
And dripped to the base of his own 
Heart and hands. He had felt the throb 
Of the new regime of God, the new sobbing 
Of pulsing repentance, withdrawing 
From the somnolent gloom of the no-dawn, 
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The listless lapping of the no-tide, 
The barren desert of the spirit 
Where no thing breathes. 
 
Came the new dawn when the waters leapt, 
When the surf broke crashingly 
On the long beach and the stolid mainland. 
Came the sun too, also leaping 
In the purified azure, the clean sky, 
The benevolent heavens. Came the surge 
Of the pure joy—God-given—bursting 
Into the spirit once lethargic. 
The dark night of the soul now banished 
Gave birth to the true dawn of joy. 
The spirit leapt up to gold and azure, to free skies 
And grasped the interminable delight, 
With grateful hands waving its gratitude 
To the imparting heavens—the giving by God 
Of the unutterable, the unspeakable, 
And most unquenchable joy; God’s joy, 
His innate own eternal joy 
Imparted to the warm and palpable creature He had made— 
Man, His beloved, His own inimitable image. 

 
 

True Man: the True Servant 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

At the first glimpse of faith 
There is astonishment. There is surprise. 
The awakened sight aided by the unveiling 
Sees the reality of Man, Man as he is, as was 
The innocent, untested one, but Man. 
Not by the looking back 
Or even by the looking forward 
Do we discover the Manness of Man. 
We discover him in whom we call The Man, 
The Son of Man, Man truly Man. 
 
Not only in the apparent perfect 
Nor the evident sinlessness do we see, 
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But in the actions, in the relationship 
With God the Eternal Father, 
In and with and by the Spirit 
Who also is Eternal. Thus we see 
The Manness of Man as it works 
Not only in the ultimate—the Cross, 
The Resurrection, and the Ascension— 
But in the everyday he lived. 
 
Understand, if you will, the mystery 
Of the Word become flesh, but understand 
That he became flesh, and so remains—for ever! 
But understand ‘flesh’ flesh as created 
And now flesh as he lives and works, 
And fills out the image, the image of God 
In the things that he undertakes. See, 
And know what true flesh is. Rise 
To the heights of understanding 
That liberate our weary sinful flesh, 
Or, rather, liberate us from it 
As now we are. 
 
In the looking and the scanning 
Of the fresh humanity, minted in obedience, 
Be aware of the confrontation. No Man 
Desires to see true Man when he himself 
Is untrue Man. He is afraid: 
The terror is not minimal. It becomes 
Maximal in its impact. To see true Man 
Is to see oneself unmasked, exposed, 
For confrontation by reality 
Undoes the ever-changing cunning, 
The rationalization of the original 
Now in his shapes of idolatry. 
 
See by faith, by humility, 
The true Manhood. See him move 
With constant compassion, not simply sentiment 
But strong love which though requited not 
Battles for Man in self-giving love; 
Reaches out to still the frightened spirit, 
To calm and heal the wounded, to give peace 
To the constantly fearful; moves 
To banish the soul-destroying guilt 
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And make new men through the blood-welter 
Of the purposed and purposeful Cross. 
 
When, then, within the Godhead the stir 
Of the obedient Son, the guiding Spirit 
Began the new pilgrimage back to Man, 
Having planned the renewal and the glory, 
Then love moved under its own volition, 
Pressured by nothing, finding within itself 
Its motivation, constraint and resolve. 
Thus the rich one became poor, 
That of those who were impoverished become rich 
With the gifts and resources of God. 
Think not that it was humiliation 
So much as humility exposing itself 
As God who placed others 
Even before Himself! 
 
To our Adamic mind the phrase is heresy: 
‘Even before Himself ’ is capitulation 
To the forces of evil. They will win. 
Our gods must be strong, and our God 
To be strong must not be weak. 
Ruthless His action must be: the summoning up 
Of endless and eternal resources. 
Not so. ‘He walked as though he were 
Godhead exposed.’* True love 
Regards first the other, then itself. 
The mystery is hidden to the selfish, 
To the Adamic, to the perpetually acquisitive. 
 
How then may we understand the self-giving, 
The giving at the primeval time, and always? 
How may we understand the true nature 
Of the living God, He whose image we are? 
We may not understand in full or even part 
Until veils of flesh dissolve 
And the ensconced self abdicates 
Before the stirring, progressing revelation 
Of the True Man: he alone reveals 

                                           
* I cannot verify the quote I first heard, ‘He walked as though he were Godhead deposed.’ I think my version is 

closer to the truth, ‘He walked as though he were Godhead exposed,’ and yet on further consideration I like even 
better, ‘He walked as though he were Manhood exposed,’ i.e. what he was as Man was—and is—is what is true 
Manhood. 
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The nature of true humanity: 
Reveals it in the unprecedented actions 
Of the True Love. 
 
Time was when the law was the guide, 
When what the Word had spoken was obeyed, 
And this was the way of Man. Time was 
When blame was absent. No smear of guilt 
Confused the pure mind. Law was not seen as law— 
As legislation to the rebel spirit: 
It was the way of life. In obedience, scarcely conscious 
That the law was law, acts were of joy. 
The way of love was Man’s true norm, 
True way of life—the life of God and Man. 
 
See, then, the Fall in its arrogance, 
The mind slipping away from dear delight 
To conscious aspiration: breathing hard 
Down the neck of Creator-King, leaning 
To bear the weight of new dignity, new authority, 
Only to find the reality dissipating 
Into indeterminate unreality. Then 
The amazing miracle of life reversed 
Into embattling death—Man overcome 
By sin’s dark reign and death’s dire threat: 
Law looming up as Gargantuan wrath, 
Pressing the spirit into breathless dread. 
 
Not till he came was the mind renewed; 
Not till we saw the humility emerge 
From Bethlehem’s booth, baptismal stream, 
Anointing of Spirit and Satanic tests: 
Then we could see how Man is Man, 
And this in the selfless giving, the perpetual love 
From cradle to the Cross, and in the grave. 
Then did we see the image glow 
But not in spiritual aloneness, 
Nor ascetic practice: not in acts 
So high and lofty, so rarely noble 
That we were abashed, but in the endeavour 
Of simple liberation—the emancipation 
Of the embondaged spirit, the crushed heart 
That palpitated lone and blind, 
Lost in the sere desert of its own making. 
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With the upward lift—the ascension tide— 
Rose the new humanity. Clean from the grave 
And plunging into glory (they saw the cloud), 
Humanity had gone beyond the ken 
Of failed humanity, the fallen man, 
Until the Spirit came, and with the sounds of wind 
Breathed the new life where the old life waned, 
Until Man became Man again, 
The miracle of new creation 
Initiated by the Holy Breath and then sustained 
Unto eternal glory. 
 
This is the man we see, the Man within the Man, 
The Man in Christ (Christ in the Man), 
The new and true humanity, making its way 
Afresh in the new creation, even now 
Groaning with it, awaiting the day 
Of final incorruption, the day of glory 
When the peace will be perpetual—peace with glory— 
And the true be wholly true again, 
The day of the new cosmos, the wide regeneration 
Vastly and gladly universal. 
 
Until that day new Man revels in his joy, 
In love and peace, and faithfulness, 
In sheer obedience out of love 
And doing good to all; not just to those 
Who are of his ilk (in Christ), but others 
Feared, hated and despised: he is their brother, 
She is their sister, serving them: this 
Is the true image come to life. 
Where loving is there living is, 
And true humanness come to fullness 
And love’s maturity. 
 
How shall we tell the difference 
From Man so seeking to rise high, 
To god himself and unGod God, 
To this new Man who shares the gifts in love 
Even to death? Telling the difference 
Is the hardest thing. Our fallen hearts 
Are angered by the paradigm of love— 
Christ incarnate, loving, dying, rising, 
All for the good of Man: not saving himself— 
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This paradigm astounds and angers 
So that Man may not deny—since Christ— 
That this is how it is, how truly 
Man is Man. How false the unmanned god! 
 
Give, then, thyself to this, O Man! 
The giving of the gifts, and of thyself 
Until the revelation comes 
To friend and foe alike, 
To crushed and hurt, to angry ones, 
To those in bondage, those in pain, 
And those who bear the loss of glory 
In anguish and despair. Give of the gifts, 
Share out the love, pour out the life: 
Be prodigal. ‘No sacrifice,’ they say, 
‘Is without hurt.’ They little know 
That sacrifice is joy at root. 
This is the true fulfilment 
Of the created Man. 
 
Then finally see this— 
That giving love through sacrifice, 
And placing others in the prior place 
Is how love is at root. Its radicals 
Are rooted in the giving. Giving is Godness 
Come to fruit. We do not give that joy 
May come to us. Should we so do 
Then joy itself has fled, impeded. 
Yet when we give—not to receive— 
True joy comes coasting in 
At love’s floodtide. This Christly thing 
Is how God is, and how the image, too, 
Fulfils itself. Love’s taste is God’s 
And Man’s at one. This God is love 
And in His image Man loves Man 
Unto the death, and in the life: 
This is the true Man! 
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The True Birthing 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Out of the inner being, out of the secret heart, 
Out of the deepest and most intimate one, 
Issues the created thing. 
Created not by us, 
Yet is us, and through us and from us— 
The issue that is most intimately us; 
Yet we are not its creator—as such— 
Not its sole parent. 
At most we are the midwife 
And we are the womb.* 
 
The born thing, like the new calf, 
Like the parturitioned foal, 
Staggers at first, floundering 
In its new world, unsteady, 
But yet insistent, determined for life, 
As out of death coming to life, 
Bidding fair to be immortal 
From the unwavering gestation 
And the breaching from the womb. 
 
Sometimes a minor thing is born, 
A mild and humble entrance 
Into the world of brilliance, 
And a modest confession 
Of little greatness—so gentle in spirit. 
Some entries wildly break the waters 
Of the laden, expectant womb, 
And notoriety appears—magnificence of mind— 
Eclipsing the simple single—the almost naïve— 
In a burst of frenzy 

                                           
* Northrop Frye, in his Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton University, Princetown, 1957, p. 98), ‘But the poet, 

who writes creatively rather than deliberately, is not the father of his poem; he is at best a midwife, or, more 
accurately still, the womb of Mother Nature herself: her privates he, so to speak.’ 
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In the self-assurance of autonomous birth. 
Yet in the spirit of the amazed viewer 
Comes an intuitive recoil, 
A distrust of the self-born dynamic, 
A refusal of the arrogant hubris. 
Is this a worship of the minor key, 
Rejection of the major and its 
High triumph, its successful story? 
Or does the quiet spirit know authority 
In the true birth, the quiet greatness 
Of the authentic begetting? 
 
‘Out of your inner man,’ said the Christ, 
‘Torrents shall flow, and all of it living water.’ 
Here is the Spirit of all true things 
Insisting on the gift of life 
First to the receiver, 
And then to him—or her—as given. 
Joy at the wonder of all things 
Or perception of them in the pain of sorrow 
Causes conception: causes the pregnancy with the inner heart. 
 
The rest is all of life, 
The being and the getting, 
The pain of parturition, and the deep joy 
That causes the inevitable birth 
Of the poem, the song, the symphony, 
The revelatory art in all its forms, 
Bringing the wonder that these things are born— 
The palpable beauty of the begotten, 
And the universal sharing afresh 
Of all things. 
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The Pure Word 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Your word is very pure; therefore your servant loves it (Psalm 119:140).* 
 

Thy word is pure indeed. 
In it is no deceit, no element 
That’s trustless, no weakness, 
No deficiency. Thy word is pure indeed 
Because Thy Person, true, is its integrity, 
Its source, its birth and fullness. 
Thy word is pure indeed. 
 
So many words! So many speaking, 
Uttering the fruits of their cogitations, 
Who, to the world’s great treasury 
Their own must add: the treasury grows 
As thoughts accumulate—the treasures of our minds, 
The scrolls of notions manifold— 
And each who gives assured that he—or she— 
Speaks truth into man’s history. 
 
So great our thoughts—dimensions vast 
Of heights and depths and lengths and breadths 
And all anon in clever artistry, 
Or said within the widest mystery 
Of human thinking. These libraries vast 
Contain and constitute man’s lore and learning, 
For even man can think the thoughts of gods 
And gather legends of imagined deities. 
 
Thy word is pure, is fully pure, 
Else could we not evaluate 
The smallest thought we cogitate, 
Else could we not test out the human and divine 
And know the sense of what we know. 
We helpless would for ever be, 

                                           
* This is the text of the AV and the NASB. In other translations the thought is, ‘Your promises have been fully 

tested’ (cf. JB, NIV, NEB, etc.). The two thoughts are surely mutually inclusive. God’s word is reliable, without 
adulteration. In every way it is dependable. No other word is truly pure. 
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In the vast deluge of our human flow 
Which we call ‘mind’—the core and thrust 
Of our humanity. 
 
Thy word is pure, is pure indeed 
With each full utterance, 
Prophetic word, the word of law, 
The word that brings its own begetting 
Of worlds and galaxies, ‘of mice and men’, 
Of vast and small, of Godly revelation. 
‘Thy word is truth’, ‘Thy word is pure’, 
And by it we can be assured 
We know the truth as You permit 
The mind to know what’s needed. 
 
There is no word beyond Your word, 
No word mysterious, no word transcending truth, 
For heady minds which strive to know 
Of truth beyond all telling. 
Thy word is truth—so simple truth— 
Since word is You and You are word, 
And that is all the telling. 
Your word breathes strong into our hearts 
That we may know in all its parts 
Your heart and mind, indwelling. 
These minds and hearts may live their parts 
Within Your holy dwelling. 
 
Ah, word of God come down to man, 
Who are our God articulate! 
We live the constant joy of truth, 
For ever in You dwelling. 

 
 

Cross Over the Abyss 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Here, they say, we live over the abyss— 
The fathomless, depthless abyss— 
That under all men is this abyss, 
And none is without it. 
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On the good days, they say, 
There is momentary relief from its presence. 
We break into sudden sunlight, 
Into joy at lilting rills, 
Quick flashes of light and silver water, 
And we are the joyful ones, 
Burbling with laughter 
At, and in, the sheer relief. 
 
Yet that is not all: 
The abyss is within, 
Not only below, but in and above. 
The abyss is us; we are the abyss. 
This we have formed 
Out of the horrendous past, 
Out of our future scheming. 
 
When this is said in the great halls of man, 
The anger is sudden and the scorn scorching; 
They see it as derogation of man. 
Within man, they say, is everything. 
That is as is, I suppose, but it is the evil. 
 
The evil is from without, they say, 
It comes upon us. We are not the evil. 
Nor, they say, is evil evil. 
It is part of the good, 
If the good is good. 
 
But the abyss remains. 
Depthless, it contains all we are, 
And all that we have been. 
It is the place of darkness, the sheer horror 
Amid the utter blackness. Brooding 
Perhaps, but more than brooding. 
‘Breeding’ is the word. Breeding itself, 
Recapitulating its own history 
In cycles of evil, compounding 
Its dreadest self. Corrupt from its self-initiation 
It ruthlessly persists. Cruelly cohabiting 
With its pernicious self, and bringing 
Loathsome fecundity, it persists. 
 
When the first breathing came to our dust— 
God breathing out from Himself into us— 
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The pure was born, the brilliant created, 
The authentic brought to powerful birth. 
The eyes—flooded with light— 
Saw Light and comprehended. 
This was the self-discovery without searching; 
The natural nobility recognized. 
Then was no abyss, 
Only dimensionless capacity, 
That is true human living. 
 
Came the Fall, and the loss of life, 
The recession into non-being, the regression 
From true being. The inner depths evacuated 
Became the place of the Abyss. 
Evil is always an abyss, a nameless nothing, 
An habitation of non-reality, 
Posing as something, seeking 
To fulfil itself from the non-substantial, 
Posing as the true substantial. 
The unsubstantial is the dark deceit 
Pretending to light—to be light. 
 
In the labyrinthine depths evil lurks, 
Formulating itself into dread forms 
That terrify the human spirit. Lostness is dread 
To the unassured. The abyss of evil becomes ours: 
Forms worse than demonic powers 
Etch their own beings upon our inward minds— 
Accusing graffiti of the unclean accuser. 
Man is caught in the horror of his inward being, 
Dreading the abyss of his own making. 
 
Nothing can invade the dark places, 
Nothing can scour and cleanse. 
The past is always with us, and we with it 
To the end of our days, and then to the beyond. 
Life with its unfulfilled dreams and visions, 
With its shattered shards of beauty’s promises, 
And the unrelenting gloating, the parasitic guilt— 
That is our real undoing. Man is the lost thing 
And nothing is recoverable. 
 
In the long nights of sorrow 
The human spirit pants for peace, 
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Sighs for serenity, faces the hopeless 
Task of renewal. The nerves are asthenic 
And the heart desperate and despairing. 
Self-evil shocks the spirit. The revelation 
Of depravity brings despair and desperation. 
How can we emerge from this, our abyss? 
And how can we find the fullness of our Creator? 
 
When then we see the Cross over this abyss, 
When over the grim and abysmal horror light shines, 
Then God’s total glory lives its pain 
In many-faceted suffering. 
The Spirit broods within the hour 
Of intolerable separation. All things 
Are brought to his renewal. 
The total recapitulation ends the past 
And sanctifies the future. 
 
Out of the pit emerge the dark waves 
Of human hate and sorrow: tragedy 
Rides high on tragedy. The world waits silent, 
And the heart is sick. Trembling, 
Both powers of evil and of God 
Cry for the outcome. Sin’s doom is sealed 
And from the bloody Cross and rending Tomb 
The cry that is of triumph comes. 
The abyss now emptied of its evil lies 
In sabbatic silence. Its gloom and doom 
Fade with the holy love that conquered it, 
And in its place the sound of many waters— 
The flowing of the life of God in full, 
Till empty abyss fills again 
With all God’s fullness. 
 
High over all, the Cross is strong, 
And all creation bows in praise 
To worship God for all His ways. 
High over all the Father reigns, 
And holy love is all His train. 
Deep down within, the abyss deep 
Has changed to glory, and to joy, 
And all is filled with Him Himself, 
And all is joy. 
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Return My Zeal 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Give me back my burning zeal, 
Give me back the fire I knew, 
Cause me to rise again in faith, 
And cry the message of Your love. 
Let not the pining of my heart, 
The hurts that made my soul withdraw, 
Be counted as real in that great day 
Nor be a mountain in my sight 
That now I cannot climb. 
 
Faith takes the hill, removes the pile, 
Restores the inner fire to burn again 
Until the nations of the world 
Have heard the message of their God 
That He has saved their souls. 
 
Forgive the dimming of that flame, 
The sinking down to ashes grey, 
Breathe with Your Spirit into it 
And make the fire become the blaze 
Consuming all my love of ease. 
 
Come down, great Spirit; once you came 
And caused the flesh of me to glow, 
Inspiring heart, enflaming mind 
Until I saw beyond these eyes 
The conquest of all evil powers. 
 
I saw the conquest of our hearts, 
Once bent on evil and on sin, 
Now gripped by love, by pure love 
That conquers death and hell itself 
Until mankind itself be free. 
 
Come down, dear Lord, in pity come, 
Renew the fire until it glow, 
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Until my voice cry out again 
To all the nations of the earth, 
‘Repent and find your God, 
Repent, believe, look up, receive. 
Messiah the Lord of heaven and earth 
Will pardon to eternity 
And give his own new birth.’  

 

I Saw the Pale Burning 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I saw the pale burning of the river, 
The sheer sheen of the stretched water 
Aflame with the silver burning, 
The white flame of the glowing strip 
Taking its life from the Sun. 
 
I thought as I saw the metallic beauty, 
The proud undiminished trickery of the brilliant sun, 
That the eternal beauty manifests itself 
In rich quirks of creational humour, 
As in the silver flashings 
Of this momentary water. 
 
Somewhere in the flowing depths of me, also, 
Was a pale burning, an equivalent river, 
A chuckling stretch of sheer shining.  

 

O King, O Coming Kingdom 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

You are the King, and this the Kingdom, 
This the realm and domain of all Your Royalty. 
This is the dominion You have made for Yourself, 
Issuing from Your own divine fiat. 
Nothing can be without You, without the word 
That first created and then fixed, 
Fixed for ever Your royal reign and sovereignty. 
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We are Your subjects, created by the divine command, 
By the creative word. All sprang into light, into being 
With the thought articulated, the divine decree, 
The eternal wisdom and the unsullied counsel. 
World after world emerged, suns, moons and planets 
As the word encouraged them into being, gave them identity, 
Fulfilling Your required purposes. 
Then in the headiness of being celestial, rebellion 
Infected the terrestrial until man 
Ennobled himself beyond his own humanity. 
Desiring to enlarge his parameters 
And encapsulate time, space, and all thought, 
Fondly he imaged equal dignity, parity 
With the unparallelable God. His pride 
Brought him into unrealistic madness. 
 
In the headiness of pride he imagined to vanity 
The dimensions of his own being. In crazed dream he saw 
Himself seated with the true Godhead, equalling wisdom 
That is itself without peer, thought unthought, 
Intention not sought after, striven for 
But that which must inevitably be 
Because the King’s mandate is irreversible. 
 
In time the celestial princes conspired, drawing with them 
The sublime image of the Creator, man himself, 
Into their anti-kingdom plot, encouraging 
The terrestrial hubris, the overweening pride 
That built a Babel tower and then a Babylon, that conspired 
With the unseen powers, with the nations of their humanity, 
To overthrow the divine Kingdom, 
Establishing their own, constructing the counterpart 
Without which pride is but hollow, reality unreal. 
 
In the dark abysses of the labyrinthine mind, the vast deceit, 
In the high and crazed intentions the plot grew large 
To supplant the true Kingdom with the new, 
With the concocted glory, the split figment 
From the pride-shattered mind, the malfunctional 
Endeavours of the indeterminate autonomy. 
Autonomous creatures—self-made autonomy— 
Bent their self-rule in temporary collaborating 
With the dark spirit of evil, the satan-beast, 
The pseudo-prophet, the brilliant Babylon 
Of the seduced and plotting nations. 
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His Kingdom was, and is, and ever is, is now 
And shall in future be, yet for it such time is not, 
Such time is its temporal setting, such space its seen locale 
In which, and over which, He rules in truth. 
The rebel streams that run are dry trickles 
Of imagined torrents: no rivers there, no falls 
From lofty crags: only the low mumble 
Of imagined nothing. His Kingdom alone is real: 
Real in the ancient kingdom of the Jews: real 
In the coming of the prophets, the prophets of the coming: 
Then suddenly the Kingdom’s come—realm and rule of the Father— 
Suddenly has come in the flesh-person of the incarnate Word. 
 
Life’s Spirit anoints Messiah’s head: dark spirit tempts 
But is defeated. Man of the word he goes 
Where evil’s demons haunt the souls of men, twisting the mind, 
Oppressing the body, distorting the human view 
Of the strong and benevolent Creator, the one whose heart 
Is that of eternal Redeemer. 
On Kingdom’s quest he goes, hunting the darkness, 
Dispelling the oppressing, flooding light 
Into the darkness-entrenched beings 
Of the former brilliant Adam: man and woman that stood, 
Being one, one flesh, one entity, one brilliant light 
Reflecting their great Creator. Demeaned, 
Their glory faded to the grim blackness 
Of the restless mind, the sorrowed soul, the quenched spirit. 
Now, as the Kingdom came, their life revived. 
 
They tell—those chronicles amazed—how 
The King came striding on, trampling beneath his feet 
The abject demons, the drab diseases, the bland nothingness 
Of the empty minds. Truth blazed in the high beauty 
That awakened the dead and darkened spirits 
To astounding light and life. The Kingdom came 
With every gesture, every footstep 
Of the King himself. Enmity muttered within its own darkness, 
Planning the demise of light, its victim a body on a cross, 
Doomed to the limbo of unreturning death. 
 
In the strong hour of evil, the authority of death— 
The imagined power of the dread rebels—Messiah fought. 
His lonely battle fought with guilt and sin, with cruel sorrow, 
With anguished hurt, and dread of tomb. This doom 
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Was spelled and written on his soul, etched on his heart, 
Burned in his spirit. Had been not love and holy love 
The battle then were lost, the Kingdom doomed, 
High treason—lèse-majesté—had won the day. 
 
High love and holy, sorrow in the depths, 
Guilt borne and hate received, impurity impure 
Polluting the unpolluted one, until he then 
Unpolluted all, scoured the vileness clean 
And turned to defeat the unholy minds and wills 
Of men oppressed. He seized the strong hour 
And sealed the Kingdom, secured the Reign, 
Defeated the nether gloom of doom 
And set the crushed captives free 
To cross from bondage to the realm of light 
New-born into the eternal reign and realm. 
 
Once liberated the spirit ranges free; 
Its witness irrepressible proclaims for all, to all, 
The message of the Kingdom, the message of the King 
And life’s triumphant Prince who conquered death. 
This witness springs from love, from gratitude to grace 
And wonder for the reborn life, the new and splendid thing 
That rose from death’s doom, dust’s dustiness 
Into the life of power, the daily life 
Within the eternal Kingdom. 
 
One day the ultimate shall be, the brilliant ultimate, 
Not the penultimate which now we know and live 
Within the contemporary Kingdom. We then shall see 
The plan of glory in the mind of God 
Counselled before all time and brought to be 
By the firm and evoking will of God. We shall see 
What the Kingdom is to enlightened eyes 
And hearts ecstatic in the glory-light 
Which compasses the spirit, earth and sky 
And brings the King Himself to dwell 
Within His Holy City; holy place 
Within and for the hearts of men. 
And so, O Lord! Thy Kingdom come! 
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They Lay Apart 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

The humanity I saw lay apart, 
Each was its own self. 
After a time anger came. 
It had been there before, 
But unspoken, unacted. 
Now it spoke and it acted, 
Flared frighteningly, 
And curved venomously. 
 
It was directed against heaven 
And also against the earth. 
There was blood (human), 
Vapour and fire and smoke 
And hideous threatening. 
Much shot off into the air 
And vanished, 
But the anger remained— 
It compounded itself 
Alarmingly. 
 
There is nothing you can do to reconcile, 
Only blood can do that— 
Blood of God: blood of man. 
The Blood did that in front of my eyes. 
I stared, shocked and horrified 
But also greatly endowed with joy, 
I watched all things reconcile 
Into one vast whole. 
 
It was very beautiful, but 
Terrifying to dissident elements; 
It achieved an unshatterable wholeness 
Which kept being so for ever. 
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Dear Father-God 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Here, where we seek to adore You, 
Here, where the wheels of pain 
Come cycling through unfettered memory 
And we are slaves again 
To torturing thought, recall of sorrow, 
And all the pouring accusations 
That Evil delights to inflict 
In its own comings and never-goings, 
We long for the justified peace, 
The liberation of repentance, 
And the old inflooding love, 
The joyful news of forgiveness, 
And the wholesome cleansing. 
 
Times are when in the mind 
The ceaseless peace is the true cycle, 
The true visitation of Spirit and of truth, 
The reassurance of the holy love 
That comes and redeems, without conditions 
And with great powers. 
The spirit eases, the mind relaxes, 
And one is one with God again. 
 
Often in the night, in the tired times, 
The mind works endlessly, the spirit sorrows, 
The accusing darts come fiercely 
From some outer space, some place of horror, 
Some conceived torture hitherto unknown. 
It is then the heart wavers, grace seems too vast 
For the heart to warrant. Unwarranted grace 
Is a concept beyond the mind. Only revelation 
Can constrain the heart to receive, 
To believe afresh the vastness 
Beyond even our need. 
 
How often our tears fall 
In the unseen reaches of the night. How often 
We weep over our lovelessness, our returning sin, 
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Our sudden upstartings of arrogance and pride, 
The vagrant thoughts that wander 
Into forbidden kingdoms, dreaming afresh 
The dreams we once renounced. 
With burning shame we lower eyes 
That have looked on His glory in delight 
And loved at the topmost pitch. 
 
Tonight I sit and ponder. 
I weep afresh the tears that scald, 
The flood that heats the heart 
In senseless remorse. The grace-gifts 
Of faith and repentance—these alone 
Can renew the troubled mind and sweep away 
The encrustations of old guilt 
Gathering again to encircle, encapsulate 
And stifle the new true spirit of love. 
 
Dear Father, in these hours of pain 
Your Spirit of grace visits again, 
Laying his cool, cool hand 
On my fevered heart. He reassures. 
He utters words of love. Your grace again 
Flows from his firm but gentle touch, 
And I am whole again. My mind sees 
The torturing battle that others always know 
In the same dark reaches of the night 
Or the ghostly dawn, pale with the pain 
That visits—time and again, and ruthlessly— 
The beleaguered spirit. Oh gracious Christ, 
Your intercession liberates! Oh ceaseless Spirit, 
Your inward praying releases me 
And all my ilk who weep for inner sin 
And daily failure in the things of holiness. 
 
Dear grace that gave its only Son, 
That bled its heart out on the Cross of pain, 
That lay in death to bring us life, 
And rose to kill the pain of guilt, 
The dread of death, the guilty mind, 
And make all new again. Oh Holy One, 
My heart is gripped afresh by love. 
Let me then up to my latest breath 
Tell all of grace, and all of love, 
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And all of holy peace: tell all of love to come, 
And grace of glory, of glory’s grace 
And grace of grace. Here in this now-time 
Give Your children all the power to tell, 
To spell to all the peace of grace and love. 
 
So then, in the dark clottings of the night, 
The pale reaches of the painful dawn, 
Shall come only the new sight of Calvary’s 
storm 
And the peace that follows all. 
There our own storms shall be for ever stilled 
And the ancient shalom come as a new visitation, 
And all our troubled hearts know peace. 

 

Death Comes So Gently 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Death comes so gently. 
I hear the quiet footfalls, 
Not light pattering—as though inconsequential— 
Nor heavy padding as foreboding, 
But gracious, unintruding suggestion 
Of one coming purposefully. 
 
Often when long shades have fallen 
Over the obsessive busyness 
And the compulsive accomplishing 
I have paused in the sudden quietness, 
Wondering why I am visited 
By this soft stranger. 
 
Never in these visitations 
Has there been fear; 
Nor has the bland confronted me 
As though of no point (blank guilelessness); 
But a clement spirit has met me 
And grown into me as a dear friend 
Accepts the welcome but does not invade. 
 
At that moment I wonder concerning life. 
The harsh dryness fades, the gentle 
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Lines of a new comprehension 
Grip me within. Life’s brilliance 
Softens to mild and lenient colours: 
The whole ameliorates. Not wistful, 
Not sorrowed in sudden bursts 
Of plaintive regrets, but assured 
It was all as it was to be. 
 
There is no need for sighing, 
Nor last petulant, passionate whimsy, 
For the real has come. This substantial 
Is not now insubstantial, the reality 
Has not become shadows. Life and death alike 
Are the true real, the authentic moments 
Portending the useful eternity. 
 
The gentle footfalls have ceased, 
Receding into the misted distance, 
Quietly passing over the plains 
And the blue ranges, not retreating 
But withdrawing. My spirit sighs, 
Not with relief, nor yet impatience. 
Tired though it be, it has received 
The same mild life, the gentle-hearted, 
The tractable and docile serenity 
Of the new life. 
 
Come then again this receding death, 
I am quietly prepared, not anticipating 
And not dreading. Where stingless death approaches 
So does serenity, not as anaesthesia 
Or needed sedating, but as quiet assurance. 
Death is not death, but God 
Coming for His own, His Father’s arms 
Reaching to His beloved. His quietude 
Surrounds where fear might invade 
And Love gently claims 
That which was always His. 
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The Overcoming 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

The brilliance is always there, 
The light of glory, the outshining 
Of the ever-present Father. 
The brilliance is seen in creation, 
In daily providences, fresh 
And sustaining. The brilliance 
Is known in the salvific grace 
Calming the conscience, speaking peace, 
Keeping the soul serene. 
The brilliance is always there. 
 
Where there is the brilliance 
The darkness comes. It comes 
Not as overwhelming thickness 
That obliterates the glory 
But as muting dullness, a flat 
Cover of drear neutrality. 
Fight as it might against the pristine, 
The shining effulgence, the love 
That floods the sin-scene 
And the pollution pall, 
The brilliance is never not there: 
But then the darkness battles it, 
Hating the daily war, fearing it, 
But compulsive in its hatred. 
 
They say we walk by faith 
And cannot walk by sight. I believe 
That faith only sees the brilliance, the revealed truth. 
For others darkness has triumphed: 
The inner pits of men are gloomed 
And abject blackness; the pitch of sin 
Obscures the natural radiance, 
Defiling the Supernal Purity, 
Damning the Eternal Holiness 
In unpredictable rushes of rage, 
The fury that evil knows 
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When it is suddenly exposed. 
Holiness is ruthless. Its intention 
Is the unrelenting eradication 
Of the infernal darkness. 
 
The red rage is the black fury 
Of the evil things, the fallen celestials, 
The demonically bent, the depraved, 
The wills reversed and the love perverted. 
Some say these are the internal creatures, 
The twisted creatures of warped mind. 
They have no authentic being, no ontology. 
They are what we think they are. 
Darkness is non est, the imaging 
Of a fearful mind (fear without reason, 
Terror without truth). Yet 
This anaesthesia of the worldly god 
Is his ultimate triumph: evil obscures 
Its very self in double deceit. 
 
In the day of the deepest darkness 
Light took up arms, climbing 
The hacked timbers of a cross, bearing 
The world’s sin, the darkness of demons 
And the doom of the Devil; climbed 
By the deliberated descending 
Into the gloomed putrescence 
Of the human depravity, and anarchy 
Of crazed celestials, lusting 
To obliterate the brilliance. 
Love exposed itself—arms widened— 
To the palpitating darkness, 
Encapsulating the stench and slime 
Of suppurating stagnancy, 
The inevitable wasting 
Of the creational beauty. 
 
Within the purity, the holiness of love, 
He bore the utter loneliness 
Of unrelenting hate, the surge 
Of reddened rage and murderous mind, 
The swirling eddies of the murky mists 
And crazed anger at the calmful Father 
As though himself were such 
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(Not being such, not such as being), 
Sweating the churning guilt, bearing 
The heaviness of hell, the immolating 
Of the deadly fire, the wrath 
Sent but to purge yet feared 
For its full-felt searing 
Of the inner tissues made for love 
But used for the unceasing hating, 
The despising of the Eternal, the rejection 
Of the immutable Brilliance. 
 
After the crucial bearing, 
The Light comes as Dawn after darkness, 
Grey shadows transmuting 
Into seamed light. The breaking brilliance 
Comes as the new birth of the true creation 
Though silently extant, unchanging 
Yet salvific in intent. 
 
Healing is in the action; vast wings encompassing 
The wounded and the hurt, healing 
By fresh pacific balm. Darkness 
Still seeks to impound the light, 
Batter its impotent fists 
(Mailed and menacing) 
Against the light revelation 
And the love liberation: 
But in vain. 
 
The victory lies within. 
The greater power is Personal, 
Son himself, the verified Victor 
Attested by Cross and grave, 
Sealed by Ascension, but present 
By word and Spirit, operative 
By omnipresent agape; omniscient 
By humble love and ceaseless serving; 
Omnipotent by gracious giving. 
Within lies the greater power 
That faith may use, must use 
Whilst unremitting battles rage 
And fiery darts, envenomed arrows 
Come with demonic insistence 
And ceaseless, mindless accusation. 
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The brilliance is always there. 
Darkness is not horrific. Faith sees 
The livid lie, unmasks the pretence 
Of equivalent power. Evil is impotent. 
Challenged by faith it retreats. 
Confronted by love its hatred 
Dwindles to piffling dimensions, 
Puerile insignificance. Imagined magnificence 
Of its terrorist pretensions 
Declines into triviality 
And sterile inconsequence. 
Fight as we must against the powers— 
The principalities of darkness— 
Yet our faith is the flooded faith 
And lighted comprehension. 
Against this faith there is no victory, 
No hope for evil. Demons cower, 
Knowing that in the ultimate 
The Cross is crucial, death now doomed 
Gives way to life. The potent sting of sin 
Is neutralized. 
 
Thus flows the light, 
And over all the glow of love 
Spreads in its gentle victory. 
Evil subsides to the last sigh 
And the Kingdom has come. 
Father is all, and Son is Lord. 
Spirit is life and God is God 
And everything to everyone. 

The Father–Son Cycle 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I saw him, brow-beaten, leave the house. 
He and his father had fought these many years. 
The old man was true at heart with love 
But he fumbled his actions: the son misunderstood. 
 
The son was bitter in heart, hot as gall— 
Teeth-grinding had started at an early age. 
After a time rage set in and solidified. 
He would cry at first but then freeze hard. 
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The bending of his back at going from his father 
Was the same angle as the paternal slope; 
And the hurt in the minds of them both 
Was to cause havoc in the years to come. 
 
One day in despair with life the son sought love— 
Hoping illicit union and its supposed delights 
Would heal him—but the woman 
Was a pained daughter. She was seeking the same thing. 
 
It was a blue twilight as their son was born. 
After the first delight the new father knew 
That the old round—father and son—was being perpetuated. 
He knew he was not understood of his father and his son. 
 
Only then did the truth burst in upon his brain and heart, 
The truth learned in Sunday School, uttered almost unthinkingly, 
That God is true Father, that Fatherhood was matched 
By the Son’s voluntary and commanded crucifixion. 
 
This was when the son, leaving his own son, 
Hastened to his own father (via the Father’s love). 
He wept at the old man’s feet, he leaned on his shoulder. 
The two slipped into the filial–paternal Cross with painful ease. 
With the breaking of the hate cycle came the new family. 
Back straightened and the true heart-ease came. 
I often wonder how many will trace (or retrace) 
Their steps to that old Cross, 
Seeing the Father and Son at their work. 

 

The Word of God 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

In the primal innocence 
Primal man knew all, 
Knew what is only needed to know: 
Namely the God who is God 
And all that is His. This man knew 
And in his knowing was fulfilled. 
Innocence is not ignorance, not lack 
Of true knowledge, but knowledge of it 
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In trust upon the primal Word. 
What is said is so. More than this 
Man need not know. 
 
Doubt is the thin, insidious spear, 
The penetrating ‘Hath God said?’ 
Piercing to the innocent heart, inciting 
By insinuation. The breathless leap 
To a knowledge beyond knowledge 
Is the burning temptation. To know oneself, 
And by one’s self—this is power, 
Knowledge that brings the heady illicit joy, 
Emancipating man from God, 
‘Godding’ him into esoteric understanding, 
Freeing him into a new creation. 
 
The old was good—the true creation, 
The authentic relationship, the primal Love— 
For this was the true knowing 
Never to be surpassed. 
None can outmode or supersede, 
For truth out-truthed was never truth. 
This is the truth, the loving God 
Creating the loving creature man 
In love’s creation. 
 
The Word is truth—all truth— 
And none can go beyond. 
To live within the truth, to trust, 
To hear the Word and to obey— 
Man cannot know the more than this, 
Since this is all. None can reach 
To compass truth in all its truth. 
To live the truth is love, the primal Love, 
For Word and Love are one 
Since Love speaks Word 
And Word speaks Love. 
 
Lost in the passionate revolt, 
The reaching out for that beyond, 
Is grasping where is nought to grasp 
And taking in the lie as truth. 
Unword the Word then truth is lie, 
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And man bewildered in complexity 
Of truth distorted, mirrored lie, 
Is bankrupt in his wealth of knowing, 
Is angered in his phantom falsity, 
Comparing lie with truth, 
Unword with Word, until 
He lives as truth the painful fantasy. 
 
Where then is truth, what then is wise? 
What then is the utterance wholly whole? 
Where is sagacity itself 
And wisdom man requires, 
Walking as man for man to know, 
Uttering the language that is his? 
There is no word that stems from man 
Which in the ultimate is wise, 
Except perhaps acerbic phrase, 
Astringent, bitter clause that bites, 
Scoring the wisdom man extols 
As errant foolish nothingness. 
This is the wisdom of despair 
That sights the emptiness of man 
And spurns his vanity. 
 
True Word is heard from heaven’s vaults, 
Or rolls as thunder on man’s hills. 
It penetrates to rill and vale 
In home and hamlet till it fills 
All earth and sea, all hills and plains, 
Reverberating where it spills 
Until all mankind hears its strains 
And wonders at the utterance. 
 
Here is the depthless Wisdom man 
Requires to purge away the pain, 
To full undo the lie he lives, 
To give him understanding true 
And bring him back to God again. 
The hideous lie distorting him, 
Unwisdom’s cruel power holds 
And grips him as a vice. Unpain 
Can only come through Word 
And teach him innocence afresh. 
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What is this Word, Word Uncreate 
That calls to being things unseen 
Which at its bidding flow in form, 
In beauty and in seeing face? 
This is the creative which makes 
And then sustains unchanging form, 
Which makes creation rational, 
Rejects the lie that Love is not 
Or but a fugitive from God, 
Fleeing His grim and cruel ways. 
The Word gives lie to lie— 
Satan’s invention of Untruth— 
For Word is heard, creation’s dawn 
Resounds with purpose, function forms 
To truth the Truth. Thus flows the Word, 
Assuring us that worlds are born 
But born to live, and to remain. 
 
When comes the sin then comes the Word 
Prophetic in its power and fire 
To purge where dross accumulates, 
Pronounce the doom of dusty lies, 
Prognosticate the coming Word 
Whose flesh will live where lie abounds, 
Waiting the hour to grasp it firm 
And hurry it to doom. Wisdom a-flesh 
Is truth-in-flesh, Incarnate Word, 
Word of the Cross. His little word shall tell 
‘Demons depart!’ ‘You be healed,’ 
‘Thy sins forgiven!’ ‘Today you be 
With me in Paradise.’ 
 
Word cannot die. Fresh from the grave 
Its finger points to world that comes 
Rolling to sight with wisdom rich, 
Encompassing all ignorance 
In power regenerating. Full power 
Blots out the sin and purges works— 
Dead on the burdened heart of man— 
Renewing the mind to innocence 
And second birth and second life. 
Man is the new humanity, 
Wise in the priceless gifts of Christ, 
The Word endowing bankrupt man 
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From treasured mines with wisdom fraught 
To meet the ancient needs, fulfil 
The angry heart deprived of love 
With righteousness and peace and joy 
And all love’s fruits. 
 
Nor finished is the Word 
With this its fruit. 
See the apocalyptic joy, 
The fierceness of the battle high 
By him who rides astride his horse— 
Charger of royal family. 
Faithful and True he is the Word, 
The Word of Judgement and of God, 
Searing with sword the evil powers, 
Quenching their power by his blood. 
Aloft he crushes down the foe 
With Sword of Word—none can gainsay 
The Truth that is the Ultimate. 
 
Oh Wisdom Christ, 
Oh Wisdom Word, 
Oh Sword of Truth, 
Oh Word of Love, 
Oh sea of truth, 
Oh Wisdom pure, 
Establish me in innocence 
That I may know You, True 
Father and Son and Spirit Free. 
I weep, I whisper and I cry 
All of my love to Thee, to Thee. 

 

The Filling Love 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

When I saw them all empty, 
Bereft of their own true humanity, 
I wished in the purple evening— 
As in the golden dawn— 
That they would become filled, 
If possible with God. 
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Some did: they were no more wraiths, 
They were more like God than anything, 
But mostly they were truly human, 
Which is a full thing, not an occupation 
For absent-minded wraiths 
Or for drained mortals. 
I tell you they were like God 
And yet they were truly human. 

 

The Building Love 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I saw in the night and in the day 
Little people. 
They were not young nor grown old, 
They were simply small. 
 
I wanted them to grow tall; 
Not taller than tall 
But to the true height 
I knew they were less than becoming. 
 
So I prayed for them; 
In the night and the day I asked 
That they become true people, 
Taller and noble and bold. 
 
I saw then the change; 
With my love they transformed, 
Eyes bright, heads alert, 
And drawing dreams down with hands outstretched. 
 
I went on my way with tears, 
Moist eye pearls for prayer and people. 
I was filled with high gratitude 
And resolved for more prayer in the night and day. 
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The Power of the Holy 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

There—in the celestial places—they speak, 
They sing—yes, they shout, they cry 
In never-ending praise and awe 
The wonder of His holiness. This is their joy: 
That the Eternal is holy, that His holiness 
Is eternal. 
 
The seraphim cried in the presence of the prophet, 
Even for the prophet they cried 
‘Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord of hosts!’ 
Yet not merely for the prophet 
Or the prophet’s posterity, 
But because He is holy. 
Who then can withhold this message? 
Who can contain such praise? 
 
The blessed are the pure in heart. 
Purity is blessing in itself. 
Who then is holy as He is holy? 
Who then knows the power, 
The Power that consumes impurity, 
Destroying the stultifying pollution, 
Setting the heart free for joy? 
 
His was the powerful family, 
Fearsome to all evil, traumatic to impurity. 
The ascension of that Cross was not mere 
Condescension. It was the deliberate act, 
The unchanging intention to destroy 
That which would destroy the true essence 
Of the created universe. 
 
There is no place—not in all creation— 
Where impurity may hide. It seeks 
To inhabit the human heart, to lurk 
In the secret and hidden places, 
There to breed, to compound itself 
In monstrous forms. Such cannot be 
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Since hell is invaded by holiness. 
The high Cross seeks out the low evil, 
Tracing it to its lair and there 
Destroying it. 
 
This is the love, the love of the Most High, 
The eminent and pre-eminent holiness 
That sets the entire creation free. 
There, in the strong white conscience, 
The pure heart of the Son, Son of the Holy One, 
Death destroys the passion of impurity, 
Liberating man. 

 

The Day and Days of the Spirit 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

You are the Holy One! You moved 
Across the face of the deep; 
The waters stirred at your fast coming 
And your fast passing. With you 
The light came. With you 
The life came, life created, 
Darkness and light in their parting, 
The sun and moon in their ruling— 
All order came from you. 
You were the breath of creation, 
You were the light and the life; 
The breath He breathed into man 
Was you. Man took his form, 
His inner form, his true being 
From the Breath entering, remaining, 
Sustaining. The Breath was giving life 
Personal being, being enriched by gifts— 
You were His eternal giving. 
 
In the good days, the pure time, 
You were the life sustaining. You then 
Were the fruits—then as now— 
And man’s true fructification. 
Man then was noble, pure and unashamed 
In the glory of sheer nakedness, 
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Man disported in the garden, 
High glee, steady serenity, 
The tranquillity of purposeful peace. 
 
In the breaking, in the incredible ambition, 
In the heady rivalry of the beguiled woman, 
The steadily rebellious Adam, 
Was your grief, the angry vexation 
At the abdicated glory, the mean grasping 
After destructive autonomy. The bait 
When taken was the curse of death. 
This grieving to your life-givingness 
You tempered by the eternal wisdom 
And the working of the divine plan. 
For in you lay the full glories 
Of the elect purposes and the elect working. 
 
In the passing years, the centuries, the millenniums, 
Your patience was in the wisdom, the good counsel, 
The noble plan, the eternal begetting in time 
Of the fruit to be for ever. By patriarch, 
By elect nation, by the unwavering insistence 
In the time of the rebellion, the people apostasy, 
The crazed orgies of the idolatry, the pompous insistence 
On the empty glories of self-deluded monarchs 
And the mad but solemn posturings 
Of the passing dictator; in all these times 
Your wisdom over all prevailed. 
Your prophets brought the brilliant assurance 
Of the coming grace, the mindful promises 
Of man’s defeat and satanic felling. 
 
His was the day—day of Messiah— 
God coming as man under veils, 
The unbelievable demonstration of the incarnate Love 
In the dry hills of Judea, the Galilean plains 
And the age-old Zion—there he was, 
The gentle and the strong, the judgemental 
And the deliverer. From birth to death, 
From death to life and to the ascension 
He was your child, your man, 
Your universal warrior and deliverer. 
He banished death, bringing life and immortality 
To light and revelation. You were the life 
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Within Messiah’s life. You were the Spirit 
In Cross and Resurrection. 
 
In the great day, the day of your coming, 
The day of outpouring by the Father and the Son, 
The new day came, day in the desert, 
Day when the dry bones and the enfleshed bodies 
Received the new life for ever: there 
You were bringing eternal renewal, regeneration 
By the washing of the water, the blood, 
The redeeming word in the new dynamic— 
The word for ever new and for ever renewing— 
Until Israel’s holy remnant awoke 
To their own cries of worship and wonder 
And enlightened adoration. 
 
This is your day—from Pentecost to Parousia— 
The day of your great ministration. 
The variety is entrancing, the diversity bewildering, 
The use of love, peace and joy and all fruit 
Beyond our comprehension but not our practice 
In the outbreaking of grace, of unrestricted love 
And your torrents of power flowing. 
We are the joyous creatures of this your day, 
Sinful yet ransomed, fleshly yet redeemed, 
Unworthy though ennobled. We are the ones 
Drinking the wine of your Spirit but yet sober 
In the light of man’s dire situation 
And the intended encroaching of evil 
On the new and holy people, the priestly 
And prophetic people of the eternal Kingdom. 
This is your day—the revealing of the Father, 
The setting forth of Messiah 
And the declaration of eternal Sonship. 
This is the Day of the Eternal Spirit 
Unto the eschaton and beyond; 
The day of the announcement, the Marriage Day, 
The Day of Messianic triumph—the descent 
Of the Impeccable Bride and the victorious Husband— 
The day of the for ever, and the day of union 
With the Eternal One. 
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Everything Was Jagged 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Everything was jagged and staccato, 
It was shapelessness without rhythm, 
Movement without time, 
A sad sighing but also emptiness; 
It was sound cacophony 
And mind fragmentation— 
Yet all the pieces were there. 
 
On a wish you cannot achieve harmony, 
You cannot jig-saw the puzzle peacefully, 
But you can desire that 
It all be one. No harm in desiring. 
 
Behind the desire I saw the thought grow, 
I saw something emerge— 
Something powerfully beautiful 
And sternly insistent. 
It was a hand. (Whose hand was it?) 
Anyway it worked—that hand. 
It achieved harmony suddenly. 
 
Simultaneously—and in a trice— 
All the pieces flew together, 
At first ridiculously—some still jagged 
And others hastening passionately 
To fit into place. 
They did, and before you could believe it 
It was all harmony. 
 
It was the beginning of the world, 
But also its end 
And then it was also 
Its new beginning. 
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Your Heart to Mine 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

I had passed you by, but you smiled. 
The warmth of it penetrated my heart 
As a joyous golden sliver. I was moved. 
Why should strange eyes show instant love 
To a total stranger, or perhaps a partial one? 
 
I was baffled in rich bewilderment. 
Love seems so private, so selective, 
So why then should I be loved? 
What deserving was there in me for this? 
I knew that none is deserving of love, 
But love then is for serving and not deserving. 
In that way all deserve. 
 
I saw then, in that sudden flash, 
That deep calls to deep. In quick recognition 
A heart can see to heart, see in it 
The mutuality of rare understanding and respond, 
So that the sudden recognition brings union 
And union the unspeakable delight 
Of mutual acceptance. 
 
Then you passed on. As others see and greet, 
So did your spirit too, in soft salute; 
I saw you pass before the words arose, 
And with them the gentle tears of gratitude. 
‘Great grace!’—I heard the gentle whisper 
(Whisper of God: whisper of love)— 
Grace where the heart desires, yes, craves 
Until it meets the other heart 
And knows the quick embrace. 
 
I had passed you by but you smiled. 
Your smile arrested me as though it knew 
What I too knew (and know), that God is love, 
That all the world’s for love since love created it. 
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Only the cruelty we see does draw us back 
From faith in fullness, yet ’tis the lie 
That hinders us. And lie it is. 
His eyes that glow from cruel cross 
Give lie to lie. The truth is love. 
 
Love is so private, is so intimate 
’Twixt man and woman, man and wife, 
But love is not confined to this. 
Its boundaries are as broad as God, 
As deep and high, as strong and full 
For all the family of man. You smiled 
And passed anon. I knew two hearts had met, 
None taking from the other. Gift for gift 
We smiled, without the loss of virtue true. 
Deep cries to deep and like to like, 
True recognition in the Father’s heart. 
 
When in His heart our hearts are met, 
Then what’s the wrong? No wrong at all! 
The world goes public in the Father’s love 
And thus is love most intimate. 

The Unique Supply 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Not of ourselves, not from ourselves, 
Nor in the multiplicity of all things— 
Fathers and mothers, wives and husbands, 
Children, friends and society— 
Is the fulfilment we require. We who are human 
Need most of all fulfilment of feeling, 
Emotional fullness, flowing in 
With supply never-ending. Short-sighted, 
We think it is in things about us. 
 
Each thing we demand of, 
Each person we require, each emotion 
Is something we make God, or make an idol 
When we insist incessantly 
That it be our emotional supply, our fulfilment. 
When He forbad idolatry He was not deprivative, 
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Not shearing off the best, making us barren, 
Forcing us in hard jealousy to turn to Him. 
He knew that the best was Him 
And only Him, before all other things. 
 
When Christ called out hatred 
Of father and mother, husband and wife, 
He was not wanting our love alone, 
But showing that true love 
Springs from the fountain of God. No man 
Is a fountain within himself. 
The psalmist said, ‘My springs are in You.’ 
Out of the fountain of life 
Flows all that is life. When we drink 
This is the only true source. 
(All these words and thoughts are true 
Even if commonplace.) 
 
When then we are filled with God, 
When the dew of the sanctuary 
Falls softly upon us, when we drink 
Of the only Supply: then we are filled. 
There is no other way, can also be none. 
Then we too flow out the supply 
That He has designed for others. We become 
The other thing or person—no substitute 
For God, no surrogate Deity. 
The one who supplies the needs—God’s messenger— 
Is the person at hand 
Through whom He gives the fullness. 
 
Emotional fulfilment: we need not despise 
Or denigrate this need of man. We are made 
For such fulfilment, both to give and to receive. 
Only idolatry acts as the substitute, 
Yet failing to give causes anger. 
Our anger is with idols, but mainly with God. 
We shake our angry fist at Him, declaim loudly 
That He who created supplies not. For His part 
He knows no oneness with idols, no identification 
With the manufactured symbols of man’s mind. 
Of course He gives us nothing through our idols; 
He of Himself is the flowing fountain, 
The Ocean of love, the quietude of peace. 
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He is the ceaseless Supply 
Of all our needs. This is our rapt joy: 
To live in Him, unceasingly and for ever. 

 

You Made the Magpies 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

You made the magpies. I hear them chortling 
In the early dawn. Their joyous warbling 
Awakes my spirit, sets my thought afresh 
On the glad road of enquiry. I ask (naturally enough) 
‘Why the magpies, and what their function?’— 
I have this curious thing of utility enquiry— 
‘Why this, why that, and what at this time or ever?’ 
It is a weakness I have, this mind for utility. 
 
This morning I am glad of the warbling, 
The cheerful chuckling of the black-and-white 
Prying the bark or the grass for the juicy grub, 
The visiting worm, or the chance caterpillar. 
I see the utilitarian meaning, yet not really: 
I am glad that God makes such noises in the morning. 
His intimations in the before-light awaken me 
To the reality of His presence, His being around, 
Especially when my mind is working 
Like a furious piston, a ceaseless cylinder, 
Unresting in its persistent enquiry. 
 
I have watched the magpies feeding: 
Most junior must wait, and then less junior: 
First there is most senior—the prince or princess— 
And after them in order of the pecking 
Less junior to most. What do I learn? 
(Do I always have to, need to, learn?) 
I learn that there is order, not confusion 
In the reality of the universe. 
 
Most I learn is that God is around. 
This is comfort to me (the one of little faith) 
That He neither slumbers nor sleeps, 
And when I sleep not He is awake, 
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Speaking to heart of all my needs. 
He has no insomnia but His is unfailing care 
For the vast needs of His created universe. 
Else why the incarnation of the holy Son, 
And why the chortling, the grumbling and the warbling 
Of the magpies in the light before dawn, 
In the time when the light comes to its spreading? 

Condemn Me Not for Straw 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

If there is some gold amongst my straw 
It is yours. I offer it to you. 
If there is straw among my gold 
Burn it, if and as you will— 
It is nothing to me. Most of life 
I have been seeking the gold. 
Sad it may be that times once were 
When I thought my gold was straw, 
My straw was gold. In the discernment 
Are times of failure, times of pain: 
This is the costing of the search for truth. 
Forgive me my failures. 
 
If, in your search for truth, 
Your yearning for the true unchangeable, 
The immutable reality of God, 
You have chanced on my treasures, 
Recognize this obvious fact: 
These treasures are not mine. 
Sometimes I carve them out on dark nights 
From chanced-upon lodes of glory, 
Some power that guides my vagrant feet 
Leads me to dark mountainsides, 
Helping me scale its ravines, 
To mine the treasure that is hid. 
Sometimes I see these treasures prodigally 
Scattered across the ways of life— 
Old paths that seekers once had trod 
And left their treasures in their careless joy, 
Hoping some needy (following on) 
Would share their currency of love— 
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And so with breathless joy I gather them, 
Storing them in my unkempt warehouse, 
Hoping for great display—God’s constant day of grace 
In simple exhibition. 
 
If there be gold or precious jewels, 
If there be treasures marvellous 
In the dull warehouse of my gathering, 
Take them for yours, use and pass them on. 
Born in palaces we live as poor, 
Biting and bitter, angry and sore, 
Demanding of God and fellow man 
Our imagined rights, our needs fulfilled, 
When—blind to the eternal prodigality— 
We grovel, scrabble in the dust, 
Seeking fulfilment of the need 
In the mean dust of our blind endeavours. 
 
When all is said, I have one mine, 
But one old mine to dig and take— 
The mine of the hill of Calvary, 
Old Golgotha’s seam of love, 
Exposed to the scarring of the desperate mine 
With riches for the heart that craves. 
Millenniums of time there be 
When streams of sad and dry humanity 
Bypass this hill, give but one glance 
And go their way. This is my source of gold. 
Join with me if you will. 
 
If there is straw amongst my gold, 
This is my wrong gathering, some myopic chance 
That took it with the gold: forgive, forgive, 
And note—in passing—that the gold is soaked in tears, 
The soggy straw is limp of life. 
It’s gold that matters and the gathering’s pain. 
I loved you or had kept the gold myself— 
Condemn me not for straw! 
See too, see too, my precious, precious Gold! 
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Today I Leap Over Mountains 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Today I leap over mountains. 
These mountains were created high 
For me to leap above. Leaping is my function, 
High flying is my destiny, sober lordship my vocation, 
Freedom is my life-force, 
The blood that courses in my veins. 

 
I was not made for morbidity, 
For lugubrious contemplation, 
For navel-watching and deadly introspection, 
Not made for lethal self-examination 
But for the living reality, 
The possession of the entire creation. 

 
Possessing nothing I possess all, 
Creating nothing I am the true procreator, 
Commanding nothing I have the true authority. 
For I am man, made in the image of God. 
Within His dimensions I am the free man, 
The true man. I am man! 

 
Today I leap over mountains, 
Compass seas, investigate jungles, 
Move freely in the tribes of man, 
Am served by angels, by powers. 
I am subject to the true God, 
Living in my freedom as man. 
 
The secret is the True Man, 
The Liberator who forced open 
The doors of human captivity, killed—conquering— 
The dominating hosts of evil, 
Returning to the exploited their ancient gifts, 
Renewing in them the true primeval. 
 
Today I leap over mountains, 
I gather the returned grandeur of myself, 
I am one with the Liberator and the Father 
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Who restored the original sonship, 
With the plus of continuing grace. 
This is how and this is why I leap over mountains. 
 
Come! Come with me, 
Come and leap over mountains, 
Compass seas, visit the tribes of men 
In jungle and on plains and in the cities. 
Come, children of the King, and rule wisely 
In the new, the true Kingdom. 

Into Life 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

He cannot know he’s dead 
Who’s died, whose apathy 
Is as to him true life itself, 
Whose lethargy seems dynamism, 
Whose pall seems vibrant life itself, 
Who thinks his pulseless self 
A surging, sweeping entity 
That equals or outmodes 
The energy of others. He cannot know 
His death as death first unannounced, 
Then undiscovered. Dead while he lives, 
He underscores his death 
By taking it for life. 
 
There, in the pristine breath 
Of first creation, the primeval emergence 
Of the true humanity, the gentle gift 
Of fulsome living, the incredible 
Disposition of the only Father—the giving 
Of whole humanic being—was life, 
Authentic life, the eager sighting 
Of the Eternal Love, the creative giving, 
The kindly and foreseeing intention 
Of the unwavering and insistent Creator 
Who cared to bring us into being— 
Which being is the life we speak of— 
Causing our palpable flesh 
To have unerring correspondence 
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With His own Self, His Godhead 
And His eternal Life. 
 
Here it is I stumble at the mystery, 
Wave feeble hands and weakly protest 
At my own flabby comprehension, 
My debilitated non-understanding. 
How can I know the limitless dimensions 
Of the Eternal? How peer into His deeps, 
Or swim the depthless fathoms 
Of His incomprehensible Being? 
Pity me then and nod your head 
In intelligent condescension, recognition 
Of my minute knowledge. Yet you—as me— 
What do you know? Know truly? 
The Fountain of Living Waters surges forth 
From sources which are His own, perpetual, 
The deeps of His autonomous Self, 
Inexhaustible, incessant action, 
Immutable but bringing constant change, 
Yet unable ever to be what He is not, 
Or other than what He is; nor desiring 
To be other than what He is as Love, 
And Love in peerless holiness and joy. 
 
My delusions of personal grandeur, innate power, 
And other imagined self-contained autonomy, 
My vainly conceived independence 
And powers of brilliant accomplishment, 
Are my own crazed dreams, fragments 
Of the recurring nightmares, the broken sherds 
Of recycled chimeras, the dull stabbings 
Of some former aspirations, defunct fantasies 
That now belong to the Aforetime. 
There was then an Aforetime 
Which was the true Aforetime, 
When I revelled in the delight of music, 
Music that was its own true self, 
Some throbbing multiple symphony 
Of another existence, genuine, the real, 
But now dulled to this faint but troublesome 
Memory; this inanimate insistence 
Which groggily, gracelessly 
Feels the nauseous waves on a pointless nostalgia. 
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Hence—as I said—I am feeble, 
Hands waving restlessly in self-deprecation: 
Eyes staring sightlessly into despair’s mists 
On the drear moors of endless uncomprehension 
As the first fearful intimation penetrates 
That I am unliving, but comprehending, 
Yet with the fading background apprehension 
That once I had lived—there is the first anthropos. 
I am a contradiction (so to speak) 
Of a man in death, existing but not living, 
Not being a reality, having no continuing ontology, 
Being only a ghost or a bodied zombie, 
A death-thing, caricaturing life. 
 
In the early years this was my lot, 
My daily experience of mindless existence 
Posing as life, convincing, and so imprisoning. 
The contradiction is—I lived while dead! 
I have no explanation but that 
Which living men—men from the grave, 
Brilliant from recent resurrection— 
Can share in astounded tones, 
In wondering awe and eager operations 
Of their new life, the fresh dynamism 
Of unspeakable revelations. They shine 
With authentic amazement, viewing past death 
With thund’rous astoundment. 
They scarcely believe the death now past 
Because of their present livingness. 
 
In death the mortal creature sees not God: 
Yet sees with deathful eyes and troubled mind 
The looming monstrous thing 
Wavering within his dulled consciousness 
As a dark and threatening formless Form 
Bearing upon him vengefully 
Or withdrawing into the cold carelessness 
Indigent to proud and nerveless Deity, 
Abandoning the lone lost spirit 
Of the already deceased, the deathful entity 
Once proudly the princeling man. 
 
In life all elements are changed. 
Speak not for the moment: tell not how 
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Life comes to death and brings to life— 
Mention if you will a Cross, a Tomb 
(The latter empty in the unique dawn) 
And the alighting Spirit in the upper room 
Across the doomed city and then world— 
For life has come, has penetrated, 
And in this life the revelation 
Which brings the undernourished understanding 
To the growing and the flourishing, 
The blossoming and the burgeoning 
Comprehension. This then brings fruit. 
 
Now God is Love! This One Who ever was, 
Who was the Light, was ever Love, 
This One appears as is: illumination 
Informs and fires the mind 
Which once was dead in alien pall 
But now in trembling comprehension 
Grasps the unspeakable truth, is grasped 
By the new and flooding comprehension. 
Here are the buried treasures, 
Here the inexhaustible resources 
Providing the needed assurance (insurance) 
Against the dreaded anticipated poverty, 
An inner predicted mind-bankruptcy 
Or sudden cessation of genuine being, 
A painful memory of the former death 
Threatening to come again. It cannot be. 
The resurrected entity, the real man, 
Is equipped for the for ever, is supplied 
From the intimate and the everflowing resources 
Of the Eternal Lord. The flowing fountains 
Thrust up and out of those Resources, 
Being dynamic and immutable. 
 
Be that as it may, I feel and know 
The immediate impact, the direct reality 
Of the living God. His love, His light 
Flow on my awakened being, evoking life 
So that I see and know He is as is, 
Comprehending without contemplation. 
Love was a word, but Love is life, 
A careless amazement, vast knowing 
Of swift, burgeoning reality, the warm proximity 
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Of the serving Father, the gentle touch 
Of the tender Eternal. Love’s knowing comes 
Serene and unbidden, yet giving freely 
Of its own tranquillity, its communicated life 
Of pointful and purposeful being. 
It catches up into the progressive process 
That moves all things to its own telos, 
The ultimate goals of growthful love. 
 
Father, the articulation fails. The revelating 
Defeats itself as the vast ocean of Your love 
Refuses the tiny channel, the mere trickle 
Of my impassioned communication. 
Better they all with me gaze on Yourself 
With changeless adoration. Better they 
Contemplate ceaselessly the irresistible reality 
Of Your immutable Being. To know Love 
Is ultimately to see—whether by faith or sight— 
The truth—that You are Love—and thus to know, 
Not in the old verbal categories, or human comparisons, 
But in the new and living terms of truth, 
That which no eye has seen, no ear has heard, 
No mind imagined, this brilliant verity 
That Spirit brings to heart and mind, 
Translating in new linguistics, true utterance, 
The eternal truth, truth which flows 
Out of the living knowledge, gaining the mind 
Of mortal man, gripping his soul 
Where Love for ever grants to him 
Palpable participation in the life of God: 
This fellowship with the insistent, 
With the unchanging God, the Deity 
Whose Name is Love. It is a sharing 
In the true Family, the entire Familyhood 
Of the eternal Father, Our Father, God. 
This then is ‘into life’. 
This then is resurrection from the dead. 
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Out of the Depths 
_________________________________  _________________________________ 

This is the intolerable thirst, 
This is the yearning, crying its way up 
And out of the unspeakable depths— 
The secret heart where the intimate cry 
Is scarcely known to the intelligent host, 
The intimate hearer of the depthless pain 
The secret heart knows only. 
 
Down where the thirsting is, 
Is the bewildering dryness, 
The harsh denial of one’s only reality, 
One’s undisclosed identity—known 
Yet not known, sensed but not 
Articulated. Here the ceaseless warring 
Of hope and not hope, of faith and unfaith, 
The tangling tussle of love denied, 
Love demanded yet the heart unrequited, 
The spirit demanding yet unbelieving, 
Knowing the response is indispensable 
But perceiving no response. 
 
‘My flesh and my heart cry out’, yes, 
But the crying is noiseless, the deep weeping 
Is silently soundless. Only the sensitive sight 
Glimpses the wordless warring, sees the struggle 
Clamoured against the authentic wrath, 
Denying its undeniable justification, 
Asserting self-righteous probity 
And dooming their God unto death— 
Dark death of God. 
 
Down in the impenetrable depths 
Of the secret heart, the hidden man, 
The basic inner being, the thirst persists. 
Man in his hunger must feed upon the flesh, 
The given life of the Logos, the rational word 
That informs not only mind, but feeds the heart 
And slakes the intolerable thirst 
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Else will man shatter and disintegrate, 
Grow senseless from the self-denied sources 
Of his full being. Only the true humanity cries, 
‘All my springs are in You.’ 
Only in the true humanity flows 
Life from the Fountain of life. 
 
Consider then his revelatory cry, 
‘I thirst!’ Consider the soul poured out 
To the last extremity—to death, death’s dust. 
Contemplate the utter dryness: dehydrate 
He consumed the barrenness of man. 
Wet with his own tears he stared dry-eyed, 
Consuming for ever the incredible wastage 
Of the denied spirit. Pain’s flow 
Brings life’s new life to life from lifelessness. 
 
Floods on the dry ground are the outpouring 
From the ultimate love. Yet thirst is hell to him 
And heaven to us. One drop’s enough 
To slake the unbearable thirsting. One drop of God 
Falls to our lips uncracked by love, 
But cracked for him in racking thirst, 
And penetrates to the persisting pain. 
Along the waves of cataclysmic convolutions 
The empathic spirit rides, shoulders its way 
To the shuddering vortex, the convulsion 
That is the centre of the secret heart 
Where the basic humanity struggles for its being. 
 
Who then can know this deep conflict, 
This stifled articulation of the eternal thirst, 
This essential yearning of the unfulfilled centre, 
This humanity as it is—self-denied 
But seeking for its self? Man’s a creature 
Yet open-ended finds no completion in himself. 
Seeking he must seek, but what he needs 
Must ever be beyond himself: 
All heaven’s for earth, all earth is needy, 
The celestial is for ever indispensable 
To the truly terrestrial. 
 
Once—in the centre of the enigma 
And poised at the core of time— 
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The bloody body hung: its life flowed out, 
Spattered on grim Golgotha’s stones. 
The darkness swirled its covering cloak 
About the great mystery; seeking to clothe 
The nakedness of him; taut, twisted flesh and bones 
Hung crookedly, awry and dislocate, 
Arms strained to extremities but embracing 
The pathetic race, the rebel suppliants 
Who vent their venom and cry their need 
In the passionate perversion 
Of unjustified hate. The anger swelled 
As the doomed mob battered its fists, 
The fretful tremors of the unceasing anger 
Against the unspeaking heavens, the dumb Deity. 
‘My flesh and my heart cry out for Him!’ 
Then flesh and heart be still. 
Behold from your watching post the tide 
That flows unmeasured from that holy hill. 
Man’s drought has broken in the new flood, 
The stemless tide of a new creating; love’s stream 
Waters the new emergence, the sated humanity. 
Be still and sense within the fountain springs 
Fed from the rivers and the streams of God; 
Know now their rise to love. Sense, too, 
The unfailing fulfilment of that deathless Cross 
Where death’s dry death has taken place 
And man’s alive again. 
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